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Preface 
 

Writing a preface is more important than it seems; often it is the only page in a dissertation that 

people read. What exactly then, is a preface? The Cambridge Dictionary provides two definitions. 

First, ‘An introduction at the beginning of a book explaining its aims’. The example coming with 

this definition is illustrative: ‘In his preface, the author says that he took eight years to write the 

book’. Fortunately I cannot say that about this thesis; I am happy to have completed it well within 

four years. Neither would it be necessary to explain the aim of this book: it is clearly stated on the 

cover. The second meaning of preface is: ‘An event which comes before something more 

important’. In case you belong to the category of readers who are likely to stop reading after the 

preface, this is vital information: there are more important things to come. Those people I would 

like to encourage extending their scope by at least one page and also read (beyond) the abstract.  

 This leaves me with the most important part of this preface: thanking the people that were 

of key importance to the process of writing a dissertation. Writing a PhD has been a challenge, but 

it certainly was not a struggle. I very much enjoyed writing it; the life in Florence that came with it 

even more. This is, after all, thanks to the people around me. I am truly grateful to all my friends 

at the EUI who made this such a great time, to Jaap Dronkers, who always inspired me, to Martin 

Kohli for his advice and support, to my co-authors Anne, Claartje and Stan, to my family and 

friends from the Netherlands for all those visits to Florence they made, and to Theresa for 

everything; what she means to me is completely beyond this thesis.  

 

Bram Lancee 

 

Florence, April 27th 2010 
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Abstract 
 
 
This thesis aims at analyzing to what extent different forms of social capital can help immigrants 

in the Netherlands and Germany to make headway on the labour market. Two forms of social 

capital are identified. Bonding refers to a dense network with thick trust and is measured as the 

strength of family ties, co-ethnic ties and trust in the family. Bridging implies a crosscutting 

network with thin trust and is measured as inter-ethnic ties and outward orientation. Making use 

of quantitative research methods, it is examined to what extent bonding and bridging for 

immigrants in the Netherlands and Germany explain a higher likelihood of employment, higher 

income, higher occupational status and shorter unemployment duration.  

Results show that 1) bridging networks positively affect all economic outcomes identified; 

2) bonding networks do not affect economic outcomes; 3) levels of trust (neither thick nor thin) 

do not explain economic outcomes; 4) returns to social capital are much higher for men than for 

women; 5) findings are similar for Germany and the Netherlands. Limitations and implications 

are discussed.   

 
Key words: social capital, bonding, bridging, labour market outcomes, immigrants, the 

Netherlands, Germany. 
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1. Introduction and Research Questions  
 
One of the main challenges that Western countries are faced with is how to deal with the 

increasing share of immigrants and their descendants. The incorporation of immigrants into 

the host society is of utmost importance to social cohesion. In almost all Western societies, the 

discussion on the consequences of immigration is a key topic on both the public and political 

agenda. Also among policy makers, the incorporation of immigrants in terms of employment, 

income and occupational status has been of major concern. The economic incorporation of 

immigrants in their host society is therefore of great interest to scholars studying the 

consequences of immigration.  

 It is well known that immigrants perform worse on the labour market than native 

residents (see for example Heath and Chueng 2007; Borjas 1994). This is also the case in the 

countries studied in this thesis. In the Netherlands for example, in 2008, 10 percent of the non-

western immigrants is unemployed, compared to 4 percent of the native population (Statistics 

Netherlands 2008: 98). In Germany, in 2007, of those with a migration background, slightly 

under 15 percent was unemployed, compared to just under 8 percent for native Germans 

(Statistisches Bundesamt 2009: 236).  

 These differences remain when taking into account socio-economic background. Even 

when controlling for their (host country-specific) human capital and language proficiency, 

immigrants generally have a lower employment rate, income and occupational status than the 

native population (Borjas 1994; Heath and Chueng 2007; Heath and Yu 2005), both in 

Germany (Granato and Kalter 2001) and in the Netherlands (Dronkers and Wanner 2006; 

Tesser and Dronkers 2007; Van Tubergen and Maas 2006). This also holds for the second 

generation (see for a review Heath, Rothon, and Kilpi 2008).  

One of the approaches to explain the labour market outcomes of immigrants is to use 

social capital theory. Social capital implies that people well equipped with social resources -in 

the sense of their social network and the resources of others they can call upon- succeed better 

in attaining their goals (Flap and Völker 2004: 6). In other words, one’s social network can be 

used as capital. Researchers have suggested that possessing social capital contributes to 

economic outcomes such as access to the labour market (Aguilera 2002; Granovetter 1995), 

wages (Aguilera and Massey 2003; Aguilera 2003; Boxman, De Graaf, and Flap 1991) or 

occupational status (Lin, Ensel, and Vaughn 1981; Lin 1999; Franzen and Hangartner 2006).  

Especially for immigrants, social networks are important to make headway on the labour 

market. In Germany, for example, almost 50% of the immigrants find their job through 

networks; this percentage is even higher for the young and the low-educated (For German 

native residents, this percentage is around thirty, see  Drever and Hoffmeister 2008). The use 

of networks may be an efficient strategy for job search in the face of potential discrimination 
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(Mouw 2002). Furthermore, social capital provides access to host country-specific human 

capital and job opportunities.  

However, other research suggests that, although immigrants rely heavily on their social 

network for finding a job, this results in lower-quality jobs (Kazemipur 2006; Falcon and 

Melendez 2001; Elliott 2001) and lower wages (Green, Tigges, and Diaz 1999). Already in 1987, 

Wilson (1987) argues in ‘The truly disadvantaged’ that living in an isolated ghetto has two 

negative consequences for urban blacks: the loss of role models and the exclusion from job 

networks. Stainbach (2008) finds in the US that using inter-ethnic contacts reduces the ethnic 

matching of employees, but he does not find any difference in wages with regard to the 

different types of contacts used. Reviewing the empirical literature on social capital, Mouw 

(2003, 2006) concludes that the major part of the effect of social capital on finding a job 

reflects the tendency for similar people to become friends. According to McPherson et al. 

(2001: 420), ethnic homophily is the biggest divide in social networks. 

A possible approach to better understand these diverging findings is to examine the 

different forms of social capital. Recent discussions on social capital distinguish between 

‘bonding’ and ‘bridging’ (Gitell and Vidal 1998; Putnam 2000; Woolcock and Narayan 2000; 

Leonard and Onyx 2003; Schuller 2007; Szreter and Woolcock 2004). Loosely defined, 

bonding refers to within-group connections, while bridging social capital refers to between-

group connections. It has been argued that returns depend on the different forms of social 

capital that people possess (Beugelsdijk and Smulders 2003; Putnam 2000; Portes 2000). It is 

often assumed that, whereas bonding social capital is to ‘get by’, bridging social capital is to ‘get 

ahead’ (Narayan 1999; Putnam 2000). The dilemma is perhaps more accurately described by 

Flap and Völker (2004: 15): “A relevant question regarding social capital is to what extent do 

ties remain within social groups, or to what extent are they also crosscutting and connect the 

resource-rich with the resource-poor?” In other words, to better understand the returns of 

social capital, it is necessary to distinguish into its different forms. 

Distinguishing between different forms of social capital seems especially important for 

immigrants. First, because especially bridging social capital is expected to yield positive returns 

for immigrants. As Haug (2007) points out, since most employers are natives, it is especially 

useful for immigrants to have contacts to natives. Building bridges to the native population is 

therefore an effective strategy to gain access to host country-specific resources, and to 

circumvent discrimination. Researchers find indeed that inter-ethnic relations can be 

associated with better labour market outcomes (Ode and Veenman 2003; Haug 2007; Kalter 

2006; Kanas, Van Tubergen, and Van der Lippe 2009).  

Second, the ‘lack’ of returns may not be that straightforward with respect to bonding. 

Ethnic minorities are repeatedly characterized as having a tight social network (Fernandeze-

Kelly 1995). This can have advantages as well as disadvantages. On the one hand, networks of 

immigrants are often characterized as being isolated and therefore hindering economic 
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integration (Portes and Sensenbrenner 1993; Portes 1998, 1995b). That is, being embedded 

into ethnic networks may impede successful upward mobility due to social obligations, 

pressure to conformity, or downward levelling norms. On the other hand, immigrants’ social 

networks are often said to provide security, high solidarity and opportunities, for example with 

respect to the ethnic economy (Zhou 1992; Waldinger 1994; Menjivar 2000; Waldinger 2005; 

Patacchini and Zenou 2008). For instance, family-based and ethnic-based networks are found 

to be contributing to the performance of immigrants on the labour market (Waldinger 1994; 

Kloosterman, Van der Leun, and Rath 1999; Sanders and Nee 1996; Sanders, Nee, and Sernau 

2002; Nee and Sanders 2001b; Greve and Salaff 2005).  

 

Research questions 

Whereas social capital researchers nowadays agree on a division of the concept in bonding and 

bridging, these dimensions have not been conceptualized systematically yet (Patulny and 

Svendsen 2007; Schuller 2007). The objective of this dissertation is to conceptualize bonding 

and bridging social capital for immigrants and, subsequently, to analyze their impact on the 

labour market outcomes for the main ethnic minority groups in the Netherlands and in 

Germany.  

The contribution of this thesis to the academic debate is twofold. The first one is 

theoretical. In the thesis, I develop a conceptual framework for the analysis of bonding and 

bridging social capital of immigrants. Furthermore, I identify the causal mechanisms that link 

bonding and bridging social capital to the labour market performance of immigrants. I also 

contribute to the field by making a cross-national comparison. By including both the 

Netherlands and Germany, I link the macro context with the individual-level results. This 

allows me to control for the possible influence of macro-level differences on the relation 

between immigrants’ social capital and labour market outcomes.  

The second contribution is empirical. I contribute to the field by measuring the different 

forms of social capital more precisely and simultaneously. To analyze the economic returns of 

social capital, I use several different outcome variables. Furthermore, as a way of 

methodological triangulation, I apply different estimation methods.  

 

The research question central to the thesis is formulated as follows: 

 

‘To what extent can bonding and bridging social capital explain the labour market outcomes of 

immigrants in Germany and the Netherlands?’ 
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In order to answer this question, a variety of sub-questions have been formulated: 

1. How can immigrants’ bonding and bridging social capital be conceptualized (chapter 2)? 

2. To what extent differs the macro context in the Netherlands and Germany, and how does 

this matter for the relation between immigrants’ social capital and labour market 

outcomes (chapter 3)? 

3. What are the expected economic returns of immigrants’ bonding and bridging social 

capital (chapter 4)? 

4. How can bonding and bridging social capital be measured for immigrants in Germany 

and the Netherlands (chapters 5, 6, and 7)? 

 

Structure of the thesis 

The thesis is outlined as follows. Chapter two deals with social capital theory. The chapter 

starts with discussing the elements that form the concept of social capital, and it is explained 

what approach is taken in this thesis. Subsequently, taking these elements, the concepts of 

bonding and bridging social capital are discussed. Chapter three describes the macro context 

for both the Netherlands and Germany. The chapter provides an overview of the macro context 

with respect to the migration history, the migration and integration policy and the labour 

market. Furthermore, it is discussed to what extent these factors are expected to influence the 

relation between immigrants’ social capital and labour market performance. In chapter four, 

the outcome variables as well as the individual-level hypotheses are discussed. The chapter 

starts with the concept of labour market outcomes. Secondly, the hypotheses of bonding and 

bridging social capital are developed, bringing forward five arguments that link immigrants’ 

social capital to their labour market performance. Last in chapter four, the role of human 

capital and the differences between men and women with respect to social capital are 

discussed. Chapters five, six and seven contain the empirical results. Chapter five presents the 

results for the Netherlands, chapter six for Germany. In chapter seven, using event history 

analysis, the differential effect of bonding and bridging social capital is analyzed for German 

natives and Turkish immigrants in Germany. Chapter eight is the concluding chapter; it brings 

together the ideas outlined in the theoretical framework and the empirical results.  
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2. Social Capital Theory 

 

Introduction 

One of the main insights in contemporary social science is that ‘no man is an island’ (Flap 

2002). People are embedded in the social networks that they form and these networks affect 

their lives. A social network can be considered a social resource, which can produce returns in 

order to improve the conditions of living. Consequently, people can use their network to better 

attain their goals. In other words, one’s social network can be treated as capital. One of the first 

to define social capital was Bourdieu (1986: 248). He described social capital as follows: 

“The aggregate of the actual and potential resources which are linked to the possession of 

a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance 

and recognition-or in other words, to membership in a group- which provides each of its 

members with the backing of the collectively-owned capital, a ‘credential’ which entitles 

them to credit, in the various senses of the word.” 

Social capital implies that people well equipped with social resources – in the sense of their 

social network and the resources of others they can call upon- better succeed in attaining their 

goals. Second, people will invest in relations with others because of the expected future value of 

the resources made available by these relations (Flap and Völker 2004: 6). Lin (2001b) defines 

social capital as “investment and use of embedded resources in social relations for expected 

returns.” Van der Gaag and Snijders (2004: 200) define individual social capital as “the 

collection of resources owned by the members of an individual’s personal social network, which 

may become available to the individual as a result of the history of these relationships.”  

There is no commonly accepted definition of social capital. A solution to conceptualize it 

is to discuss the elements that are generally considered to form social capital. In this chapter, I 

discuss these elements, taking the definition of Van der Gaag and Snijders (2004) as a starting 

point. These elements are visualized in Figure 1.1 In the next sections, I first differentiate 

between cognitive and structural social capital. Second, I discuss the differences between the 

use of and access to resources. Third, I differentiate between individual and collective social 

capital. Using these elements, I conceptualize bonding and bridging social capital for 

immigrants in the following two sections. The chapter ends with a summary and a conclusion. 

 

                                                
1 When empirically searching for the elements within social capital, Onyx and Bullen (2000: 36-37) come to 

similar conclusions. They construct the following factors: “A) refers to participation within local community 
organizations and events, B) refers to agency or proactivity in a social context, C) refers to feelings of trust 
and safety. Factors D, E and F are concerned with participation and connection within a variety of contexts, 
within the neighbourhood (D), among family and friends (Factor E), and within the workplace (Factor H)”.  
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Cognitive and structural social capital 

Social capital can be split up into a structural and a cognitive component (Van Deth 2008). The 

structural component refers to the ‘wires’ in the network: the extent and intensity of 

associational links or activity (Poortinga 2006). As opposed to cognitive social capital, 

structural social capital involves a behavioural component. Within structural social capital, one 

can differentiate between the type of ties and the institutional embeddedness of ties. That is, 

structural social capital consists of 1) a collection of ties characterized by the relation between 

the people connected, and 2) the possible institutional embeddedness of these ties. The basic 

idea of the latter is that when ties are embedded in institutions, it is more likely that resources 

will be exchanged (Putnam 1993; Veenstra 2002; Völker and Flap 1995).  

The cognitive component refers to the ‘nodes’ in the network: the attitudes and values 

such as perceptions of support, reciprocity and trust that contribute to the exchange of 

resources (Poortinga 2006). The most frequently used indicator of cognitive social capital is 

trust.2 Trust involves confidence or faith in the reliability of people, systems or principles 

(Veenstra 2002). Often, trust and solidarity are seen as the single component of social capital 

(Putnam 1993; Fukuyama 1995; Coleman 1990; Gambetta 1988; Portes and Sensenbrenner 

1993). For example, Brisson and Usher (2005, 2007) operationalize bonding social capital as a 

scale of trust and social cohesion on the neighbourhood level. According to Portes and 

Sensenbrenner (1993), bounded solidarity and enforceable trust are the main components of 

social capital in immigrant communities. In a slightly different approach, I label the level of 

solidarity and trust in the nodes of a network cognitive social capital. 

 

Access versus use  

Within social capital research, there is a distinction between access to and the actual use of 

resources (as discussed by Lin 2001b). In this thesis, I consider social capital as access to 

resources. The reason for this is twofold. First, it may be argued that it is not only the resources 

one actually uses that are essential, but also the ones that are potentially available. An example 

is the ability to borrow a large sum of money from a friend: it is likely that one never borrowed 

a large sum before, but the potential access to it is a valuable resource to possess; hence it is 

part of one’s social capital.  

However, one can argue that it is the use of social capital that results in improved labour 

market outcomes rather than its access. That is, when analyzing the link between having social 

relations and finding a job, one wants to know whether it is the relations that actually caused it. 

Measurement of actual use then seems to be a suitable technique. In this thesis, I am interested 

in explaining to what extent a person’s social capital can be related to better labour market 

outcomes, not only whether I can explain if people found a job through their social network 

                                                
2 For a discussion on social capital and trust see Fukuyama (1995, 2001) or Gambetta (1988).  
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(see for example Mouw 2003). The latter is a different question: although an individual can 

have found a job through other channels than social capital (for example through regular 

application), this does not mean that social capital was not effective. The fact itself that an 

individual applied for a job can be the result of his/her social capital. Furthermore, a person 

can be hired because he/she has a certain level of social capital. For example, Völker and Flap 

(2004) find that social capital also enhances the performance while doing one’s job. Mouw 

(2003: 891) concludes: “…the benefit of contacts cannot be measured by analyzing the 

difference in wages for jobs found with and without contacts, because well-connected workers 

raise their reservation wages so that the wages of all accepted job offers are higher, regardless 

of whether they were found via contacts”. Hence, it is not the use of relations as such that 

matter, but the resources that are accessible through one’s social network. This argumentation 

directly relates to the relevance of cognitive social capital. Following the argument as outlined 

above, it is access to resources that matters. As a logical conclusion, one should not limit 

measurement to structural elements of social capital.  

Moreover, when measuring activated social capital only, one potentially underestimates 

its effect. For example, Drever and Hoffmeister (2008) investigate to what extent immigrants 

in Germany found jobs through their social networks. Analyzing the returns to social capital in 

such a manner overlooks the fact that social networks can be effective in other ways as well, 

such as receiving help with applying, providing references, or negotiating wages. Besides, when 

analyzing the returns of social capital in terms of finding employment, one cannot answer the 

question using activated capital of this kind. Since all people considered already found a job, 

this would be selecting on the dependent variable.  

Hence, in this thesis, I analyze whether having access to a number of resources available 

in one’s network can explain a better position on the labour market. In other words, besides the 

direct effect (such as job referrals), I also aim to include the indirect effect of social capital 

(such as help with applications).  

The second reason for considering social capital as access to resources is practical: 

measurement of use of requires special measurement techniques, for example due to its 

retrospective nature (see also Van der Gaag 2005: 16-18; Lin 1999). Because of this, the actual 

use of social capital is hardly ever included in regular surveys. To properly measure it, one 

would have to collect new data.  
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Figure 1. Different elements of individual social capital. 

       

 Individual social capital: the collection of resources owned by the members of an individual’s personal social 
network, which may become available to the individual as a result of the history of these relationships  

       

 Structural: the wires in the network  Cognitive: the nodes in the network  

       

 Type of tie  Embeddedness of tie in 
institution  Attitudes and values  

       
  

Collective versus individual level social capital 

It is debated whether social capital is a concept that operates at the individual or at the 

collective level (Snijders 1999; Kadushin 2004). Some scholars discuss social capital as 

collectively produced and benefiting the community (Coleman 1990; Putnam 1993, 2000). 

Others (Bourdieu 1986; Flap 2002; Lin 2001b) have focused on social capital as a pool of 

resources, which may be helpful for the individual’s goal attainment. There is also empirical 

(multilevel) research that accounts for both the collective and the individual level in social 

capital (Kim, Subramanian, and Kawachi 2006; Poortinga 2006).  

When taking the collective approach, it has to be specified what constitutes the 

‘collective’. A collective or group can be defined by its degree of network closure. In a network 

with total closure, all individuals are connected with one another (Coleman 1988). A family, for 

example, is characterized by a high degree of network closure. One could also define the 

collective by similarity on socio-economic characteristics such as ethnicity, the neighbourhood, 

or, as Putnam (1993; see also Beugelsdijk and Van Schaik 2003) does, as regions or an entire 

nation. A group is then defined by its similarity and not per se by the relations people have. The 

idea is that those that are similar have a higher degree of network closure than those that are 

not.3 Thus, additional questions arise, such as: are all Turks in a country to be seen as a group, 

the members of which profit from each other’s social network(s)? Do all immigrants in a city 

form a community? Is a group simply defined by the borders of a nation?  

In addition to the difficulties of defining a group, one has to justify that the group as an 

entity profits from the available social resources. For example, when two groups overlap, some 

people belong to both groups (see Figure 2). By belonging to multiple groups, the network 

becomes larger and more resources are potentially available. Hence, by definition, the amount 

of social capital increases. If the amount of social capital increases when networks overlap (i.e. 

bridging social capital), how does this translate into the amount of collective social capital? 

Does the amount of social capital increase equally for those in one group as for those in two 

groups? This is unlikely. Since people in both networks have ties that provide access to more 

                                                
3 In many studies it is not possible to determine the degree of network closure. When doing empirical 

research, it seems therefore reasonable to theoretically discuss the degree of closure and use similarity on 
socio-economic criteria as a proxy. 
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valuable resources, it is reasonable to assume that for them, the amount of social capital is 

higher than for those in one network. As Lin (2001b: 69) puts it: ‘[t]he closer individuals are to 

a bridge in a network the better social capital they will access for instrumental action.’ Hence, a 

group as an entity does not profit equally from overlapping networks.  

 

Figure 2. Two partially overlapping social networks 

 
 

This implies that different levels of social capital exist within a group. A relevant question is 

then: what makes the ‘collective’ in social capital? How is social capital defined on a collective 

level when different amounts of social capital are present within the group? A solution could be 

that when estimating social capital on a collective level, one adds up all the social capital of the 

individuals belonging to the collective. This implies, however, that collective social capital is not 

more (or less) than the sum of its individual parts.  

As noted above, Van der Gaag and Snijders (2004: 200) define individual social capital 

as: “[t]he collection of resources owned by the members of an individual’s personal social 

network, which may become available to the individual as a result of the history of these 

relationships”. However this is not the complete picture. One can think of social capital that is 

not represented by the sum of people’s individual social capital. In Figure 2, group A contains 

an individual without ties. Although this person does not have ties, it is very well possible that 

s/he profits from the social capital available in the group. For example, the group can be a 

neighbourhood with a high level of trust and well-organised neighbourhood committees. Even 

without ties (s)he still profits from living in a safe neighbourhood with effective institutions. In 

other words, there is social capital available to this person that is not represented by his or her 

individual social capital. This can only be collective, since although belonging to the group, 

(s)he is not part of the social network.  

 

Group B Group A 
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As a result, I define the collective part of social capital as ‘the collection of resources 

which may become available to all members of the group’.4 Since one can belong to a group 

without having relations to its members, the part ‘as a result of the history of these 

relationships’ has been omitted. The ‘all’ is essential: if resources are not available to all 

members, they cannot be a part of collective social capital. In other words, the resources 

available to member 1 of group A should be also available to member 2 of group A. If they are 

not, these resources form part of one’s individual social capital, or those of a sub-group within 

group A. 

Hence, even when defining one’s individual capital, a collective part should be added to 

the definition. An individual’s social capital consists of ‘the collection of resources owned by the 

members of an individual’s personal social network, which may become available to the 

individual as a result of the history of these relationships’ plus ‘the collection of resources 

which may become available to all members of the group(s) one belongs to’.  

  

The choice of a ‘collective’ 

The unit of analysis in this research project is the individual. This implies that in the empirical 

study, I concentrate on the effects of individual social capital, rather than on the returns of 

collective social capital. However, since I also identify collective social capital, it has to be 

decided upon what constitutes the ‘collective’. 

One way to describe the collective is by means of the concept ‘collective identity’. The 

term collective identity refers “to those social identities that are based on large and potentially 

important group differences, e.g. those defined by gender, social class, age, or ethnicity” (Kohli 

2000: 117). Collective identity is used to differentiate one group from the other; the ethnic 

category is one of the categories, which people differentiate on. Ethnic identities can be 

described as “a subset of identity categories in which eligibility for membership is determined 

by attributes associated with, or believed to be associated with descent” (Chandra 2006: 398). 

According to Gonzen et al. (1992: 4-5), “ethnicity is not a collective fiction, but rather a process 

of construction of invention which incorporates, adapts and amplifies pre-existing communal 

solidarities, cultural memories, and historical memories. That is, it is grounded in real life 

context and social experience.” People have an ethnic identity, or express ‘ethnic solidarity’ 

(Alberts 2005; Grenier and Stepick 1992; Portes and Sensenbrenner 1993; Portes 1995a), which 

links them to people of the same ethnic category to some extent. According to Portes (1995a: 

256), ethnic solidarity among immigrants consists of two elements:  

“1) A common cultural memory brought from the home country and which compromises 

the customs, mores, and language through which immigrants define themselves and 

communicate with others, and 2) An emergent sentiment of ‘we-ness’ prompted by the 

                                                
4 Note that ‘may become available’ refers to the differentiation between the access and use of resources, not to 

the question of available for ‘whom’. If accessible, the resources are available to all members of the group.  
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experience of being lumped together, defined in derogatory terms, and subjected to the 

same discrimination by the host society”. 

In this thesis, the collective is defined as the ‘ethnic group’. The argument is that due to their 

ethnic identity or solidarity, people have on average more ties and/or trust with somebody 

from the same ethnic origin.  

Immigrants are often characterized as having a distinct ‘ethnic’ social network, for 

example the networks of ethnic entrepreneurs or ‘enclave’ economies (Kloosterman and Rath 

2001; Kloosterman, Van der Leun, and Rath 1999; Sanders and Nee 1987), the interrelatedness 

of ethnic (civic) organizations (Fennema and Tillie 1999; 2001; Fennema 2004), or closely knit 

immigrant families that generate social capital (Bankston and Zhou 2002; Zhou and Bankston 

1998; Sanders and Nee 1996). These ethnic networks make the exchange of resources among 

immigrants more likely and thus, there could be an aggregate effect between different groups, 

independent of individual effects (this is also the argument of Putnam 1993).  

In other words, an ethnic community possesses collective social capital. For example, 

Phalet and Heath (2006) refer to ethnic social capital as the social capital of an ethnic 

community in a city; their proxy for measurement is ‘ethnic background’. Equally, I take the 

ethnic group as the collective. In the empirical analyses (based on quantitative individual level 

data) I include a dummy for ethnic background, but I do not refer to this as collective social 

capital. Rather, in the empirical analyses, I test by including interaction terms whether the 

effect of individual social capital is different for the ethnic groups included. 

  

To sum up, social capital can be referred to as the collection of resources owned by the 

members of a social network, which may become available as a result of the history of these 

relationships. It consists of a structural and a cognitive element. The structural element refers 

to the nodes in the network: the type and institutional embeddedness of ties. The cognitive 

element refers to the attitudes and values such as perceptions of support, reciprocity and trust 

that contribute to the exchange of resources. Furthermore, social capital operates on the 

individual level, i.e. the resources available in the social network of the individual, and on the 

collective level, which is represented by the resources available in the ethnic community. 

Whereas the collective part is the same for all members of the ethnic community, the individual 

part differs per person. This thesis focuses on individual-level social capital. 

  

Bonding social capital 

Bonding social capital implies having dense ties and thick trust. The underlying principle is 

that of network closure: in a network with closure, the members of the network have ties with 

all members (Coleman 1988). Individual bonding social capital is defined as ‘the collection of 

resources owned by the members of an individual’s close and dense social network, which may 
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become available to the individual as a result of the history of these relationships’. Collective 

bonding social capital is defined as: ‘the collection of resources owned by an ethnic community 

which may become available to all members of the community’.  

 

Structural bonding social capital 

In terms of structural social capital, the concept of bonding is based on the principle of network 

closure (Coleman 1988): in a network with total closure, the members of the network have ties 

with all members. Furthermore, in case of total closure, the whole group potentially profits 

from the benefits generated by social capital.  

The clearest case of a network with a high degree of closure is probably the family. In his 

seminal article ‘Social capital in the creation of human capital’, Coleman (1988) emphasizes 

the role of the family as a source of social capital. The central argument of Coleman is that of 

network closure. With respect to immigrants, as Sanders and Nee (1996: 233) point out: “[a]s a 

social organization, the family’s chief advantages are not simply tangible products, such as 

unpaid labour, but also involve the mutual obligation and trust characteristic of small groups”. 

In their forms-of-capital-model for immigrant incorporation into the labour market, Nee and 

Sanders (2001b) emphasize the pivotal role of the family. Their general argument is that:  

“The mode of incorporation is largely a function of the social, human-cultural capital of 

immigrant families and how these resources are used by individuals within and apart 

from the existing structure of ethnic networks and institutions” (Nee and Sanders 2001b: 

388).  

According to Nee and Sanders’ forms of capital model, the family is central to the process of 

incorporation of immigrants in the labour market. They see the family as the primary basis of 

trust and collective action. Nee and Sanders (2001b: 389) emphasize that “social ties associated 

with common ethnicity are unlikely to replicate the household communism and solidarity of 

the family household or to be as strong as the social ties within extended family networks”. 

Within the family, social capital is distributed and effectively used (Coleman 1988; Bubolz 

2001; Nauck 2001); for example with respect to family businesses (Alesina and Giuliano 2007; 

Sanders and Nee 1996). Sanders, Nee and Sernau (2002) find a positive relation between 

family and ethnically based networks and finding employment for Asian immigrants in the Los 

Angeles area.  

 Whereas one may argue whether or not the family network is indeed the pivotal element 

in immigrants’ labour market incorporation, it does emphasize that for immigrants family 

networks are of high importance. In their forms of capital model, Nee and Sanders (2001b) 

refer to the family as both nuclear and extended (see also Menjivar 1997). As Georgas (2006: 4) 

points out, the nuclear family (mother, father and children) may reflect to a certain degree 

values of Western societies about family. In most nations, also more extensive relations of 

kinship (grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins from both sides of the parents) are considered 
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family. Moreover, family is not restricted to biological relations (Georgas 2006; Parkin and 

Stone 2004). Family can thus have a different connotation across different cultures or ethnic 

groups. Some items in the surveys used in this thesis refer to ‘family’ without further 

specification. In the measurement, one therefore has to keep in mind that the perception of 

family can differ for the various ethnic groups included. What is measured is therefore that 

what the respondent refers to as family. In this thesis, I will refer to the ‘family’ as both nuclear 

and extended.  

Not only family ties contribute to a network with a high degree of closure. One could 

classify all ties with co-ethnics as contributing to a dense network with closure (see Sanders 

2002 for a review of studies on social relations and closure in ethnic communities). Portes and 

Sensenbrenner (1993) identify two sources of social capital. ‘Bounded solidarity’ involves a 

sense of group solidarity that manifests as a reaction to real or perceived threats of a group, and 

‘enforceable trust’, the monitoring and sanctioning capacity of a group. Parkin (1974, in 

Sanders 2002: 330) describes ‘solidaristic closure,’ which “...involves social relations with 

underpinnings of ethnic solidarity that generate and channel opportunities to a cross-section of 

the group”. Sanders (2002: 348) concludes: “[r]esearch leaves little doubt as to the importance 

of social capital derived through ethnic networks in promoting economic action.” Besides the 

family, it seems that the ethnic community is an important source of social capital for 

immigrants because it contributes to network closure. 

However, as Sanders and Nee (1996, 1987) argue, a limitation of solidarity based on 

ethnic ties per se is that it might be difficult to enforce. The reason is that when opportunities 

are available outside the ethnic community, one is less dependent on ethnic resources; 

therefore the weaker is the mechanism that maintains bounded solidarity and enforceable trust 

within the ethnic group. Within the family, solidarity is likely to be less vulnerable. As Sanders 

and Nee (1996: 233) point out: “[c]ooperation in the family not simply stems from self-interest, 

but from a moral order in which the accumulation of obligations among members builds a 

solidarity best described as ‘household communism’”.  

There is ample research suggesting that ethnic networks function as a means to make 

headway on the labour market, since these networks rely on ethnic solidarity and enforceable 

trust (Waldinger 1995; Portes and Sensenbrenner 1993; Portes 1995b). Furthermore, there is 

some evidence that, for immigrants, the main source of information on jobs is through relatives 

and friends, particularly those who belong to the same ethnic origin (Zhou 1992; Menjivar 

2000; Waldinger 1994; Pichler 1997). According to the ‘enclave’ economy hypothesis, those 

immigrant communities who build enclave economies can -with little assimilation- even 

achieve economic parity (Wilson and Portes 1980).  

As a result, I include family as well as co-ethnic ties in individual structural bonding 

social capital. Therefore, ties that form bonding structural capital are defined as ‘ties that 

closely connect people and increase the degree of network closure.’ On the individual level, this 
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is operationalized as the strength of family and co-ethnic ties, on the collective level as all ties 

within the ethnic community.  

 

Cognitive bonding social capital 

In terms of cognitive social capital, the relations in a network can be characterized by their 

degree of solidarity and trust (Portes and Sensenbrenner 1993; Szreter and Woolcock 2004). 

Solidarity networks consist of people who mutually support each other because they share a 

similar social identity. This support is likely to be limited to insiders (Onyx and Bullen 2000). 

Portes and Sensenbrenner (1993) identify two sources of social capital. ‘Bounded solidarity’ 

involves a sense of group solidarity that manifests itself as a reaction to real or perceived 

threats of a group, and ‘enforceable trust’, the monitoring and sanctioning capacity of a group. 

Bounded solidarity refers to a sense of ‘we-ness’ in the group, based on outward confrontation.  

Trust involves confidence or faith in the reliability of people, systems or principles 

(Veenstra 2002). Trust is often seen as the main component of social capital (see for example 

Fukuyama 1995; Coleman 1990; Putnam 1993). Within trust, one can differentiate between 

thick (or particular) and thin (or generalized) trust. Thick or particular trust is associated with 

strong ties, solidarity, frequent and primary contacts, whereas thin or generalized trust refers 

to instrumental solidarity, loose ties and trust in institutions (Hughes, Bellamy, and Black 

1999; Newton 1997). The two kinds of trust promote access to different kinds of resources 

(Patulny and Svendsen 2007). Bonding social capital is associated with thick and particular 

trust.  

The advantage of thick trust -as opposed to thin trust- is that it is more likely that 

resources will be exchanged (or, in terms of Portes and Sensenbrenner (1993), it is more likely 

to be enforced). Coleman (1988) relates this to network closure: the combination of closure and 

thick trust increases the likelihood of resources to be exchanged. Such networks consist of 

people who mutually support each other because they share a similar social identity. This 

support is likely to be limited to insiders (Onyx and Bullen 2000). For immigrants, this is likely 

to be beneficial. For example, Zhou and Bankston (1994) find that Vietnamese immigrants in 

New Orleans with strong adherence to family values tend to have disproportionately high 

educational degrees, have more definite college-plans, and score higher on academic 

orientation. Zhou and Bankston (1994: 821) conclude that “strong positive immigrant cultural 

orientations can function as a form of social capital that promotes value conformity and 

constructive forms of behaviour”. They conclude that conformity to the expectations of the 

family and the ethnic community provides individuals with resources of support and direction. 

Hence, thick trust in a social structure contributes to the exchange of resources within this 

structure. Subsequently, cognitive bonding social capital can be described as the attitudes and 

values (such as trust and solidarity) that contribute to the exchange of resources among the 

members of an individual’s close and dense network. For the collective level, this refers to the 
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‘attitudes and values (such as trust and solidarity) that contribute to the exchange of resources 

among the members of an ethnic community’. 

 

Bridging social capital  

Bridging social capital is defined by ties that span structural holes and thin trust. On the 

individual level, this refers to ‘the collection of resources owned by the members of an 

individual’s wide social network, which may become available to the individual as a result of 

the history of these relationships’. Collective bridging social capital refers to ‘the collection of 

resources not owned by the ethnic community or its individual members, which may become 

available to all members of the community’.5  

 

Structural bridging social capital  

Structural bridging social capital refers to the collection of ties that form an individual’s ‘wide’ 

social network. A wide social network is a network that contains structural holes (Burt 1992, 

2001). According to Burt (2001: 31) 

 “[t]he structural hole argument is that social capital is created by a network in which 

people can broker connections between otherwise disconnected segments. Structural holes 

separate non-redundant sources of information, sources that are more additive than 

overlapping.”  

Structural holes are gaps in networks and give the opportunity to broker the flow of 

information between people or groups, they therefore create an advantage for the individual 

whose relationships span the holes. A bridge is a tie that spans a structural hole (Burt 2002). 

The advantage of bridging ties is that unique information and opportunities come into reach 

(Putnam 2000: 22). According to Burt (2004), those standing near a structural hole in a 

network structure have a higher likelihood of having ‘good ideas’: people connected across 

groups are more confronted with alternative ways of thinking which gives them more options to 

select from. 

In most empirical studies, no conclusive network information is available; consequently 

structural holes cannot be directly observed (see also Marsden 1990). In other words, as only a 

part of ego’s social network is measured, it is not possible to determine exactly which ties of ego 

span structural holes. Therefore, ties that span structural holes need to be measured with a 

proxy. Structural holes are, for example, gaps across relevant socio-economic categories such as 

class, ethnic group and age (Portes 1998; Narayan 1999). Ties that cut across these socio-

economic categories can be taken as a proxy for ties that span structural holes. For example, if 

                                                
5 Note that on the collective level it is the resources that are not owned by the community: they are all resources 

available through between-group connections, available to all community members. The resources owned by 
the community are defined as collective bonding social capital. 
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ego reports having inter-ethnic ties, this indicates spanning a structural hole between the 

otherwise disconnected elements of the category ‘ethnic group’.  

Wuthnow (2002) differentiates two types of bridging ties: identity bridging and status 

bridging. Identity bridging refers to ties that span culturally defined differences, such as ethnic 

identity or national origin. Arguably, for immigrants, bridging the ethnic divide and connecting 

to native residents is the most important form of identity bridging. Inter-ethnic ties are 

especially important for immigrants, since they are a link out of the ethnic community and 

consequently create a wider network containing valuable resources and job opportunities 

(Granovetter 1973; Heath and Yu 2005). For example, Aguilera (2003) finds that friendship 

networks that are more ethnically diverse positively affect the number of hours worked for 

Mexican immigrants in the U.S. Inter-ethnic ties are for example inter-ethnic marriages (Bijl et 

al. 2005: 69-74) or friendships with natives (Haug 2003). The second type of bridging tie is 

status bridging: those ties that span vertical arrangements of power, wealth and prestige6. 

Status bridging suggests possibilities for those with less influence to acquire influence and 

other resources through their connections with people of higher status. Having status bridging 

ties may be beneficial for getting jobs or moving up economically (Wuthnow 2002; Granovetter 

1973). Since immigrants often have or are perceived to have a lower ‘status’ than natives do, it 

is likely that inter-ethnic ties contribute to status bridging. In chapter four, it is argued how 

inter-ethnic ties are expected to affect the labour market outcomes of immigrants. 

 According to Granovetter’s (1973) ‘strength of weak ties hypothesis’, it is usually weak 

ties that serve as bridges, since strong ties do not provide new information. The strength of a 

relationship refers to the degree of intensity, frequency, intimacy, reciprocity or acknowledged 

obligations. The stronger the relationships, the more likely the sharing and exchange of 

resources (Lin 2001b: 66). However, Burt (2001; see also Lin 1999) points out that it is not 

necessarily tie strength as such, but spanning a structural hole that encloses new information. 

Once a hole is bridged, opportunities to access valuable information increase. In other words, 

building bridges is spanning structural holes; either through strong or weak ties. In the 

measurement of structural bridging social capital, I therefore define spanning structural holes 

as having inter-ethnic ties, rather than as having weak ties. This implies that one can have 

strong ties that are ethnic bridges, such as inter-ethnic marriages. As a result, I include strong 

inter-ethnic ties, such as having a native born partner and weaker ties, such as having native-

born friends or acquaintances7.  

                                                
6 Since bridging is a horizontal metaphor, the ties between people with a different authority or social-economic 

status (i.e. vertical ties) are sometimes also referred to as linking social capital (Woolcock and Narayan 2000; 
WorldBank 2001: 128). 

7 Granovetter (1973) defines the strength of a tie as a combination of amount of time spent, emotional intensity, 
intimacy and reciprocity. Whether friendships are considered to be weak or a strong ties depends on the 
reference category. When being compared to acquaintances or fleeting relations, friendships are clearly the 
stronger ties. When being compared to family members, friendships are considered weak ties. 
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On the individual level, structural bridging can be described as ‘the ties in an individual’s 

social network that cut across the ethnic divide and by that span structural holes’. On the 

collective level, this implies ‘all ties that an ethnic community connects with those not in the 

community, i.e. inter-ethnic ties’. 

Bridging institutions are those institutions that contribute to spanning structural holes 

by establishing crosscutting ties. Some see all institutions as facilitators of crosscutting ties, 

which implies that in measurement the average number of memberships of an individual is 

sufficient (e.g. Putnam 2000). However, several scholars argue that one should also take into 

account the diversity of the background of the people involved, the so-called ‘heterogeneity 

argument’ (Sabatini 2005: 42-44; Grootaert 2002). I will follow the heterogeneity-argument.  

For example, Jabobs, Phalet and Swyngedouw (2004; see also Bretell 2005) identify 

ethnic social capital that is embedded in ethnic associations, as opposed to cross-cultural social 

capital: embedded in mixed and more mainstream organisations. Stolle (2001) finds that 

ethnic diversity in voluntary associations (such as sports clubs or self-help groups) in Germany, 

Sweden and the United Sates is associated with higher levels of generalized trust8. Wuthnow 

(2002) finds that membership in religious organizations correlates with having high status 

friends. In other words, it seems that institutions have two functions: 1) they facilitate building 

status bridging ties and 2) when organisations are mixed or more mainstream, they contribute 

to building inter-ethnic ties. In the empirical analyses, I include being a member of 

organisations of which most members are native residents. 

   

Cognitive bridging social capital 

Cognitive bridging social capital is characterized by thin or particular trust, which “tends to be 

associated with the organic solidarity or gesellschaft of looser, more amorphous, secondary 

relations.” (Newton 1997: 578). Thin trust is also associated with confidence in institutions or 

in the government (Nooteboom 2007). Thin trust is often related to values of modern society.  

Uunk (2003) analyzes the ‘modern’ attitudes of the four main immigrant groups in the 

Netherlands. He differentiates between 1) the sex specific division of roles, 2) the role of women 

in society, 3) central family issues such as marriage and children, 4) authority relations, 5) 

moral issues and 6) religion. For immigrants in the Netherlands, Uunk finds a relation between 

modern attitudes and the extent of interethnic contacts. Ode and Veenman (2003) also include 

outward orientation in their analysis, which includes both opinions on inter-ethnic contacts 

and the use of the host society’s language. They find that both modernization and outward 

orientation positively contribute to the economic integration of immigrants in the Netherlands.  

                                                
8 However, more heterogeneity does not always mean that more cross-cutting ties are built: Alesina and La 

Ferra (2000) find that in neighbourhoods with ethnic diversity, participation in social activities is much 
lower.  
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Cognitive bridging social capital can be described as ‘thin trust, that is the attitudes and 

values such as modernization and outward orientation that contribute to the exchange of 

resources in one’s wide social network.’ 

 

Conclusion  

The elements of bonding and bridging social capital are summarized in Figure 3. Bonding 

social capital refers to ‘the collection of resources owned by the members of an individual’s 

close and dense social network, which may become available to the individual as a result of the 

history of these relationships’. A close and dense network has a high degree of closure, i.e. a 

high degree of interconnectivity among its members. A higher degree of closure implies a 

higher likelihood that resources will be exchanged. Structural bonding is operationalized as 

family and co-ethnic ties. The key concept for cognitive bonding social capital is thick trust. It 

refers to the attitudes and values that contribute to exchange of resource in one’s close and 

dense network. This is operationalized as the importance of and attitudes on solidarity and 

reciprocity within the family. The collective level refers to the ethnic community. On the 

collective level, the resources to be potentially exchanged are available for all members of the 

community.  

Bridging social capital refers to the collection of resources owned by the members of an 

individual’s wide social network, which may become available to the individual as a result of 

the history of these relationships. A ‘wide’ social network is a network that contains structural 

holes. When a structural hole is bridged, this increases the opportunity to access unique and 

valuable resources. A bridge is operationalized as an inter-ethnic tie. For cognitive bridging, the 

key concept is thin trust, which refers to the attitudes and values that contribute to the 

exchange of resources in an individual’s wide social network. This is operationalized as 

attitudes and values such as modernization and outward orientation.  
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Figure 3. The elements of immigrants’ bonding and bridging social capital. 
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3. Immigrants in Germany and the Netherlands 

 

Introduction 

In this chapter, I briefly discuss the terminology used to label ethnic minorities and I outline 

the macro factors relevant to the analysis of immigrants’ social capital on the labour market in 

Germany and the Netherlands. First, I describe the migration history of the ethnic groups 

included. Second, I summarize the immigration and integration policy of both countries. Third, 

I provide some descriptive information on labour market indicators and the structure of the 

labour market. Fourth, I compare Germany and the Netherlands with respect to the social 

capital people possess.  

In the last part of the chapter, I link the macro context explicitly to the research question 

central to this thesis: ‘to what extent can immigrants’ bonding and bridging social capital help 

explain their performance on the labour market?’ This is a question on the individual level. It is 

likely that the macro-level context modifies or influences the micro-level relationship studied. 

Therefore, for each of the determinants mentioned above, I discuss if and how they are 

expected to modify and/or to affect the relation between immigrants’ individual social capital 

and their position on the labour market. I conclude by discussing how these macro-level 

differences relate to the results of the empirical analyses in the subsequent chapters. 

 

Migration background and its terminology  

The concept of migration background categorizes people with respect to their migration 

experience. It not only refers to those that have migrated themselves, but also to (foreign) 

people that are residents in the destination country and to all their (immediate) descendants 

(Statistisches Bundesamt 2009).  

 In the field of migration research, there are several ways to label people with and without 

migration background. Within the category of migration background, people that have 

migrated themselves are generally labelled ‘first-generation immigrants’. There is less 

consensus about how to label their descendants: the children of the first and subsequent 

generations. They are referred to as second- and even third-generation migrants; some refer to 

them as ethnic minorities, or as native-born with non-Dutch or non-German heritage. Strictly 

speaking, the term ‘native’ refers to someone born in the country. From this perspective, a 

second-generation migrant should be labelled ‘native’. The question is, why one would classify 

someone as an (second-generation) immigrant if he or she was born in the country of 

destination and has the citizenship of this country? Those that do not have a migration 
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background are often classified as native, as the majority group, or as the indigenous 

population. 

 Within this discussion, there are differences in the statistical categorization of people. 

Sometimes nationality is used as an identifying criterion, sometimes place of birth and place of 

birth of the parents, or age at immigration. Often, the categorization does not depend on 

substantial considerations but on what is available in the data. Especially when comparing 

countries with different immigration regimes, it often is not possible to harmonize the 

classification. For example, whereas in Germany nationality is an often-used criterion, the most 

common criterion in the Netherlands is place of birth and parents’ place of birth. This is also 

the case in the survey data used for the empirical analyses in this thesis: in the case of the 

Netherlands, people are categorized based on their country of birth and that or their parents, 

while in the German case they are categorized by country of birth and nationality. 

 In this thesis, I will adopt the following terminology. ‘First-generation immigrant’ refers 

to people that were born abroad and migrated to another country at an age older than six, 

whose parents were born abroad as well. Their citizenship may be that of the country of origin 

or that of the country of destination. Their descendants I will refer to as second-generation 

minorities, or simply as the ‘second generation’. The second generation hence consists of the 

people that were born in the country of current residence with at least one parent born abroad, 

and to people that were born abroad and migrated to another country at an age of six and 

younger with at least one parent born abroad. In the German case, people with a non-German 

nationality that were born in Germany or migrated to Germany at an age of six or younger, are 

also considered to be second-generation ethnic minority.  

 To differentiate people with a migration background from people without a migration 

background, I will use the term ‘immigrant’, or ‘ethnic minority’ versus ‘native’. By classifying 

all people with a migration background as ‘ethnic minority’, or simply as ‘immigrant’, I hence 

put the first and second generation together under one label. Even though people labelled as 

second generation in most cases did not migrate themselves, I apply the label ‘immigrant’ when 

referring to both the first and second generation. Where relevant, the first and second 

generation are addressed separately as such. This implies that in this thesis, the term ‘native’ 

does not include the second generation. ‘Native Dutch’ (or native German) refers to someone 

who is born in the Netherlands possessing a Dutch nationality, whose parents are born in the 

Netherlands as well. Last, to differentiate among different countries of origin, I use the term 

‘ethnic group’.  
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Migration history and background of the ethnic groups included 

The Netherlands 

The way ethnic minorities are identified in the Netherlands is determined by its migration 

history. In the Netherlands, adherence to an ethnic minority is classified by people’s country of 

birth and country of birth of their parents, rather than by nationality. This was also due to the 

fact that minorities from Suriname and the Antilles were Dutch citizens, as those countries 

were part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.  

 The ethnic minorities discussed by politicians and most scholars are the immigrant 

communities that have settled after the Second World War as a result of the colonial history 

and the guest worker agreements (Guiraudon, Phalet, and Ter Wal 2005). Minorities were 

perceived by the government as having a different background, language, culture and religion; 

this was the primary reason for the difficulties they faced. Immigrants were therefore only 

classified as ethnic minorities if their economic situation was worse than that of the native 

Dutch (Guiraudon, Phalet, and Ter Wal 2005). With respect to future policy, ethnic minorities 

were hence not only defined by their ethnic background, but also by their socio-economic 

position and the responsibility the Dutch state feels towards them.  

 In Table 1, the twenty largest ethnic groups in the Netherlands are listed, classified by 

their country of birth and that of their parents. For comparison, in Table 2, the most frequent 

nationalities are listed. The main differences between the tables are due to the colonial history. 

Based on country of birth, the two biggest ethnic minority groups in the Netherlands are the 

Germans and the Indonesians (see Table 1). As a result of the classification of ethnic minorities 

based on their socio-economic position, Germans, and Indonesians were however classified as 

‘Western Immigrants’ and are therefore traditionally not included in policies towards ethnic 

minorities (Guiraudon, Phalet, and Ter Wal 2005). 

For this reason, most studies focus on the four largest immigrant groups and their 

descendants that are deemed to be socio-economic disadvantaged: Turks, Moroccans, 

Surinamese and Antilleans (see also  Bijl et al. 2005). Suriname and the Dutch Antilles were 

former colonies of the Netherlands, the Moroccans and Turks came to the Netherlands in the 

1960s providing mainly unskilled labour. From the 1960s until the 1990s, these four groups 

have dominated immigration. In the 1990s, Dutch immigration patterns changed due to 

refugees arriving from other countries.  

The first immigrants from Turkey arrived in the 1960s to supply the shortage of low-

skilled labour. A labour agreement between Turkey and the Netherlands institutionalized the 

flow of Turkish workers. From then until the early 1970s immigration increased rapidly; at the 

end of 1973 the agreement expired and Turkish immigrants were no longer allowed to enter the 

Netherlands as workers (Ter Wal 2007; Bevelander and Veenman 2006, 2004). Due to family 

reunification and formation, the migration flow did however not decrease in the 1980s.  
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The first migrants from Morocco arrived in the Netherlands in the 1960s as well. Mostly 

men with a poor educational background, predominantly recruited through the agency of the 

Moroccan government, arrived in the Netherlands to perform mainly unskilled labour. Many 

came from the Rif region, a poor and one of the more traditional parts of Morocco. Most of the 

workers arrived assuming they would return to Morocco as soon as they saved up enough 

money to start a business of their own. When the labour agreement with Morocco was stopped 

in 1973, the migration flow was expected to decrease. However, due to family reunification the 

number of Moroccans actually increased in the years after 1973. Family reunification peaked in 

the mid 1980s; at this point marriage migration started with future partners moving to the 

Netherlands.  

The background of the Surinamese is different. As a former colony of the Netherlands, 

Suriname has a long migration history. The first immigrants consisted mainly of Surinamese 

elite and middle class, arriving to study or to seek good schooling for their children. In the early 

1970s, also low skilled Surinamese moved to the Netherlands. Surinamese independence in 

1975 caused a temporary boom of more than 50,000 people moving shortly before 

independence. At the end of 1980, the Dutch government introduced visa requirements to 

enter the Netherlands from Suriname. This was anticipated by many Surinamese and led to a 

second wave of about 30,000 Surinamese arriving in the Netherlands in 1979 and 1980. Due to 

economic and political reasons, immigration increased again in the 1990s (Bevelander and 

Veenman 2004; Vermeulen 2005a). At the beginning of 2007, 333,504 Surinamese lived in the 

Netherlands, of which 44 percent belong to the second generation (see Table 1).  

The Kingdom of the Netherlands today still consists of three countries: the Netherlands, 

the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba9. The Netherlands Antilles consist of five islands in the 

Caribbean Sea: Bonaire, Saba, the southern part of Saint Marten, Saint-Eustatius and Curaçao. 

The fist immigration wave started in the 1960s, when Dutch companies recruited mainly 

unskilled, but later also skilled workers. After 1973 and after 1985 again, the migration of 

unskilled workers increased rapidly. In the early 1990s, due to high unemployment on the 

Antilles, many young people moved to the Netherlands. This lead to a contrast: whereas the 

second-generation managed to bridge the educational gap with the native Dutch, the young 

new immigrants have a very disadvantageous position in terms of educational attainment and 

language proficiency (Bevelander and Veenman 2004) and labour market position.  

                                                
9 Until 1986, Aruba was part of the Netherlands Antilles. It now has an autonomous status, equal to that of the 

Netherlands Antilles. 
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Table 1. Largest ethnic groups in the Netherlands based on country of birth. 

 First + second 
Generation First generation Second generation 

 N % N % N % 

       
Indonesia 389,940 2.38 126,048 0.77 263,892 1.61 
Germany 381,186 2.33 101,221 0.62 279,965 1.71 
Turkey 368,600 2.25 195,113 1.19 173,487 1.06 
Surinam 333,504 2.04 186,025 1.14 147,479 0.90 
Morocco 329,493 2.01 167,893 1.03 161,600 0.99 
Netherlands Antilles and Aruba 129,965 0.79 78,907 0.48 51,058 0.31 
Belgium 112,224 0.69 36,126 0.22 76,098 0.47 
Former Yugoslavia 76,465 0.47 52,857 0.32 23,608 0.14 
United Kingdom 75,686 0.46 42,604 0.26 33,082 0.20 
Poland  51,339 0.31 34,831 0.21 16,508 0.10 
Former Soviet-Union 47,450 0.29 35,962 0.22 11,488 0.07 
China 45,298 0.28 31,236 0.19 14,062 0.09 
Iraq 43,891 0.27 34,729 0.21 9,162 0.06 
Afghanistan 37,230 0.23 31,330 0.19 5,900 0.04 
Italy 36,495 0.22 17,163 0.10 19,332 0.12 
French 33,845 0.21 17,095 0.10 16,750 0.10 
United States 31,154 0.19 18,957 0.12 12,197 0.07 
Spain 31,066 0.19 16,897 0.10 14,169 0.09 
Iran 28,969 0.18 23,526 0.14 5,443 0.03 
Cape Verde 20,181 0.12 11,444 0.07 8,737 0.05 
Other       
Total  3,170,406 19.38 1,601,194 9.79 1,569,212 9.59 
       
Native Dutch 13,187,586 80.62     
Total population 16,357,992 100     
       
Note: Ethnic groups in the Netherlands, per 1-1-2007. Based on country of birth. First generation is born abroad and has at 
least one parent born abroad. Second generation is born in the Netherlands and has at least one parent that’ is born abroad. 
All % expressed as a share of the total population 
Source: Statistics Netherlands. 

 

Table 2. Most frequent nationalities in the Netherlands. 

 N % 

   
Turkish 96,779 0.59 
Without / Unknown 89,268 0.55 
Moroccans 80,518 0.49 
German 60,201 0.37 
British 40,335 0.25 
Belgian 25,999 0.16 
Polish 19,645 0.12 
Italian 18,627 0.11 
Spanish 16,468 0.10 
Chinese 15,266 0.09 
French 14,697 0.09 
United States 14,641 0.09 
Portuguese 12,234 0.07 
Indonesian 11,389 0.07 
Surinamese 7,561 0.05 
Greek 6,627 0.04 
Japanese 5,736 0.04 
Thai 5,504 0.03 
Indian 5,381 0.03 
Other 135,056 0.83 
Dutch 15,676,060 95.83 
Total 16,357,992 100.00 
   
Note: per 1-1-2007 
Source: Statistics Netherlands. 
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Germany 

Just as in the Netherlands, the migration history in Germany determines the categories that are 

used to classify people as ethnic minority. For a long period of time, immigrants and their 

descendants in Germany have been defined as such by nationality. More recently, Germany 

adopted the concept of migration background. The differences with respect to incorporation 

regimes are discussed in more detail in the section ‘Immigration and integration policy’. In this 

section, I briefly discuss the migration history of Germany, and the ethnic minority groups 

included in this study.  

 Since the criterion to differentiate ‘native’ Germans from other ethnic groups was that of 

nationality, census data on country of birth is not available in Germany (Statistisches 

Bundesamt 2009). Until 2000, nationality was primarily based on the principle of ius 

sanguinis. Since nationality was based on ancestry and not on place of birth, also the second-

generation could be distinguished from native Germans by their nationality. In Table 3 the 

most frequent nationalities in Germany are listed. 

  However, in 2000, the naturalization law changed drastically and besides ius sanguinis, 

also included ius soli, the place-of-birth principle. To identify those with a migration 

background, classification of people based on nationality was no longer sufficient. Hence, the 

German office of Statistics adopted the principle of migration background, and now 

incorporates this principle in its micro census. The concept of migration background does not 

identify people’s country of birth as such10, but differentiates people with respect to their 

migration experience. The idea is that the concept of migration background not only refers to 

those that have migrated themselves, but also to (foreign) people that are residents in Germany 

and all their (immediate) descendants (Statistisches Bundesamt 2009). People with a 

migration background are “all people that migrated after 1949 to the current territory of the 

German republic, as well as all foreigners born in Germany and all German born in Germany 

with at least one parent that did so, or with one parent that is born as foreigner in Germany” 

(Statistisches Bundesamt 2009: 6, author's translation). 

 Those with a migration background can be split up in those with and without migration 

experience. Of the 15.4 million people with migration background, 10.5 million have migration 

experience themselves; the rest is born in Germany. In both categories, there are people with 

and without German nationality. In 2007, there were 15.4 million people with a migration 

background, 18.7% of the population. Of those, 7.3 million (8,9% of the population) do not have 

the German nationality. In Figure 4, an overview of the categories and its numbers for the year 

2007 is presented. 

                                                
10  According to the Statistical Office (Statistisches Bundesambt 2009: 309) it is not possible to classify the 

population by country of birth. The concept of migration background distinguishes between being born in 

Germany or not, but it does not include other countries of birth.  
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 With respect to migration flows, Germany has for much of its history been a ‘sending’ 

country, rather then a ‘receiving’ country. This changed only shortly after the Second World 

War. However, this does not imply that immigration did not exist before that. For example, in 

1910 there were 1.3 million foreigners registered in Germany, nearly half of them from Austria. 

In 1925, this number was one million, of which the Poles (with more than one quarter) were the 

dominant group (Kalter and Granato 2007; Münz 2002).  

 Post war migration to Germany can roughly be split in five waves. Directly after the 

Second World War, millions of refugees and expellees from former German territory arrived in 

Germany (Aussiedler). Due to the right of political asylum and the citizenship law in Germany, 

Aussiedler could claim citizenship upon arrival. They came mainly from former German 

territories in Eastern Europe, from the Soviet Union and its influence sphere. Besides, until the 

construction of the Berlin wall in 1961, GDR-citizens were the most important immigrant group 

in the FRG (Kalter and Granato 2007); GDR-citizens were also seen as FRG-citizens by the 

West German state. 

 
Figure 4. People with a migration background in Germany. 
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This first wave was followed by about 15 years that were dominated by immigration of guest 

workers. In the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), the recruitment of guest workers started 
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in the 1950s. Due to the accelerating economy, Germany faced a shortage in the labour force 

and started an active recruitment policy (Ireland 2004). Germany established guest worker 

agreements with Italy (1955), Greece and Spain (1960), Turkey (1961), Morocco (1963) 

Portugal (1964), Tunisia (1965), and Yugoslavia (1968). The recruitment policy officially ended 

in the wake of the oil crisis in 1973.  

 The abolishment of the guest worker programs marks the transition to the third wave. 

After 1973, migration in Germany mainly consisted of family reunification and asylum seekers 

from politically unstable countries. Between 1975 and 1981, family reunification accounted for 

50-70 percent of the influx (Velling 1993; Kalter and Granato 2007). In the German 

Democratic Republic (GDR), borders were closed to migrant workers until the early 1980s, 

when the country began ‘importing’ workers from other socialist states, mainly from Poland, 

Cuba, Mozambique and Vietnam (Cyrus and Vogel 2007). 

 The fourth wave is marked with a shift from the classic labour migration to new arrivals 

seeking asylum and ‘ethnic’ Germans (people with German ancestry living in Eastern European 

states, the so-called Aussiedler). When in 1989 more than 377,000 Aussiedler arrived, more 

restrictive measures were proposed for the ethnic Germans (Kalter and Granato 2007).  

 These restrictions (both for ethnic Germans as well as for asylum seekers) were 

implemented in 1993, which marks the beginning of the fifth phase. In the current phase, 

immigration to Germany dominantly consists of new labour migrants from Poland, the Czech 

Republic and other Eastern European states (Kalter and Granato 2007).  

 Leaving aside the immigrants with German citizenship, the main immigrant groups in 

Germany today are the Turks, the Italians, followed by the Poles, Ex-Yugoslavs and the Greeks 

(see Table 3). One has to be careful, though, with interpreting Table 3, as only nationalities are 

listed. Ethnic Germans hence all end up in the category with German nationality. Furthermore, 

it is not possible to identify the second generation properly. Naturalized Germans, as well as 

the recently born from immigrant parents are therefore not identified. Also the naturalized first 

generation cannot be identified.  

The German micro census provides some insight in the size of the ethnic groups that live 

in Germany. The micro census consists of a 1% sample of households. Kalter and Granato 

(2007) describe the immigrant population with the micro census and calculate that roughly one 

out of six migrants can be designated as belonging to the second generation. Since they arrived 

earlier, for the guest worker immigrants this fraction is somewhat higher. Furthermore, the 

report ‘People with a migration background’ (Statistisches Bundesamt 2009) provides some 

information on the current nationality and on the former nationality of those that are 

naturalized. Table 4 lists people with a migration background (i.e. the left box in Figure 4), split 

up by (former) nationality, showing the largest groups only.  
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Table 3. Most frequent nationalities in Germany. 

 Percentage Absolute 

Turkey  2.08 1,713,551 
Italy 0.64 528,318 
Poland 0.47 384,808 
Serbia Montenegro 0.40 330,608 
Greek 0.36 294,891 
Croatia 0.27 225,309 
Russian federation 0.23 187,835 
Austria 0.21 175,875 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 0.19 158,158 
Netherlands 0.16 128,192 
Ukraine 0.15 126,960 
Portugal 0.14 114,552 
France 0.13 106,549 
Spain 0.13 106,301 
United States 0.12 99,891 
United Kingdom 0.12 97,070 
Other 3.02 2,476,527 
German 91.18 74,962,442 

 Total 100 82,217,837 

Most frequent nationalities as of 31.12.2007 
Source: Central Register of Foreigners, www.destatis.de 

 
Table 4. People with a migration background in Germany by current or former nationality (if current 
nationality is German). 

   Absolute Relative 
     
 Of which: Of which:   
Europe   8,499 55.15 
 EU-27  3,686 23.92 
  Greece 384 2.49 
  Italy 761 4.94 
  Poland 638 4.14 
  Romania 240 1.56 
 Further Europe  4,813 31.23 
  Bosnia Herzegovina 283 1.84 
  Croatia 373 2.42 
  Russian Federation 561 3.64 
  Serbia 391 2.54 
  Turkey 2,527 16.40 
  Ukraine 215 1.40 
Africa   480 3.11 
America   346 2.25 
Asia, Australia, Oceania   1,501 9.74 
  Kazakhstan 215 1.40 
Not specified   4,586 29.76 
     
Total   15,411 100 
Source: Micro Census, Statistisches Bundesamt (2009: 132). 
Note: absolute numbers times 1,000.  

 

Germany and the Netherlands compared 

The migration history of the Netherlands and Germany is thus rather different. Whereas 

migration to Germany has been dominated by immigration of ethnic Germans and asylum 

seekers, as well as of guest workers and their descendants, immigration to the Netherlands has 

been dominated by influx from former colonies and guest workers and their descendants. 
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Furthermore, the classification of people was different, although nowadays the countries have 

become more similar in that respect. In the Netherlands, people are classified by their country 

of birth and the country of birth of their parents. In Germany, until 2000 nationality was the 

main criterion; since then also the place of birth is taken into account.   

 Besides the differences in ‘types’ of ethnic minorities, another difference concerns the 

ethnic groups themselves. The countries have –besides immigrants from Western Europe- only 

one large ethnic group in common: the Turks. As Van Tubergen shows (2004), the specific 

combination of origin and destination country has an impact on the economic incorporation of 

immigrants. With respect to returns to social capital, differences between Germany and the 

Netherlands could therefore be attributed to composition effects.  

 Besides the different ethnic groups, there may also be differences in its population size or 

concentration. For example, levels of residential segregation generally seem to be lower in 

Germany than in the Netherlands (Musterd 2005; Koopmans 2010). Furthermore, there may 

be differences in educational levels. For example, Van Suntum and Schlotböller (2002) show 

that educational attainment of non-western immigrants in the Netherlands is lower than that 

of natives, but this difference is larger in Germany. However, on the other hand, Doomerik 

(1998) finds that educational levels are lower for immigrants in the Netherlands than in 

Germany.  

 In the empirical analyses, I will try to control for compositional differences by including 

the ethnic groups and educational attainment as control variables in the models. There are, 

however, differences that are and cannot be controlled for, such as the fact that there are 

simply different ethnic groups in the two countries. 

 

Immigration regime and integration policy 

In this section, I discuss the immigration and integration policy developed in Germany and the 

Netherlands. First, I briefly describe the policy separately for each country. In the last section, I 

compare Germany and the Netherlands and discuss them in terms of immigration and 

incorporation regime.  

 

The Netherlands 

In the Netherlands, policy specifically targeted towards immigrants started in 1960s with 

bilateral agreements to admit (temporal) workers to the Netherlands. Entzinger (2001: 322-

334) classifies the policy aimed towards the integration of immigrants chronologically. The 

next sections briefly describe these policy eras (based on Entzinger, 2001). 

 The first period (1950-1961) is characterized by ‘Avoidance’. In this post-war decade, 

since birth rates were high and the country was recovering from war, emigration was 
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encouraged. At the same time, immigrants started arriving in the Netherlands, mainly from the 

(former) colonies. These people integrated smoothly, as they were mostly Dutch citizens and 

spoke the Dutch language. There was furthermore an expanding labour market and a strong 

assimilative policy. This did not hold for the Moluccans, who were exiled from Indonesia. Since 

they were supposed to return as soon as the political situation would allow them to do so, 

public policy was the opposite of assimilation. For example, initially they were held in separate 

camps and were not allowed to take up employment.  

 The second period (1961-1980) is characterized by Entzinger (2001) as ‘Ambivalence’. 

1961 was the first year with an immigration surplus. Unskilled migrant workers arrived and 

were supposed to fill temporary gaps at the bottom of the labour market. The policy response 

was not longer that of assimilation but of preservation of one’s own culture. Although people 

were expected to return, the Dutch welfare state treated its immigrants generally just as other 

citizens. Until the mid 1970s, labour migration was only minimally regulated. Often, regulation 

took even place after arrival. From 1975 onwards, not the employee, but the employer had to 

demonstrate the need for foreign workers. Although immigration was now restricted, family 

reunification became a significant source of migration (Doomernik and Jandl 2008). Since 

employers could request for foreign workers, immigration was in practice not fully restricted. 

 Due to a rising number of immigrants, their concentration in urban centres and a 

changing labour market, the problems of the ambivalent policy became visible. In the period of 

1980-1994, a conscious ethnic minorities policy was developed due to the realization that most 

immigrants were to stay for good. Under this policy, people were seen as members of an ethnic 

group rather than as individuals. The basic assumption of the policy was that in the wake of 

immigration, the Netherlands has become a multi-ethnic society in which majority and 

minority should live harmoniously, with equal opportunity for everyone. In practice, this meant 

integration with preservation of own identity. Three basic elements formed the policy. First, 

emancipation in a multicultural society, which was the successor of the former period’s 

emphasis on cultural identity. Second, equality before the law. Foreign residents should under 

this perspective neither be forced to take up Dutch citizenship nor be disadvantaged because of 

their own. Third, the promotion of equal opportunity. This resulted in a range of measures, 

such as to grant minorities an equal share in housing and education.  

 From 1994 onwards, integration policy changed, emphasizing multiculturalism less and 

integration more. Citizenship became more important, not only legally but also the cultural 

meaning attached to it. The new integration policy was no longer limited to ethnic minority 

communities in particular, but to the society as a whole. The philosophy was that the ethnic 

minority concept should be an integral aspect of public policy in all fields. In each policy area, it 

had to be assured that minorities benefit sufficiently. The group approach shifted in this period 

to a more individual approach. Also, the state now more emphasized the need to learn the 
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Dutch language and other social skills to function in the Dutch society. Furthermore, entry to 

the Netherlands was made much more strict by the new asylum law of 2001.  

 

Germany 

Germany only in the Immigration Act of 2005 officially acknowledged that immigration takes 

place and should be properly organised, despite the substantial share of residents with a 

foreign background (Cyrus and Vogel 2007). In fact, the position of the German state until then 

was not to be an immigration country (kein Einwanderungsland). Although also other 

countries had the same position, according to Joppke, (1999: 62) ‘the only country that has not 

become tired of repeating it and evaluating it to the first principle of public policy and self-

definition is Germany’; guest worker immigration was supposed to be temporarily. This, 

however, does not mean that no policy existed. I will first briefly describe the immigration 

policy in Germany; subsequently I describe the German integration policy. 

 The German immigration policy until the 1990s is often described as exclusionary 

(Sainsbury 2006; Green 2004). On the one the hand, immigration was open to all ‘ethnic’ 

Germans, who could claim citizenship upon arrival. Easy access was also granted to refugees. 

On the other hand, immigration was very restricted for all others, since nationality was defined 

in terms of ethnic descent. In practice, this meant that citizenship was granted to ‘ethnic’ 

Germans (Aussiedler) practically directly upon arrival, whereas other immigrants were only 

eligible for citizenship under specific conditions. These conditions included 15 years of 

residence, no prior convictions, and the ability to earn one’s own livelihood. (Takle 2007; 

Zimmerman et al. 2007). Besides entering Germany as Aussiedler or as refugee, one could 

enter under a guest-worker-program and receive a residence permit, or enter Germany for 

family reunification (with very limited opportunity to acquire citizenship) (Zimmerman et al. 

2007). 

In the 1990s, the German immigration policy changed from exclusionary and ethnic 

based to a policy that is more inclusive for immigrants with a residence permit (Münz 2002; 

Takle 2007). The citizenship law of 2000 changed access to citizenship drastically: in addition 

to the principle of descent, the principle of birthplace was introduced. Children of foreign-born 

parents hence automatically qualify for German citizenship if at least one parent is born in 

Germany or has been a legal citizen for at least eight years. Prior to their 23rd birthday, they 

have to opt for either the German citizenship or that of their parents (Zimmerman et al. 2007: 

14-15). In contrast, people who have German citizenship on the basis of German descent can 

keep their second nationality (Sainsbury 2006). The fact that people had to give up their 

nationality in practice meant that some did not apply for German citizenship, since they did not 

want to give up their other nationality. For example, Turks lose their right to inherit land in 

Turkey if their give up their citizenship (Faist 2007). In 2004, Germany adopted the German 

Immigration Act, which made it more easy for high skilled workers to emigrate to Germany, 
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although the labour market remains relatively closed for low-skilled workers (Zimmerman et 

al. 2007).  

 With respect to social policy targeted towards immigrants and their descendants, the 

German welfare state grants immigrants the same rights as German nationals: ‘The welfare 

state is nationality blind, only residence in the territory and labour force participation matters’ 

(Joppke 1999: 190). Since entitlement to social benefits is determined by labour market 

participation, labour migrants have rights similar to the native residents (Sainsbury 2006). 

However, these rights are acquired by participation in the labour market, and thus dependent 

on the contributions made. Furthermore, long-term dependence on social assistance can 

disqualify immigrants for acquiring citizenship, or that of a permanent residence permit 

(Koopmans et al. 2005). Newly entering family members were also disadvantaged. For 

example, to obtain a permanent resident permit there is a requirement of five years of social 

insurance contributions. Yet, an arriving spouse is banned from employment for four years 

(reduced to two years in 2000) (Morris 2002). In contrast, ethnic Germans are granted 

German citizenship with full social rights; also acknowledged refugees enjoyed rights much 

more favourable than those of other immigrants.  

 Besides social assistance, it is difficult to get insight in policies established explicitly to 

promote integration. Until 1997, there was no legal framework that set integration of 

immigrants and their descendants as a key task (Liebig 2007). Liebig notes: ‘As a consequence, 

policy action has resorted to other areas, such as employment promotion, youth support, and 

welfare assistance. When this was insufficient, federal and non-governmental actors stepped in. 

This has resulted in a large variety of governmental and non- governmental actors at all levels, 

shared responsibilities, and a plethora of co-financed and project-based activities’. In other 

words, the approach was not uniform, but there were many policy initiatives and 

responsibilities were divided among different ministries. 

Since the change of the citizenship law and the immigration act of 2005, Germany is 

developing an explicit integration policy that is in many respects similar to that of the 

Netherlands. The integration of newcomers with the objective to stay should be promoted, as 

well as more secure residence rights and integration courses (Bade, Bommes, and Münz 2004). 

The policy actively targets immigrants in helping them integrating themselves in the labour 

market and society at large. It provides language training for all new arriving immigrants; 

provides specific programs to support the education of immigrants and their children, provides 

career advice (Liebig 2007; Die Beauftragte der Bundesregierung für Migration Flüchtlinge und 

Integration 2007).  
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Germany and the Netherlands compared 

In order to compare Germany and the Netherlands with respect to their immigration and 

integration policy, one can use the notion of immigration policy regime (Soysal 1994). Two 

elements are central to this concept (Sainsburry 2006). First, the immigration policy regime 

regulates immigrants’ inclusion or exclusion from society. It consists of rules and norms that 

govern immigrants’ possibilities to become a citizen, to acquire residence and work permits and 

to participate in economic, cultural and political life. The second component of the immigration 

regime is the form of immigration, i.e. the ‘entry’ categories associated with various forms of 

immigration, such as labour migration, asylum seekers, or the ethnic Germans (Morris 2002). 

The categories involve specific rights and access to social benefits (Sainsbury 2006).  

 The immigration regime in Germany has been described mostly as exclusionary with 

respect to access to citizenship or residence permit (Faist 1995; Sainsbury 2006; Green 2004; 

Koopmans 2010). The Netherlands is often described as being more inclusive and multicultural 

with respect to naturalization, residence, housing and voting rights (Thränhardt 2000; 

Entzinger 2001; Koopmans et al. 2005). 

 A useful tool to compare Germany and the Netherlands with respect to their immigration 

and integration policy is the ‘Migration Integration Policy Index’ (MIPEX). The MIPEX index 

(Niessen, Hudleston, and Citron 2007), compares the 25 EU member states plus Norway, 

Switzerland and Canada across a range of immigration and integration measures and herewith 

provides a comparison of legal equality of immigrants. Countries score high when immigrants 

can obtain more easily equal rights to native residents. Germany scores consistently ‘average’; 

the Netherlands scores mostly ‘favourably’. Of the 30 countries included, the Netherlands is 

ranked fourth with a score of 68, Germany ranks fourteenth with a score of 53 (which is also 

the EU-25 average). Germany is lower ranked in all dimensions except family reunion. For 

example, whereas Germany belongs in the group with the lowest naturalisation rates, the 

Netherlands belongs in the groups with the highest rates (Koopmans 2010). In Table 5 the 

scores relative to the best practice are presented for the six dimensions that the MIPEX consists 

of (based on 140 indicators in total). Germany scores considerably lower on access to 

nationality, anti-discrimination political participation and labour market access.  

 Historically, the policy with respect to ethnic minorities is very different in Germany and 

the Netherlands. Whereas the Netherlands formulated an explicit policy towards migrants 

(based in the 1980s and 1990s on the idea of multiculturalism and later more converging 

towards assimilation-type policy), Germany did for long deny being an immigration country 

and hence did not develop official and explicit policy until the end of the 1990s. A main 

difference is that in the Netherlands integration policy has been targeted towards specific 

ethnic groups, whereas in Germany policy was aimed towards individuals. Besides the MIPEX 

scores, this also shows in the index of cultural rights granted to immigrants, where the 

Netherlands scores highest, and Germany only moderately (Koopmans et al. 2005).  
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Table 5. MIPEX scores for Germany and the Netherlands as a percentage of the best practice (in 2007). 

 Germany The Netherlands 

   
Anti-discrimination 50 81 
Family reunion 61 59 
Long-term residence 53 66 
Political participation 66 80 
Access to nationality 38 51 
Labour market access 50 70 
Source: Niessen, Hudleston and Citron (2007).  

 

The current differences in policy towards immigrants may however not be as big as can be 

expected from the history. For example, Vermeulen (2008) compares the unemployment policy 

for immigrants in Amsterdam and Berlin and concludes that the similarities are bigger than its 

differences. In any case, the current integration policies of both countries are more similar now 

than before 2000 (Avci 2008); with in both countries restricted access for new arrivals, 

language training and support for education and labour market entry. With respect to new 

entry on the labour market, the countries are also similar: both have a closed market for low-

skilled labour, and a restricted open market for high skilled workers.  

 

The labour market 

The Netherlands 

In the Netherlands, labour market participation and earnings of immigrants are lower than 

that of native residents; unemployment rates are higher for immigrants than for natives. In 

general, this also holds when controlled for socio-economic background (Dagevos 2001; Van 

Tubergen and Maas 2006; Tesser and Dronkers 2007).  

In Table 6, the employment rate in the Netherlands in 2008 is presented for the ethnic 

groups included in this study, separated for men and women and different levels of education. 

In 2008 the employment rate (i.e. the fraction of people between 15 and 65 that has paid 

employment for at least 12 hours per week) of natives is 77% for men and 59% for women, 

while that of non-western immigrant men and women is 62% and 45% respectively (Statistics 

Netherlands 2008: 90). This also differs per ethnic group: for Moroccans it is 50%, for 

Surinamese it is 63% (see Table 6). Participation also differs highly between men and women, 

the first and second generation, and among the different educational levels (see Table 6).  

With respect to unemployment, the differences between natives and ethnic minorities are 

similar to that of participation. According to Statistics Netherlands (2008: 98), in 2008 the 

unemployment rate (of the active labour force) for natives was 4%, that of Turks 9%, 

Moroccans 11%, Surinamese 8%, Antilleans/Arubans 10%. Among the ethnic minorities, 
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women are more often unemployed than men; there is no difference between the first and 

second generation.  

 
Table 6. Employment rate in the Netherlands, by ethnic group. 

 Natives Turks Moroccans Surinamese Antilleans/Arubans 
      
Total 68 51 50 63 59 
Men 77 63 62 65 68 
Women 59 38 36 59 54 
1st generation - 53 51 67 59 
2nd generation - 46 46 55 61 
      
Note: For population 15-65 years.     
Source: Statistics Netherlands (2008: 90)     

 

Table 7. Employment rate in Germany by migration background and gender. 

                 With migration background 

 
Without 

migration 
background 

With migration 
experience 

Without migration 
experience* 

  Foreigners German nationality  
   Naturalized Aussiedler   
       
Total 75.8 58.3 69.5 73.8 71.9 
Men 81.8 69.3 78.7 80.1 78.1 
Women 69.8 47.2 60.1 67.2 64.1 
       
 Note: For population 25-65 years. 
* No separate data was available for those without migration experience. 
Source: Own calculations, Micro Census 2007 (Statistisches Bundesamt 2009). 

 

Germany 

As Kalter and Granato (2007: 271) state: “No matter what indicator one chooses, almost all 

empirical studies arrive at the general conclusion that nearly all of the distinguishable 

immigrant groups are less successful than the indigenous population”. The employment rate 

(persons in employment as a percentage of the population between 25 and 65 years) of native 

German men in 2007 was just above 80%, while that of women was just under 70%. For 

foreigners with migration experience this was just below 70% for the men and just above 45% 

for the women respectively. Those with migration experience and a German nationality have 

higher employment rates: the rates for the Aussiedler are close to those of the German native 

population (see Table 7). The employment rate is especially low for Turkish women (just below 

30% in 2004), while it also low for Turkish men (just above 55%, see Liebig 2007: 21-22). For 

the other ethnic groups, no separate data was available.  

 With respect to unemployment the differences are similar. In 2006, 16.6% percent of 

foreign nationals were unemployed, compared to 12% for the entire population (OECD 

Statistics, 2006). In 2004, this figure was 18.3% for immigrant men and 10.3% for native 

German men. For women, this is 15.2% for the immigrants and 9.6% for the natives, in 2004 

(Liebig 2007). The rate of social assistance recipients among foreign nationals is with 9.4% 
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much higher than German nationals (2.9%) (Cyrus and Vogel 2007). However, one has to keep 

in mind that the statistics are somewhat distorted due to the naturalization of foreign nationals 

after 2000, who may leave the less successful behind in the category of immigrants. 

 

Table 8. Employment rate and ratio for natives and foreign-born in Germany and the Netherlands. 

    

 Native born Born in non EU15 country 

Relative employment level of 

persons born in non-EU15 

country. 

Germany 68.5 59.4 .87 

The Netherlands 75.1 57.8 .77 

Note: Averages 1999-2004, for population 15-64 years. 

Source: Koopmans (2010) 

 

Table 9. Unemployment rate and ratio for natives and foreign-born in Germany and the Netherlands. 

 Men Women 

 Native born Foreign-Born Foreign/Native Native born Foreign-Born Foreign/Native 

       

Germany 9.3 16.4 1.76 9.2 14.7 1.6 

The Netherlands 2.99 9.44 3.15 3.9 9.5 2.4 

Note: Unemployment rates averaged over the years 2000, 2003, 2004, and 2006. 

Source: OECD (2009), own calculations. 

 

Germany and the Netherlands compared 

When one compares labour market outcomes, there are clear differences between the 

Netherlands and Germany (see also Koopmans 2003). The unemployment ratio (the 

unemployment rate of the foreign-born divided by that of the native residents) is (with 1.8 for 

men and 1.6 for women) much lower in Germany when being compared to the Netherlands 

(3.15 for men and 2.4 for women, see Table 9). The level of unemployment is considerably 

higher in Germany than in the Netherlands, both for the foreign-born and native residents. 

However, the difference between the foreign-born and native residents with respect to the 

unemployment rate is much larger in the Netherlands.  

 Similar conclusions can be drawn with respect to the employment rate (Table 9). The 

relative employment level of persons born in a non-EU 15 country (compared to native born) is 

.87 in Germany, .77 in the Netherlands (For the years 1999-2004, see also Koopmans 2010: 13). 

In other words, whereas in Germany the employment rate of the foreign-born is about 13% 

lower than that of native residents, in the Netherlands this is 23% lower. With respect to 

dependency on welfare, there are also differences: whereas in Germany in 1997 23% of the 
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people on welfare are foreigners, in the Netherlands in 1998 ethnic minorities make up 47% of 

all people on welfare11 (Koopmans 2003: 164; Voges, Frick, and Büchel 1998). 

 There are few studies that compare the labour market outcomes of specific ethnic groups 

in Germany and the Netherlands. Comparing Turks in Germany and the Netherlands, Euwals 

et al. (2006) find that the gap between Turks and natives is larger in the Netherlands than in 

Germany with respect to employment rates and tenured rate. In contrast, the difference in job 

prestige score is larger in Germany than in the Netherlands.  

 

One can think of several explanations for these differences in outcomes. The first explanation 

refers to the structure of the labour market. One of the factors affecting the economic 

performance is the flexibility of the labour market. In this respect, employment protection 

legislation is an important indicator (Kogan 2007b). When being compared to other European 

countries, both countries have roughly the same score on the strictness of employment 

protection legislation. However, Germany is scoring higher than the Netherlands (Kogan 

2007b: 67; OECD 2004). The difference can mainly be ascribed to the fact that Germany has 

more regulation of temporary employment. Especially regulation towards temporary 

employment could decrease opportunities for immigrants, as they benefit from a flexible and 

easy access labour market. This may hold in particular with respect to unskilled labour, of 

which many jobs are temporary. The MIPEX scores for the area ‘labour market access’ 

underline this difference. As can be seen in Table 10, the Netherlands scores more favourably 

than Germany, in particular with respect to security of employment and integration measures. 

 

Table 10. Labour market access MIPEX scores for Germany and the Netherlands (in 2007). 

 Germany The Netherlands 

   
Eligibility 33 33 

Labour market integration measures 50 100 

Security of employment 75 100 

Rights associated 50 50 

Total Labour market access 50 70 

Source: Niessen, Hudleston and Citron (2007)  

 

The specific composition of the labour market may matter as well. Kogan (2007b) analyzes the 

impact of the size of labour market segments on the economic performance of immigrants in 

Europe. Kogan finds that in countries with a stronger demand for low skilled labour, 

immigrants have fewer problems with finding employment. Germany and the Netherlands are 

relatively similar in this respect, although the proportion of low skilled jobs on the labour 

                                                
11  Note, however, that this is not a ratio and that the percentage of immigrants in the Netherlands is higher 

than in Germany. 
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market is lower in the Netherlands than in Germany. Given this difference, one would expect 

employment rates for immigrants to be higher in Germany than in the Netherlands (which is 

indeed the case, see Table 8).  

 Besides the composition and structure of the labour market, the welfare regime of a 

country affects immigrant incorporation (Kogan 2007b; Reitz 2002, 1998; Koopmans 2010). 

Germany is classified as the prototype of a conservative welfare state regime (Esping-Andersen 

1990; Arts and Gelissen 2002). While the Netherlands is often classified as a conservative 

welfare state, it is sometimes also described as at least partly socio-democratic (see for an 

overview Arts and Gelissen 2002: 149). According to Scruggs (2006), Germany can be 

considered a conservative welfare state (like France and Italy), whereas the Netherlands can be 

considered socio-democratic (like the Scandinavian countries). Given these little differences, 

one would not expect a large influence of the welfare state regime on the differences between 

Germany and the Netherlands with respect to the returns of social capital.  

 Koopmans (2010: 2) argues -and concludes- that “in a welfare state context, 

multiculturalism may not be beneficial for immigrants at all, because it may lead to dependence 

on welfare-state arrangements and thereby to social and economic marginalisation”. 

Koopmans compares the Netherlands with seven other countries with different welfare state 

regime and integration policy (amongst which Germany) and finds that in countries with a 

generous welfare state and a multicultural integration policy, immigrant labour market 

outcomes are less favourable than in countries with less generous welfare state regime and /or 

an assimilationist integration policy (Koopmans 2010). In other words, the differences in 

labour market performance of immigrants in Germany and the Netherlands may be due to 

differences in welfare state benefits and integration policy.  

 

Social capital in Germany and the Netherlands 

Besides differences (or similarities) with respect to ethnic groups, the labour market and 

integration policy, there could also be macro-differences (or similarities) in the social capital 

that people possess. For example, there is some evidence that levels of individual social capital 

differ per welfare state regime (Kääriäinen and Lehtonen 2006; Van der Meer, Scheepers, and 

Grotenhuis 2009; Van Oorschot and Finsveen 2009). Furthermore, the social stratification in a 

country determines levels of individual’s social capital (Pichler and Wallace 2009).  

Whether this is due to differences in social stratification, partly different welfare state 

regimes, or due to alternative explanations, there may be some differences with respect to 

levels of social capital in Germany and the Netherlands. Pichler and Wallace (2007) compare 

levels of formal (civic participation) and informal (frequency and strength of contact with 

friends and colleagues) social capital across Europe and find that (together with the 

Scandinavian countries) the Netherlands has the highest levels of all forms of social capital. 
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Germany on the other hand scores moderate levels on all forms of social capital. It has to be 

noted, however, that these findings refer to levels of the general population and are not migrant 

specific. 

 

The economic returns of immigrants’ social capital in Germany and the Netherlands  

In the sections above, I described and compared the migration history, the integration policy, 

the labour market and social capital for Germany and the Netherlands. It is the question to 

what extent these issues affect the relation between immigrants’ social capital and their 

position on the labour market. In this section, I discuss this for each of the issues consecutively.  

The first issue discussed was that of the migration history and the ethnic groups included 

in the study. There are some differences and some overlaps. The main difference between 

Germany and the Netherlands is that both countries host largely different ethnic minority 

groups, both with respect to the types (former colony, labour migrants, ethnic Germans) and 

the different origin countries. This is not a macro-level difference per se, but one on the ethnic 

groups and their composition. It is not clear to what extent economic returns of social capital 

will differ among different ethnic groups. With respect to bridging, one could argue that the 

group with the largest ‘distance’ (however defined) to the native population benefits most by 

establishing connections with them. By including interactions in the empirical analyses, I check 

whether such differences exist between ethnic groups.  

However, there may be some macro differences. Generally, ethnic residential 

concentration is higher in the Netherlands than in Germany (Musterd 2005). Ethnic groups 

that have a larger population in the host society, or those with a higher concentration, could 

gain more from their bonding social capital, since this implies more opportunities in the ethnic 

economy (Waldinger 2005). Furthermore, ethnic groups in the Netherlands are more 

organized (Vermeulen 2005b). One would therefore expect immigrants’ bonding social capital 

to be more effective in the Netherlands than in Germany. 

The second issue discussed was the policy targeted towards ethnic minorities. It is clear 

from the literature that both immigration policy and welfare state regime make a difference 

with respect to the economic integration of immigrants (Kogan 2007b; Reitz 1998, 2002; 

Koopmans 2010). In this respect, the conditions for successful immigrant incorporation seem 

to be more favourable in Germany than the Netherlands. The question is whether these 

differences in integration policy have an effect on the relation between immigrants’ social 

capital and their economic position. With respect to the integration policy, one can argue that 

since for long there was no clearly defined and migrant specific policy the German government 

never approached people as ‘immigrants’. In the Netherlands, the government approached 

immigrants as ‘immigrants’, emphasizing their cultural differences. It could be that because of 

these differences in the Netherlands immigrants’ bonding social capital is more developed, and 
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bridging social capital is more developed in Germany (compare the argument in Koopmans 

2010: 8-9). Again, this is a comparison of levels. The question is if these differences also imply 

that bonding or bridging social capital is less/more effective in Germany or the Netherlands.  

The third issue discussed is the labour market. Previous research suggests that 

differences in the structure of the labour market influence immigrant incorporation (Reitz 

1998, 2002; Kogan 2007b). Kogan discusses the labour market structure and lists the following 

factors that influence immigrant incorporation: the proportion of low skilled positions in the 

labour market, immigrant niches, entrepreneurship and the labour market rigidity. Kogan 

finds that in countries with a stronger demand for unskilled and semi-skilled labour, 

unprivileged immigrants are less disadvantaged when entering employment. Germany has a 

slightly larger size of the labour market for unskilled and semi-skilled jobs than the 

Netherlands does. With respect to finding employment, it could therefore be that immigrants 

in the Netherlands gain more from possessing (bonding and bridging) social capital, since for 

them there are potentially less jobs available than for immigrants in Germany. 

Furthermore, in countries with a more flexible labour market, the disadvantage of male 

immigrants is lower (Kogan 2007b). In particular labour market rigidity could have an impact 

on the relation between social capital and labour market outcomes. The German labour market 

is stricter than the Dutch one. One could argue that in a stricter regime it is more beneficial to 

have contacts with natives; therefore, in Germany, bridging social capital is more effective in 

finding employment and making headway on the labour market.  

The last issue discussed in this chapter referred to differences between Germany and the 

Netherlands in social capital. There are some indications that social capital differs between 

those countries. These differences –to the extent that they are there- are differences in levels of 

social capital, they evidently do not imply that the same differences exist with respect to its 

returns on the labour market. Furthermore, none of the studies differentiates between 

immigrants and native residents. Previous research has not answered whether these differences 

in social capital also hold for immigrants, or if they also imply different returns.  

It could be however, that the macro context caters to, or facilitates some forms of social 

capital more than others. If this is true for the stock of social capital, it might also be true for its 

effects. Following this line of argumentation, (and apart from individual-level or ethnic group 

specific arguments) it seems likely that in both Germany and the Netherlands, since it fits the 

macro regime better, bridging social capital is found to improve labour market outcomes 

whereas bonding does so to a lesser extent, because it is less well facilitated by the macro 

context. To test this hypothesis, however, a comparative design with more variation in types of 

countries is necessary.   

This may also hold with respect to the amount of social capital: if more social capital 

would also imply a larger effect size, one would expect its returns to be higher for the 

Netherlands than for Germany (since in the Netherlands higher levels of social capital were 
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found, see Pichler and Wallace 2009). Just as the research described above with respect to the 

welfare state regime, these determinants describe the macro differences in the amount of social 

capital, not in its returns. 

 

Differences and similarities in the macro context 

In this chapter, I described the differences and similarities between Germany and the 

Netherlands with respect to the ethnic groups and the migration history, the policy towards 

ethnic minorities, the structure and composition of the labour market and social capital. In the 

last section, it was discussed to what extent these issues affect the relation between social 

capital and position on the labour market for immigrants, the relation central in this thesis.  

Expectations with respect to macro-level influences are not clear-cut. Partly, this is due 

to the case selection: the Netherlands and Germany are similar to a large extent, but there are 

also clear differences. Secondly, there are no clear expectations because it is not clear from the 

literature (if and) how the micro-level relationship between immigrants’ social capital and 

labour market outcomes is being affected by the macro-context. However, if one were to 

formulate a hypothesis based on the differences between the countries, one would expect the 

returns of bridging social capital to be higher in Germany than in the Netherlands because of 

the differences in integration policy and the structure of and access to the labour market. 

Conversely, one would expect the returns of bonding social capital to be higher in the 

Netherlands than in Germany, because of the multicultural integration policy and the higher 

levels of ethnic concentration in the Netherlands. This is formulated in hypothesis one. 

 

H1a The economic returns of immigrants’ bridging social capital are higher in Germany 

than in the Netherlands. 

H1b The economic returns of immigrants’ bonding social capital are higher in the 

Netherlands than in Germany. 

 

With respect to the findings of the subsequent empirical analyses, the following can be said 

with respect to comparing Germany and the Netherlands. First, it has to be noted that the 

comparison can only be made qualitatively. The datasets used are different; hence models 

cannot be estimated simultaneously. If results are different, this can be due to the differences 

between the surveys. 

Bearing these caveats in mind, one can draw two possible conclusions. Similar findings 

suggest that: 1) the mechanism between immigrants’ social capital and labour market outcomes 

is not being modified by the differences in the national context; and/or 2), for the macro-level 

determinants that do matter, Germany and the Netherlands are the same, or the differences are 
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not sufficiently big. If the results are different, there are also two possible conclusions: 1) 

macro-level differences do matter for the relationship between immigrants’ social capital and 

their labour market outcomes; or 2) the differences between Germany and the Netherlands can 

be attributed to compositional differences, for example to the different ethnic groups, or to the 

differences in measurement. 
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4. Immigrants’ Social Capital and Labour Market Outcomes 

 

Introduction 

An important distinction in the research on immigrants and their position the labour market is 

that between ‘economic integration’ and what I will call ‘labour market outcomes’. Often, 

economic integration is defined as the degree of equality between immigrant and native 

residents (Bommes and Kolb 2004; Van Tubergen 2004). Integration as the degree of equality 

is understood as the performance of immigrants on a given indicator, compared with the 

performance of the native population on the same indicator. Except for the analyses in chapter 

seven, this is not what is done in this thesis. Although without any doubt, comparing the 

immigrant to the native population is of high importance, the disadvantage is that one cannot 

take into account migrant specific information. In other words, one would need to have the 

same indicators for the native as well as for the migrant population. This is mostly not possible 

in the case of bridging social capital.  

Another way of assessing the position of immigrants in the host society is to explain the 

performance of immigrants on certain economic indicators. That is, one is in the first place 

concerned with explaining the economic performance of immigrants, and not so much with 

how immigrants do compared to the native population. This is the approach taken in this 

thesis. I will refer to this as explaining ‘labour market outcomes’. The advantage of this 

approach is that one can easily include migrant-specific information. Naturally, this approach 

has the disadvantage that one cannot compare with the native population. One can therefore 

not draw any conclusions with respect to migrants ‘catching up’ (or not) with the native 

residents. That is, if social capital is found to be effective for immigrants, it does not necessarily 

mean that their position will become more equal to that of the native residents as a result of 

social capital; social capital may very well be equally effective for native residents. This 

certainly is a limitation of the approach taken. Unfortunately, most information on bridging 

social capital is available only for immigrants. However, in chapter seven, Turkish immigrants 

and native residents are compared. Whereas this comparison naturally covers a very small part 

of the entire debate on integration and the role of social capital therein, it does provide some 

empirical evidence as to how to compare the effect of social capital between Turkish 

immigrants and German native residents.  

When selecting indicators that measure labour market outcomes, the most common 

point of departure is labour force status. This is usually done ‘stepwise’ (see for example Van 

Tubergen 2004; Büchel and Frick 2005). The first step is to determine the labour force status, 

distinguishing between those active and those inactive on the labour market. The active labour 

force contains those employed, self-employed and those unemployed and looking for a job. The 

inactive labour force contains all others, such as domestic workers, students, people in military 
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service and (early) retired persons. Second, the active labour force consists of three categories: 

not employed, employed and self-employed. The first set of analyses in chapters five and six 

aim at explaining the effect of bonding and bridging social capital on the likelihood of 

immigrants to be employed. Third, for the employed and self-employed, income and 

occupational status is analyzed. This is visualized Figure 5.  

In this chapter, these indicators of labour force status are described. Furthermore, the 

effect of bonding and bridging social capital on these indicators is hypothesized. The remainder 

of this chapter first describes the three dependent variables. In the sections that follow, 

hypotheses are formulated with respect to bonding and bridging social capital and labour 

market outcomes. 

 

Figure 5. The dependent variable: labour market outcomes. 
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Labour market outcomes 

Perhaps the most important difference in the labour market is the one between having 

employment of some kind and not having employment. Therefore, the first dependent variable 

in this thesis is being employed versus not being employed (including the unemployed, 

available and seeking work and inactive). The advantage of an analysis that contrasts those 

with employment and those without is that the complicated boundary of being inactive and 

being unemployment is avoided. That is, since one estimates the likelihood to be employed (as 

opposed to not being employed), one does not need to distinguish those being unemployed 

from those not registered as unemployed but seeking work and those not having employment. 

The disadvantage is that the reference category is rough: although the sample has age 

boundaries, and those in military service or pension are excluded, the sample contains also 

those not intending to find employment, such as parents with young children. On the other 

hand, one can argue that this is exactly what one aims to do: predict what forms of social 

capital increase the likelihood to find paid employment, regardless of one’s situation. In the 

empirical analyses, the dependent variable is operationalized as the likelihood to be employed. 

This is analyzed separately for men and women. To better account for the unemployment 
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dynamics, in chapter seven, I focus explicitly on the unemployed. For those active on the labour 

market and currently registered as unemployed, I apply event history analysis to analyze the 

effect of possessing social capital on the duration of unemployment and the transition to work. 

For those that are employed, the second indicator for labour market outcomes I use is 

that of occupational status. Occupational status is an important measure in research into 

stratification (Grusky 2001; Sorensen 2001; Morgan, Grusky, and Fields 2006). Whereas 

income measures the ‘ability to pay’, occupational status stands for one’s position on the 

societal ladder. Occupational status summarizes the power, income and required educational 

achievement associated with the various positions in the occupational structure. According to 

Lin (1999: 467), “status attainment can be understood as a process by which individuals 

mobilize and invest resources for returns in socioeconomic standings.” Resources can be 

personal, but also social: they can be accessed through one’s direct and indirect ties. 

Occupational status is a suitable indicator for the economic integration in society for 

several reasons. First, occupational status reflects the outcome of educational attainment and 

the skills necessary to perform in a job. Second, occupational status reflects the income 

associated with this job. It may therefore reflect one’s financial position even better than 

income itself, which is a measurement at a single moment in time. While being a less precise 

instrument for one’s financial position on the short term, occupational status provides a more 

reliable indicator for one’s financial position in the long-term. Especially in cross-sectional 

research, which is a snapshot in time only, this argument gains importance. Another advantage 

is that the ISEI score is specifically designed for international comparison.  

Positions of occupations in the stratified system can be measured in at least three ways: 

by prestige ratings, by class categories and by socio-economic status scores. For the 

measurement of occupational status in this thesis, I make use of the International Index of 

Socio-Economic Status (ISEI), developed by Ganzeboom, De Graaf and Treiman (1992; 

Ganzeboom and Treiman 2003). The ISEI scale is a continuous scale of occupations derived 

from the International Standard Classification of Occupations, and data on education and 

income of about 74,000 full-time employed men in 16 countries. The scale consists of the 

weighted sum of the average education and income of occupational groups and is 

internationally comparable. 

The advantage of a continuous approach, as opposed to a class or categorical approach 

(Erickson and Goldthorpe 2002; Goldthorpe 1992, 1987), is that they allow for an unlimited 

distinction between occupational groups. A class approach can only distinguish between 

relatively few categories. That is, whereas the approach based on class assumes that people can 

be clearly distinguished into different categories and that people within those categories are 

rather similar, a continuous approach allows for an unlimited distinction between occupational 

groups. A second advantage of a continuous approach is that it is more suitable for empirical 

analysis of quantitative data (Ganzeboom, De Graaf, and Treiman 1992). Especially when 
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aiming at analyzing social stratification as a ‘dependent variable’, a continuous approach yields 

better interpretable models. This being said, there are numerous arguments that support 

adopting the analytical framework of a categorical approach as well.   

Last, the ISEI scale can be contrasted with measures of occupational prestige (Treiman 

1977). Scales that measure occupational prestige are continuous as well, but are conceptualized 

differently. Scales of occupational prestige are based on the ‘general desirability of occupations’ 

(Goldthorpe and Hope 1972). Hence, prestige scales involve evaluative judgements, whereas 

the socio-economic indices consist of the weighted sum of the average education and income of 

occupational groups.  

A disadvantage of the ISEI scale is that the validation of the original scale has been done 

on a data set that only contained men. Hence, professions in which mainly women are working 

are based on relatively little observations. Furthermore, since women are earning less money 

than men do, the occupations that are typically filled by women are given a higher occupational 

status since the estimate is based on men only. Ganzeboom, De Graaf and Treiman (1992) note 

that this is a disadvantage, but argue that it does not imply that the ISEI score cannot be used 

for women. It means that the occupational status for characteristically female occupations has 

been estimated based on the education and incomes of the relatively few men in these jobs. In a 

later paper, Ganzeboom and Treiman (1996) argue that validating the scale on males only 

provides more conceptual clarity. A scale including women would be strongly affected because 

women earn less than men do. Furthermore, the gender distribution differs in an unknown way 

by country. Therefore, they argue, ”[c]onceptually, what we have done is to treat the 

relationships between education, occupation, and income for men as specifying the scale on 

which the status attainment of both men and women can be measured” (Ganzeboom and 

Treiman 1996: 218). 

 The third dependent variable I use is income. Within income an often-made distinction is 

that between (equivalized) household income, and that of personal income. Equivalized 

household income accounts for economies of scale in a household (Karoly and Burtless 1995; 

Bosch-Domenech 1991). Furthermore, one can argue that it is household income that matters 

for most people rather than personal income. Household income is adjusted for the household 

size. This implies that income is divided by the square root of the household size. Hence, when 

there is only one member in the household, it is divided by one, when there are two members, 

by 1.4 and when there are four members divided by two (Karoly and Burtless 1995). However, 

in this case this may be a disadvantage. Bonding social capital is operationalized as closure in 

the family network. In other words, people with high bonding social capital have a strong 

family network and also value their family more highly (in terms of trust, solidarity). It is likely 

that people scoring high on bonding social capital also have a larger family (or, in this case, 

household). In that case, since there are likely to be more children in the household, the 

equivalized household income is lower. Hence, when taking equivalized income, it is likely that 
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people that posses much bonding social capital have a lower equivalized income, purely due to 

the fact that these people also are likely to have more children. Therefore, in this thesis, 

personal income is used as a dependent variable. Since personal income does not take into 

account household size, this is not a problem.  

There is also ample research indicating the differences in and importance of self-

employment versus being employed for immigrants (Constant and Schachmurove 2003; 

Sanders and Nee 1996; Kloosterman and Rath 2001). Constant and Schachmurove (2003) 

analyze the wage differentials of immigrants and native Germans. They find that self-employed 

native Germans have a higher income, but only for those on the upper side of the income 

distribution. For immigrants, this seems not to be the case: Constant and Schachmurove find 

that in Germany, immigrants that are self-employed earn 22% more than the salaried 

immigrants. Since for immigrants, being self-employed is one of strategies to get around 

barriers such as (labour market) discrimination, there is also some research that takes being 

self-employed as a dependent variable, or examines the making of ethnic entrepreneurs 

(Kloosterman and Rath 2001). In this thesis, I choose to focus on income and occupational 

status. Whereas, there are many reasons to analyze entrepreneurship separately, I focus on the 

economic outcome of being employed or self-employed. That is, I aim at explaining the effect of 

social capital on income and occupational status of immigrants, independently of whether this 

is gained through self-employment or not. Since migrants that are self-employed earn more, I 

do include self-employment as a control variable. By doing so, I take the differences between 

the self-employed and those being employed into account, but focus on the result of it: income 

and occupational status. 

 

Hypotheses referring to bridging 

In this section, I argue how bridging social capital is expected to affect labour market outcomes. 

I develop three arguments that explain why bridging social capital is expected to influence 

labour market outcomes positively. 

 

The bridging argument 

The bridging argument is the most abstract argument. It explains why a bridging tie may be 

profitable to ego in terms of network connections. A bridging tie is a tie that spans a structural 

hole. A structural hole is a gap in a network. Hence, a bridging tie connects with people that 

were not in one’s network before. In other words, possessing bridging social capital implies 

having access to unique information by connecting to other networks. These bridges create 

opportunities for upward mobility on the labour market (Granovetter 1995; De Graaf and Flap 

1988). That is, spanning structural holes in one’s network results in more valuable information 
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and better opportunities: those with more crosscutting ties have better chances on the labour 

market.  

In chapter two, bridging ties are defined as inter-ethnic contacts. For immigrants, inter-

ethnic ties are important, since they are a link out of the ethnic community and by that open a 

wider network containing more valuable resources and job opportunities (Heath and Yu 2005; 

Uunk 2002). For example, analyzing the labour market outcomes for Puerto Rican and 

Mexican immigrants in the United Sates, Aguilera (2002, 2005) finds that having inter-ethnic 

friends is positively related to hourly earnings and participation on the labour market.  

Why bridging the ethnic divide is important and expected to be beneficial to migrants, is 

discussed in more detailed in the sections ‘resource argument’ and the ‘compensating 

discrimination argument’. These arguments explain why bridging the ‘ethnic divide’ for 

immigrants signifies spanning a structural hole, and hence yields positive returns on the labour 

market. 

 

Figure 6. Bonding and bridging in a resource-rich and a resource-poor group. 
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The resource argument 

The idea of social capital being a capital – in the sense that investments yield positive returns – 

is based on the assumption that social relations connect people to valuable resources. In other 

words, the idea of bridging social capital being profitable is not only because of network 

diversification, but also because of making connections to a resource-rich group (such as the 

native population). The statement that bonding social capital is to ‘get by’ while bridging social 

capital is to ‘get ahead’ (Narayan 1999; Putnam 2000) is predominantly argued from the 

perspective of a resource-poor group (compare left panel of Figure 6). In that case, since it 

implies building connections in a resource-poor environment, bonding is said to be ineffective. 

Bridging is effective since it implies accessing a resource-rich environment. Therefore, bonding 

social capital often has a negative connotation, and bridging a positive one. Would one take the 

perspective of the resource-rich group and build connections the other way around (which is 

visualized in the right-panel of Figure 6); bridging is likely to be not that profitable. In other 
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words, it is tapping into a resource-rich network that yields positive returns, rather than 

‘bridging’ as such. The idea of bridging social capital tapping into resource-rich networks will 

be labelled the ‘resource-argument’.  

It is too crude to simply classify the migrant population as resource-poor and the native 

population as resource-rich. The distinction between resource-rich and resource-poor is based 

on the (access to) host country and labour market specific resources that natives have and that 

migrants have less of. Migrants building connections to the native population hence gain access 

to host-country specific resources. It is well established in the literature that for successful 

integration in the labour market of the host society, migrants need host-country specific skills 

(Friedberg 2000; Duleep and Regets 1999; Zeng and Xie 2004; Borjas 1994). This is 

summarized in the title of Friedberg’s article: “You can’t take it with you? Immigrant 

assimilation and the portability of human capital.” The argument of the need for host-country 

specific capital is predominantly made with respect to skills, such as education and language 

proficiency (Chiswick and Miller 2002). However, this argument is also at the core of bridging 

social capital: by building inter-ethnic contacts, immigrants realize access to resources that 

they have typically little of themselves, and that are much needed for a good performance on 

the labour market. Furthermore, as Haug (2003) points out, it is in particular host-country 

specific social capital that is beneficial for labour market outcomes:  

“Since […] in Germany most employers are Germans, it is useful for immigrants to have 

contacts to Germans.”  

The resource argument has two elements: first, bridging social capital builds host-country 

specific (social) capital. This helps to make headway on the labour market, for example by 

getting help with applications, translating adverts, and writing a cover letter. Second, it 

provides direct access to job opportunities: since most employers are native residents, it is 

useful to have contacts with natives. The latter point refers to the fact that in terms of 

employment opportunities -when being compared to the migrant population- the native 

population is resource-rich.  

Hence, the second main argument that bridging social capital is expected to have a 

positive effect is because migrants realize access to host-country specific resources through 

building contacts with the native population. The native population can provide knowledge on 

the functioning of the labour market and links to job opportunities, which in turn facilitates 

finding (better) jobs. 

 

The ‘compensating discrimination’ argument 

Another reason why bridging social capital, seen as bridging the ethnic divide, is expected to be 

beneficial to immigrants is the discrimination that migrants face. There are two main reasons 

why migrants generally perform less well on the labour market than native residents. The first 
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reason concerns the supply-side of the labour market: migrants generally have less host 

country specific human capital and less experience on the host society’s labour market (Kogan 

2004; Kalter and Granato 2002; Becker 1964). It is mainly host country-specific human capital 

that is needed (Borjas 1994; Friedberg 2000)12. Since bridging social capital is a ‘host-country 

specific’ capital, almost by definition it is expected to be beneficial to migrants. Yet, the 

‘compensating discrimination’ arguments relates to the demand-side of the labour market. 

The second main reason that migrants face difficulties on the labour market concerns the 

demand-side: employers can be (for whatever reasons) less inclined to hire an immigrant than 

a native (Kalter 2006; Lindbeck and Snower 1988; Heath and Chueng 2007): discrimination. 

The two main motivations to do so are that of taste discrimination (employers have subjective 

preferences or tastes, such as prejudices against immigrants) and that of statistical 

discrimination (employers have incomplete information and have to deal with uncertainty, 

hence they base their decisions on easy identifiable characteristics, such as ethnicity).  

This thesis does not deal with the extent of discrimination on the labour market; it 

neither tries to measure nor explain it. Yet, one of the reasons that bridging social capital is of 

importance to immigrants is rooted in the causes of labour market discrimination. Some forms 

of discrimination (such as taste discrimination) are thought to originate from the idea that 

people generally identify more with people like them. According to contact theory, if ‘we have 

more contact with people unlike us, we overcome initial barriers of ignorance and hesitation 

and come to trust them more’ (Pettigrew 1998; Allport 1979). For example, people that live in 

ethnically diverse neighbourhoods have more inter-ethnic trust (Lancee and Dronkers 2010).  

One can therefore argue that those immigrants that are successful in building bridging 

social capital circumvent, or compensate the potential negative effects of discrimination since 

they succeed in being trusted more by natives. In other words, immigrants building bridging 

social capital are successful in overcoming initial barriers of ignorance and hesitation between 

themselves and natives.  

This could be the case in two different ways. First, by building bridging social capital one 

perhaps differentiates oneself positively from other immigrants. That is, by connecting to the 

native population, one perhaps shows to be a ‘positive’, ‘good’, ‘able’, or ‘integrated’ immigrant. 

This ‘positive stigmatization’ may overcome the disadvantages of taste discrimination: the costs 

of an employee of a disliked group are higher (Becker 1971). As Burt (2004: 349) concludes in 

his article on structural holes: “People connected across groups are more familiar with 

alternative ways of thinking and behaving”. There is no reason to assume that this is a process 

that only takes places on the ego (hence immigrant) side of the relation. Hence, it is reasonable 

to expect that employers connected in some way to immigrants have a more positive opinion 

about them and are therefore more likely to employ or promote immigrants. One can argue 

                                                
12 This is also one of the reasons why bridging social capital is often thought to be more effective than bonding 

social capital: it is a host country specific ‘capital’. See also the isolation argument below. 
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that building bridging social capital is an individual property and therefore does not 

compensate for the negative image of the entire group. However, it is likely that those 

immigrants possessing bridging social capital change the potential negative attitude of 

potential employers, or of their current employer.  

One could furthermore argue that this is not a true network-effect, since the argument is 

based on a positive attitude, or propensity to integrate. However, this is exactly the 

argumentation behind cognitive bridging social capital: when attitudes are more congruent 

with those of the host society, the likelihood of being discriminated against is smaller, hence 

immigrants with such an attitude have an advantage compared to immigrants who do not. This 

most likely is also the case with structural bridging social capital: those who build connections 

with the native population are being perceived as the ‘good’ immigrants, and hence overcome 

the initial barriers of ignorance and hesitation that are the root of discrimination and 

disadvantages on the labour market.  

The second argument (besides that of ‘positive stigmatization’) is that immigrants that 

have connections with natives may reduce the uncertainty of employers and thus the likelihood 

of statistical discrimination. One of the theories explaining statistical discrimination is that 

employers face an investment decision based on uncertainty. Employers therefore base their 

decisions on easy characteristics, such as ethnic origin. Since immigrants are different from 

natives there is more uncertainty, which increases the ‘costs’ for employing immigrants. 

Arguably, this uncertainty is reduced when an immigrant builds connections with the native 

population, In other words, immigrants building a social network containing many inter-ethnic 

contacts manage to reduce the uncertainty employers face, which is argued to cause statistical 

discrimination. Naturally, one can argue that the arguments of compensating discrimination by 

positive stigmatization and reducing employer uncertainty only hold when employers are in 

any way included in the social network of the immigrants and are therefore not too important. 

However, one has to keep in mind that this type of criticism is valid for all potential effects of 

social capital on labour market outcomes: for social capital to be effective, an employer always 

has to be connected in some way to ego. Furthermore, bridging social capital is not only 

important when accessing the labour market, but also when already working (with respect to 

income attainment or obtaining a better occupational position). 

The second reason why bridging social capital may compensate the negative effects of 

discrimination is that, by building bridges, unconventional channels are activated in order to 

make headway on the labour market. In other words, by building a social network that connects 

to the native population, one relies less on the formal channels, which are perhaps more 

sensitive to discrimination. Indeed, Drever and Hoffmeister (2008) show for Germany that 

immigrants make more often use of informal methods to find employment than natives do. 

Also according to Mouw (2002), the presence of discrimination is precisely the reason why for 

immigrants social networks may be an efficient method for job search. 
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Hence the ‘compensating discrimination’ argument implies that migrants who build 

bridges to the native population have an advantage: they may be able to overcome natives’ 

barriers of ignorance and hesitation and have natives to trust them more. This advantage is 

different from the argument of network diversification, and it is different from the argument of 

accessing a resource-rich network. Whereas the first two arguments explain the returns from 

the point of ego, the compensating discrimination argument hypothesizes a potential positive 

effect on the ‘other’ side of the bridge. The compensating discrimination argument implies that 

disadvantages originating from discrimination are compensated or circumvented by possessing 

bridging social capital.  

A true test of such a ‘discrimination hypothesis’ requires information on the attitude of 

employers towards immigrants: to disentangle the effects of network diversification and 

advantages due to compensating negative effects of discrimination one needs a design that can 

differentiate these effects. This is neither possible with the data, nor necessary for the purpose 

of this thesis. The arguments presented here explain why bridging social capital is expected to 

yield positive returns for the individual; it is not the objective to test which argument within the 

concept of bridging social capital has most validity. 

 

To summarize, three arguments were discussed that explain why bridging social capital is 

beneficial for the labour market outcomes of immigrants. First, by bridging, one diversifies the 

social network, resulting in more opportunities. Second, bridging the ethnic divide implies 

accessing a resource-rich network of those being in control of the labour market. Third, 

building inter-ethnic contacts may compensate and circumvent the disadvantages that 

immigrants face due to discrimination.  

There is some research that confirms the idea of bridging social capital. For example, 

analyzing the labour market outcomes for Puerto Rican and Mexican immigrants in the United 

Sates, Aguilera (2003, 2005) finds that non-family social capital (organizational involvement 

and having inter-ethnic friends) is positively related to hourly earnings, the likelihood of being 

employed and the number of hours worked. Kanas and Van Tubergen (2009) also use the 

Dutch SPVA data and examine the effect of origin and host country schooling on employment; 

they find little support for the effect of contacts with natives on employment. Furthermore, 

earlier research shows that a tie with a higher status improves the chances of finding a better 

job (Lin, Ensel, and Vaughn 1981; De Graaf and Flap 1988).  

With respect to cognitive bridging social capital, Ode and Veenman (2003) also make use 

of the SPVA data that is used for the case of the Netherlands and analyze the relation between 

informal participation, modernization and out-group orientation and occupational level for 

immigrants in the Netherlands. They find a significant positive effect for modernization. 

It is therefore expected that structural bridging social capital positively impacts the 

labour market outcomes of immigrants. There is no reason to assume that this relation is 
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different for the likelihood to be employed, income or occupational status. In other words, 

bridging social capital helps finding a (better) job more quickly by providing information on 

vacancies, help with application etc. Furthermore, bridging may also help negotiate better 

wages, or link one to better positions. 

This is formulated in a general hypothesis.  

 

H2 There is a positive relationship between the level of immigrants’ bridging social capital 

and labour market outcomes (i.e. the likelihood of employment, occupational status, and 

income). 

 

Hypotheses referring to bonding 

For bonding social capital, the effects are perhaps less clear-cut. Two possible lines of 

argumentation can be followed, one hypothesizing positive returns, one hypothesizing no (or 

even negative) returns (compare Nannestad, Svendsen, and Svendsen 2008 who identify 'BO+ 

and BO-'; Portes 2000). As Portes (1998: 21) notes:  

“At the individual level, the processes alluded to by the concept of social capital cut both 

ways. Social ties can bring about greater control over wayward behaviour and provide 

privileged access to resources; they can also restrict individual freedoms, and bar 

outsiders from gaining access to the same resources through particularistic preferences.” 

The fact that (bonding) social capital has two sides for immigrants is also illustrated by Heath 

and Yu (2005). According to Heath and Yu (2005), ethnic minorities lack bridging social 

capital due to isolation, and therefore lack access to employment opportunities. On the other 

hand, they add, geographically concentrated ethnic minorities may develop high levels of 

bonding capital, which can provide a basis for a successful local economy. Heath and Yu (2005: 

218-219) suggest that “[b]onding social capital may thus compensate, wholly or in part, for lack 

of bridging social capital.” Therefore, for the concept of bonding social capital, two competing 

arguments are developed: the isolation argument and the closure argument. 

 

The isolation argument 

The isolation argument runs counter to the argument of bridging social capital: whereas 

bridging ties create opportunities, high closure in one’s network does not because the same 

information is being circulated within the network. This is the argument rooted in the 

statement that ‘whereas bonding is to get by, bridging is to get ahead’ (Putnam, 2000). This 

could be true for immigrants since immigrant communities can be isolated from the native 

population, who is in control of the most valuable resources. When being embedded into ethnic 

networks only, successful upward mobility may be impeded due to social obligations, pressure 
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to conformity, or “downward levelling norms” (Portes, 1998). Such mobility traps can lead to 

ethnic segmentation or “downward assimilation” (Portes, 1995). The embeddedness into ethnic 

networks may prevent contacts with the host society and thus hamper integration (Haug 2007: 

100). Furthermore, social capital, especially that of the bonding type, can be a burden since it 

may imply giving without receiving (Portes, 2000). Especially in the case of the family network, 

this may be of importance. 

The isolation argument may have a second element to it. As explained above, one of the 

two main reasons that immigrants are disadvantaged on the labour market is that they (on 

average) possess less human capital than natives do. Furthermore, it is especially host-country 

specific human capital that is found to be useful on the labour market (Friedberg 2000; Borjas 

1994). Since bonding social capital is (unlike bridging social capital) not necessarily host-

country specific, it is likely to be less effective than bridging social capital. 

 

The closure argument 

The countering argument for bonding social capital is the ‘closure argument’, as put forward by 

Coleman (1988, 1990): closure in a network provides more reliable communication channels, 

and protection from exploitation by the members of the network; it hence is a capital with 

positive returns. One could argue that especially immigrants need reliable communication 

channels and sincere network support, since they are more vulnerable than the native 

population. Nee and Sanders state: “ …especially for immigrants who do not possess 

substantial financial capital, the family (nuclear and extended) constitutes the most important 

capital asset” (Nee and Sanders 2001b: 389-390). They continue (2001b: 390):  

“The social capital embodied in family relationships promotes cooperation needed in 

realizing both economic and non-economic values. Coleman’s (1988) analysis of social 

capital, for example, illustrates how relations within the family account for differences in 

school performance. The social connections that individual members invest in and 

accumulate, provide information and access to resources available to all members of the 

family”.  

In other words, for immigrants, the family network is of special importance. Perhaps even more 

important than for natives: immigrants cannot rely as much on host-country institutions as 

natives can. The family network therefore functions as a safety net. For example, according to 

Elliottt, (2001) Latinos are more likely than natives to enter jobs through what he refers to as 

‘insider-referrals’: the matching of people and jobs through ethnic social networks. A strong 

family network is likely to contribute to insider-referrals, both because family members can 

function as the referrer and because a strong family network can link to the ethnic community 

and hence to potential referrers. In other words, bonding social capital is likely to provide 

access to the ethnic economy (Light and Gold 2000; Waldinger 2005). 
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 Lin (2004), argues that in the process of job search for those disadvantaged on the 

labour market, chain length may be of importance, since these people need to reach ‘further’ to 

gain better social resources. In describing these chains, it appears that in more than fifty 

percent of all cases, the first link is that of ego to a family member. It is therefore likely that a 

strong family network results in better quality ‘chains’, linking to labour market opportunities. 

Lin argues that especially disadvantaged groups (such as immigrants) are likely to benefit from 

a strong ‘start of the chain’, since they need longer chains to reach valuable social resources. 

Another reason why family-based networks can be expected to be beneficial for 

immigrants is inter-generational closure. One of the reasons that migrants face difficulties on 

the labour market is that they are not familiar with it. There are two ways in which social 

capital can compensate for this. The fist is argued above and implies investing in bridging 

social capital. The second way is making use of the knowledge of other immigrants; especially 

of the ‘older’ and that of the host-country born generation are likely to be useful (Waldinger 

1994; Menjivar 1997; Livingston 2006; Nauck 2001). For instance, Massey and Espinosa (1997: 

951) argue that ‘‘Since the head’s relatives are relatives of the spouse and children as well, the 

social capital is clearly transferable because of the norms of reciprocity, bounded solidarity, and 

enforceable trust that generally suffuse kinship ties.’’ In other words, by possessing a strong 

family network, containing links to the older generation, one potentially accesses host-country 

specific knowledge of the labour market.  

Most research on immigrants’ social capital of the bonding type deals with ‘ethnic’ 

networks13. It is found that ethnic networks can be beneficial; often immigrants find a job 

through social networks (Mouw 2002; Elliott 1999; Garcia 2005; Waldinger 2005). 

Furthermore, the ‘compensating discrimination’ argument as outlined above for bridging social 

capital may also hold for bonding social capital. It opens up a channel of access to the labour 

market that does not suffer the disadvantages of discrimination. The closure argument is rather 

the reverse: the main reason why ethnic networks can be beneficial is high levels of solidarity 

and trust and due to positive discrimination. In this thesis, bonding social capital is 

conceptualized as the family network and co-ethnic friendships. A strong family network may 

provide good opportunities for building ethnic networks since the family network is also an 

ethnic network. It is likely that people with a strong family network can get more easily access 

to wider ‘ethnic networks’ and the potential benefits of the ethnic economy through insider-

referrals (Elliott 2001; Mouw 2002).  

There is also some research on the effect of family-based networks for immigrants. 

Sanders, Nee and Sernau, studying Asian immigrants in Los Angeles, find that job seekers ask 

their better-connected relatives, friends and acquaintances to serve as intermediaries. These 

networks provide resources in order to make headway on the labour market. Furthermore, 

                                                
13 Naturally, also with respect to the returns of ethnic networks, there is the dilemma of closure versus 

isolation. 
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Sanders and Nee (1996) find that family social capital -operationalized as being married and 

the number of relatives- increases the likelihood of immigrants in the U.S. being self-employed. 

Nee and Sanders (2001a) conclude that social capital embodied in intra-family, kinship and 

ethnic ties serves as an important form of capital in the process of finding a job, although it 

increases the risk of getting low-paid jobs. Kahanec and Mendola (2007) find for ethnic 

minorities in Britain that core family structures increase the probability of self-employment. 

However, they also find that immigrants with mixed or non-ethnic networks increase the 

probability of finding paid employment among minority individuals. 

The little research available on immigrants’ performance on the labour market and their 

family-based social capital seems to support the closure argument. Sanders et al. (2002: 308) 

conclude that: “… our research helps explain how family- and ethnic-based social networks, 

through their properties of social capital and closure, influence the incorporation of immigrants 

into their host society.” Along the same line, Sanders and Nee (1996) find that family social 

capital increases the likelihood of immigrants in the U.S. of being self-employed. Sanders, Nee 

and Sernau (2002), studying Asian immigrants in Los Angeles, find that job seekers ask their 

better-connected relatives, friends and acquaintances to serve as intermediaries. These 

networks provide resources in order to make headway on the labour market. In other words, 

due to closure in their social network, immigrants improve their position on the labour market. 

However, studies explicitly combining measures of bonding and bridging find that bridging 

does and bonding does not affect economic outcomes such as growth (Beugelsdijk and 

Smulders 2003) and economic development (Sabatini 2006). Since the two latter studies do 

not focus on immigrants, I follow the closure argument and hypothesize that: 

 

H3 There is a positive relationship between the level of immigrants’ bonding social capital 

and labour market outcomes (i.e. the likelihood of employment, occupational status, and 

income). 

 

The few studies simultaneously assessing bonding and bridging social capital empirically find 

positive results for bridging and not for bonding (see above). The studies that theoretically 

discuss the concepts hypothesize that bonding social capital forms a base for building bridges. 

Few authors explicitly discuss the interrelatedness of bonding and bridging (see also Patulny 

and Svendsen 2007; Schuller 2007). Williams (2005: 261), warns against a too rigid use of a 

‘key binary hierarchy’, such as the one between bridging and bonding, which implicitly also 

places bridging over bonding. He states “what is so wrong with having deep relationships with 

other individuals rather than fleeting acquaintances?” However, for those authors explicitly 

discussing the interrelatedness of bonding and bridging, such a binary understanding seems 

not to be the case. 
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According to Woolcock and Narayan (2000), the most profitable network is one 

containing strong intra-community ties combined with weak inter-community ties. However, 

Leonard and Onyx (2003) conclude that in order to bridge socio-economic divides, mostly 

strong ties are used. They conclude that a distant colleague is contacted more easily if both live 

in the same neighbourhood or have a mutual friend. According to Burt (2000; 2001; 2005), 

structural holes can add value to one’s social network, but closure is critical to realizing the 

value buried in structural holes. Schuller (2007: 15) states: “One can have bonding without 

bridging but not vice versa”. Agnitsch, Flora and Ryan (2006) examine (structural) bonding 

and bridging social capital in neighbourhoods to explain community action and come to similar 

conclusions: both bonding and bridging significantly predict community action, but they are 

more effective when combined. 

Hence, it is suggested that bonding and bridging are related, and the main argument is 

that bonding social capital helps building bridges. Partly, this relatedness originates from the 

strong and weak ties distinction. Several authors conclude that both are needed, or at least 

useful. For that reason, the strong versus weak ties distinction is not the key difference between 

bonding and bridging.  

Furthermore, when analyzing the economic returns of bonding and bridging social 

capital, the fact of the concepts being related or not is not of key importance. The main interest 

here is whether and to which extent bonding and bridging social capital result in better labour 

market outcomes. Whether or not bridging social capital is partly created by bonding, is not the 

question of this thesis. The objective of the thesis is analysing the returns of social capital, not 

the creation of it. However, some may argue that such an approach undervalues the potential 

effect of bonding social capital. Therefore, to analyze whether the effect of bonding social 

capital is being mediated by bridging social capital, the models are also estimated without 

bridging social capital. If there is a mediation effect, bonding social capital will show up being 

significant. When such effects are found, this is reported.  

 

Human capital 

Since the main explanatory variable for labour force status is human capital, one has to take 

into account its effects when analyzing the effect of different forms of social capital on labour 

force status. This is important because of two reasons. First, the amount of human capital an 

individual possesses is the main variable that explains labour market outcomes. Human capital 

hence needs to be included to avoid finding spurious effects for social capital. The second 

reason to pay attention to human capital is the possible interaction effects between human and 

social capital. These points will be discussed consecutively. 

The first argument is that of human capital as a necessary control variable. For example, 

Euwals et. al. (2007) ascribe the main part of the difference in labour force status between the 
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first and second generation to an improvement in educational attainment and language 

proficiency. When analyzing the role of human capital in the relation between social capital and 

labour force status, one can differentiate between a direct and an indirect effect.  

The direct effect deals with the influence of possessing human capital on labour force 

status. Evidently, human capital has been used extensively to explain immigrants’ economic 

integration. The general conclusion is that the possession of human capital contributes to 

economic equality14 (see for example Borjas 1994), employment (Bevelander and Veenman 

2004) and occupational status (Forrest and Johnston 2000). Furthermore, it is suggested that 

host-country-specific human capital (that is, human capital acquired after arrival in the host 

society) has most impact on labour force status (Friedberg 2000).  

The indirect effect of human capital on labour force status is through acquiring social 

capital. Human capital is often related to social capital. Coleman (1988) finds social capital to 

contribute in the creation of human capital. Boxman, De Graaf and Flap (1991) conclude that 

social capital adds to human capital rather than replaces it, in the process of income 

attainment. They also conclude that human capital produces social capital. Janjuha-Jivraj 

(2003) concludes that through education and working experiences younger generation 

immigrants have developed wider embedded networks. Sanders and Nee (1996) find that the 

combination of human capital and family relations can help in explaining self-employment of 

immigrants in the United States. Since also human capital is included in the regression models 

the effect of social capital is therefore underestimated in the empirical analyses. However, by 

including interaction terms it is tested to what extent the effect of social capital is different for 

different levels of educational attainment. 

When dealing with human capital and labour market outcomes, especially country 

specific human capital is of importance. It could be that when acquiring host country-specific 

human capital, bridging social capital is build, since it enables immigrants to build contacts 

with natives (Kanas and Van Tubergen 2009). It could hence be that the positive effect of host-

country specific social capital is partly due to the fact that immigrants come into contact with 

natives and build bridging social capital. Kanas and Van Tubergen find for immigrants in the 

Netherlands that this indeed partly the case: some of the effect of (host-country) specific 

human capital is due to the fact that people are able to build bridging social capital.  

Besides education in the host society, one of the most important country specific skills is 

language proficiency. For example, Reitz and Sklar (1997) find that immigrants are penalized 

for speaking their native language by acquiring a position on the labour market. Generally, 

language proficiency is found to have a positive impact on labour force status, such as on 

employment (Van Tubergen, Maas, and Flap 2004; Chiswick and Miller 2002), occupational 

                                                
14 However, not surprisingly, education itself is not evenly distributed. Even after controlling for background 

characteristics, the educational attainment of immigrants is lower than that of natives in Germany (Riphahn 
2003) and partly also for immigrants in the Netherlands (Crul and Schneider 2005; Van Ours and Veenman 
2003). 
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status (Forrest and Johnston 2000) or income (Dustmann and Van Soest 2002). However, the 

‘penalty’ seems to vary for different ethnic groups (Kossoudji 1988). Also, there may be a 

negative effect of ethnic networks on language proficiency (Chiswick and Miller 1996). It may 

therefore be the case that bonding social capital negatively effects language proficiency and 

consequently has a negative effect on labour force status. On the other hand, one could expect 

that those with a good language proficiency in the native language profit more from their 

bridging social capital than those that speak it poorly, since those people will be able to 

communicate better. Therefore, also with respect to language proficiency, it is tested with 

interaction terms whether the effect of social capital is different for different levels of language 

proficiency. 

The second reason to pay attention to human capital is that there may be differential 

effects of social capital for the several levels of human capital. For example, it is argued that 

when immigrants acquire more host-country specific human capital, the need for social capital 

may decline. This argument is most frequently made with reference to ethnic networks: social 

capital is particularly useful for immigrants who have minimal host-country specific skills, but 

extensive networks to the immigrant community (Livingston 2006; Massey et al. 1987). 

However, as is argued in the isolation argument, there are indications that the economic 

advantages associated with social capital are not always shared among all members of the 

immigrant group (Portes and Zhou 1993; Lin 2001a). Boxman, De Graaf and Flap (1991), 

examine the interplay of human and social capital in the process of income attainment of Dutch 

managers and find an interaction between human and social capital. Though, not as expected: 

they find that social capital helps at all levels of human capital, but human capital does not 

make a difference at high levels of social capital. Van Alphen and Lancee (2008) find that for 

the likelihood of employment and income of early school leavers in Germany, some forms of 

social capital are indeed more effective than for those that completed their education. The 

social capital that is more effective for early school leavers is a social network that links to the 

employed population: a form of bridging social capital. It is therefore the question whether the 

same type of social capital is differently effective for different levels of education.  

By including interactions between the human capital variables (language proficiency and 

educational attainment), it is analyzed whether there is a difference in the effect of social 

capital. Since this is not the main question of the thesis, and since there are no clear 

expectations on the differential effect of social capital, I do not formulate a general hypothesis 

on the interaction effect. With one exception: in chapter seven I do formulate a hypothesis to 

explore the effect of bridging social capital for different educational levels. 
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Social capital and labour market outcomes for men and women 

It goes without saying that there are differences between men and women on the labour 

market. Because of these differences, labour market outcomes of men and women are often 

analyzed separately. This is also what is done in this thesis.  

There is also some research on the differences in the effect of social capital on labour 

market outcomes for female and male immigrants (Livingston 2006; Smith 2000; Hagan 

1998). Fernandez and Harris (1992) find (examining the urban poor in the US) that women 

have less ties and less multiplexity in their network. Livingston (2006) argues with respect to 

Mexican immigrants in the US that migrant networks provide little relevant information for 

female job seekers. Because men arrived mostly earlier, more men work and men mainly work 

in male dominated occupations. Female immigrants may have good access to female networks, 

but these contain little information, and mostly on socially isolated domestic work, which 

provides little opportunities for information sharing when compared to men’s networks (Hagan 

1998). Smith (2000) indeed finds that the wage penalty of using social networks for Latina 

women in the US is twice as high as for men. Livingston (2006) finds for Mexican women in 

the US, that, although overall usage of family and friends networks is similar for men and 

women, the returns differ. Contrary to men, women use their network more as they are longer 

in the host-country. Furthermore, Livingston finds that for women, using social networks 

significantly reduces the chances of obtaining jobs within the formal sector (while among men 

this was significantly positive). Hence, for women there is a negative return on the use of their 

social network. This is partly supported by the qualitative studies of Hagan (1998) and 

Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) who conclude that immigrant women are channelled into low-paying 

and informal sector jobs via their social ties.  

Some studies however report different findings. Aguilera (2005) examines the economic 

returns of social capital for Puerto Rican immigrants in the US. He develops hypotheses in 

order to compare the effect of social capital for men and women and expects that returns are 

lower for women than for men. However, Aguilera finds that for women the returns of social 

capital are higher than for men. More specifically, it appears that organizational involvement 

and having lived with non-family members from the respondent’s town is positively associated 

with wages. Aguilera (2002) analyzes the influence of social capital on labour market outcomes 

for immigrants and the US and concludes that although there are differences between men and 

women, social capital is not less effective for women. 

The mentioned studies were all conducted in the US, mainly studying Mexican 

immigrants. As can be observed from the above, the results are mixed. As Livingston (2006: 

50) notes, research on gender and job searching among immigrants is extremely limited. It is 

therefore the question to what extent these differences also apply to immigrant men and 

women in the Netherlands and Germany. It seems likely that the returns on social capital are 

lower for women than for men; perhaps with the exception for non-family-based social capital. 
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According to the conceptualization of bonding and bridging social capital, this implies that for 

bonding expected returns are lower for women than for men, but not necessarily for bridging 

social capital. To account for these possible differences, I therefore separate the analyses for 

men and women. As a general hypothesis, I formulate the following: 

 

H4a  The economic returns of bonding social capital are lower for women than they are  

  for men. 

H4b   There is no difference between men and women in the economic returns of  

   bridging social capital. 

 

Conclusion  

In this chapter, I discussed the dependent variables used in this thesis: the likelihood of 

employment, occupational status and income. Furthermore, I argued how bonding and 

bridging social capital are expected to affect these labour market outcomes. It was hypothesized 

that both bonding and bridging social capital positively affect labour market outcomes. With 

respect to bridging the argument is that bridging ties diversify one’s network, plus it gives 

access to a resource-rich network. This results in more valuable information and opportunities 

to make headway on the labour market. Furthermore, building bridging social capital can be a 

strategy to circumvent the disadvantages of discrimination.  

 With respect to bonding social capital, there are two competing arguments: the isolation 

argument states that bonding networks cut off new information and therefore are not useful in 

making headway on the labour market. The closure argument states that bonding ties result in 

high solidarity, trust and more reliable information; it is hence useful on the labour market. 

The following chapters test these hypotheses empirically for immigrants in the Netherlands 

and Germany. 
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5. The Case of the Netherlands 
 

Parts of the analyses presented in this chapter are published in International 

Migration Review (Lancee 2010). 

 

Introduction 

This chapter empirically analyzes the influence of bonding and bridging social capital on the 

labour market outcomes of the four main non-western ethnic minority groups in the 

Netherlands: Turks, Moroccans, Antilleans and Surinamese. The data used is the ‘Social 

Position and Use of Utilities Immigrants’ Survey (SPVA) from 1998 and 2002. The chapter is 

structured as follows. First, in the section ‘data and measurement’, the sample construction is 

described, as well as the measures constructed. Subsequently, the method of estimation is 

briefly discussed. Next, the results are presented for the likelihood of employment, 

occupational status, and income. Men and women are analyzed separately. The last section 

summarizes and discusses the findings, as well as its limitations. 

 

Data and measurement  

Sample 

The data used is the ‘Social Position and Use of Utilities Immigrants’ Survey (SPVA) 

(Groeneveld and Weyers-Martens 2003; Martens 1999). The SPVA contains detailed 

information on the economic and social position of the four biggest immigrant groups in the 

Netherlands: Turks, Moroccans, Antilleans and Surinamese15. The SPVA survey is the main 

data source for monitoring the disadvantage of ethnic minorities in the Netherlands 

(Guiraudon, Phalet, and Ter Wal 2005). The SPVA survey is carried out in thirteen 

municipalities in the Netherlands, including the four biggest cities. The selection of the 

municipalities is done with the objective to represent the Dutch immigrant population. The 

survey also contains a native Dutch sample, but the items on social capital are not asked to 

them. The SPVA is a unique data set, there are however some limitations. First, the data are 

mainly cross-sectional, which implies that it is impossible to examine the causality of 

relationships. This is also addressed in the discussion. Second, the non-response rate was 

rather high (ranging from 48% for the Turks and Moroccans to 56% for the Surinamese). 

Although this is high, there are no indications for systematic non-response; furthermore, 

measures were taken to also include those that are less integrated culturally and economically 

                                                
 15 The SPVA consists of a stratified sample of the population in a number of cities, including the four biggest 

cities in the Netherlands. For a detailed description of survey and sampling technique see Groeneveld and 
Weyers-Martens  (2003). 
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(Groeneveld and Weyers-Martens, 2003). Third, the SPVA sample is not representative for all 

socio-demographic characteristics. The ages 45-64 are slightly over-represented, the people 

aged 15-29 are under slightly represented (differences are maximally four percentage points 

when comparing with register data) (Groeneveld and Weyers-Martens 2003). With respect to 

the first and second generation, there are some minor differences compared to the population. 

In the younger age category (15-29), those that are born in the Netherlands are slightly over-

represented when being compared to the first generation immigrants (with the expectation of 

the Turks, for whom the number are the same as those of the population). Last, singles are 

under-represented and parents with children are over represented.  

The sample includes heads of households only. Other household members are also 

included in the survey but received a different questionnaire, in which items on, for example, 

language proficiency were omitted. Cases with a missing value on the dependent variable are 

deleted. The SPVA contains waves in 1988, 1991, 1994, 1998 and 2002. Unfortunately, although 

aimed to be longitudinal, theses waves are mainly cross-sectional. Only a very small part of the 

sample appears in more than one wave, and if so, in almost all cases this is limited to two 

waves. Therefore, I rely on the 2002 wave of the SPVA for the cross-sectional analyses. This 

wave contains most suitable items for the measurement of the different forms of social capital. 

To better account for the causal argument made, a small panel design is used for each of the 

dependent variables. For those who participated in both the 1998 and 2002 wave (N= 764 for 

the likelihood of employment, N=274 for income, N=228 for ISEI), labour market outcomes in 

2002 are predicted by bridging social capital and the relevant controls, while also controlling 

for the labour market outcomes 1998. However, due to data availability, this was only possible 

for structural bridging social capital. 

With respect to the likelihood of employment, those with an age between 20 and 65 are 

analyzed. For the analyses of income and occupational status, the sample consists of those 

active on the labour market16, having a job and being between 20-65 years old. The lower age 

boundary has been chosen because those older than 20 are assumed to have finished their 

studies and to be active on the labour market; 65 is the official retirement age. In Table 11 and 

Table 12, a description of the sample is presented. Income is measured by the natural logarithm 

of the total net income. Occupational status is measured by the International Socio-Economic 

Index for Occupational Status (ISEI)17 (Ganzeboom, De Graaf, and Treiman 1992). See also 

chapter four for a detailed discussion on the dependent variables used to measure the labour 

market performance. Missing values are imputed using imputation regressions; by including a 

dummy variable it was checked if the imputed values significantly differed from the observed 

values. For the items belonging to the social capital measures, an imputation strategy 

                                                
16 Following the definition of the CCS 91: more than 11 hours work per week (Groeneveld and Weyers-Martens 

2003). 
17 In the SPVA, occupation is coded with the standard 1992 classification of the Dutch Central Bureau of 

Statistics (CBS).  Bakker et. al. (1997) describe how this can be converted into an ISEI score. 
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developed specifically for missing values belonging to a scale is used (Van Ginkel and Van der 

Ark 2007). This is described in the Appendix in more detail.  

 

Method of estimation 

Since the data are cross-sectional, the main method of estimation is logistic and OLS 

regression. The main drawback of such an analysis is that one cannot rule out reversed 

causality or endogeneity and unobserved heterogeneity. In other words, it could be that one 

gains more social capital because one is working, or more useful contacts simply because one’s 

position is higher (Mouw 2003). Since the data only provide a snapshot in time, this cannot be 

ruled out statistically. Finding an effect will therefore support the social capital argument 

(there is indeed a relation), but not prove the causal ordering of events (the relation may or 

may not be causal). Finding no effect is less problematic in that respect: this would falsify the 

hypotheses formulated.  

It is tried to account for this lacuna in several ways. First, for the individuals where this 

was possible, a panel is constructed with two time points (1998 and 2002). Taking all 

covariates in 1998, I predict the labour market outcome in 2002 while controlling for the 

labour market outcome in 1998. This implies that if there is an effect of social capital on income 

four years later while controlling for one’s income at the moment of the social capital 

measurement, it is likely that this increase in income is due to having social capital. However, 

since cross-sectional analysis (and also the mini-panel constructed here) relies on between-

individual differences for the variation in the data, one cannot rule out possible effects of 

unobserved heterogeneity. In other words, one cannot rule out the possibility that there is 

something else that influences both social capital and labour market outcomes. It could for 

example be that people with a higher ability have more social capital and are also more often 

employed or earn more. In this case, it is not necessarily social capital that causes labour 

market outcomes to be better, but the ability of people, which is proxied by their social capital.  

Naturally, by including control variables it is tried to minimize such bias. That the effect 

of social capital is spurious with other variables shows when not including, for example, 

educational attainment in the models. In that case the coefficients of social capital are much 

higher and the p-values much lower. If this heterogeneity were not ‘observed’, then the effect of 

social capital would be greatly over-estimated. It is therefore chosen only to present two models 

for each sub-group and dependent variable: model 1 includes the measures for social capital, 

model 2 is the full model, including all controls. Any conclusion or interpretation is based on 

the full model only. As having said, unobserved heterogeneity clearly is a limitation; the 

problem is however inherent to analysis with cross-sectional data. 
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Measures 

To measure the different forms of social capital, two scaling techniques are applied. First, a 

non-parametric Item Response Theory (IRT) model for developing cumulative scales, the so-

called ‘Mokken scaling method’ (Mokken, 1996, Sijtsma and Molenaar 2002). The logic of IRT 

is based on the pattern in the items regarding the number of people that gave a positive 

response, rather than the items simply being correlated. The advantage of IRT models -as 

opposed to reliability analysis- is that a Mokken scale deals with the ordinal structure between 

the items (Van Schuur and Kiers 2004). The following example illustrates this advantage. Few 

of the respondents in the sample have a partner who is born in the Netherlands. It therefore 

correlates relatively low with the other items that measure inter-ethnic contacts. However: it 

appears that those who have a native Dutch partner also score positively on the other items that 

measure inter-ethnic contacts, but not (necessarily) the other way around. IRT models take 

into account such a stepwise ordering of the items. The most important measure that a set of 

items must meet to form an acceptable Mokken survey construct is Loevinger’s homogeneity 

coefficient (H). The following cut-off values are conventional to judge a Mokken scale: H>.30 

being a useful scale, H>.40 a medium strong scale, and H>.50 a strong scale (Mokken 1996; 

Sijtsma and Molenaar 2002). As a second measure, the more conventional reliability of the 

scale is estimated with Cronbach’s alpha. A Cronbach’s alpha of .60 is an often-mentioned 

threshold for a scale to be a reliable survey construct. 

The two scales measuring bonding structural and cognitive social capital consist of twelve 

items that cover family ties and values (see Figure 7). The scale for structural bonding consists 

of six items that measure the strength of family ties by the frequency of giving or receiving help 

and/or advice from one’s parents or children, and the frequency of contact with one’s parents 

or children (H=.46, Alpha=.73). Evidently, this measurement does not cover one’s entire family 

network; it furthermore emphasizes recent help, as opposed to support in the long run. Since it 

was not available in the survey, relations with siblings for example, or long-term family support 

could not be included in the measurement. This is a drawback, especially because siblings are 

more likely to be of similar age as the respondent, making it perhaps more likely to have useful 

contacts and knowledge. However, although selective, the scale does proxy the strength of 

family ties. It could hence be argued that a person having strong relations with one’s parents 

and/or children also has a good contact with his or her siblings. The same line of 

argumentation can be followed with respect to the emphasis on recent help: it is likely that 

those family members that provide support in the short term also do so in the long term. The 

scale for cognitive bonding consists of six items covering trust in and positive attitudes towards 

the family (see Figure 8). Since these items deal with the family in a general way, these items do 

not have the disadvantages mentioned above. The values of Loevinger’s H (.40) and the 

Cronbach’s Alpha (.77) clearly indicate that these items can be seen as a single construct.  
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Structural bridging is measured with a Mokken scale (H=.57, Alpha=.71), based on six 

items that deal with inter-ethnic contacts such as friendships, or receiving visits from native 

Dutch and having a partner that is born in the Netherlands. Also included is being a member of 

an association that contains little or almost no members that have the same ethnicity as the 

respondent does. The associations included in the survey are sports/hobby clubs, unions, 

NGOs, political parties, and religious organizations. Last, cognitive bridging social capital is 

measured with a Mokken scale (H=.46, Alpha =.73), based on the items that were used by 

Uunk (2003) to measure outward orientation: opinions about living together unmarried, 

contact between men and women and sexual openness. 

 

Figure 7. The items that measure bonding social capital in the SPVA 2002. 

 

 
Figure 8. The items that measure bridging social capital in the SPVA 2002. 

Structural bridging  Cognitive bridging 
   
More contact with native Dutch than own ethnic group1  Openness about sex is wrong3 
Has native Dutch friends or acquaintances (y/n)  Contact between men and women is too liberal3 
Receives visits at home from native Dutch friends or neighbors2  It is best when children live at home until they marry3 
Contact with native Dutch in private life2  Men and women can live together unmarried 3 
Partner born in The Netherlands (y/n)  (Item reversed) 
Member of an association containing mainly native Dutch (y/n)   
   

    
Notes: 1 Range: more own group, equal, more Dutch. 

2 Range: never, sometimes, often.  
3 Range: 1 fully agree, 5 do not agree at all. 

  

 

Control variables 

A number of control variables are included in the analyses. The main part of the difference in 

labour force status between immigrants themselves and between immigrants and the native 

population in the Netherlands is due to differences in educational attainment and language 

proficiency (Euwals et al. 2006, 2007; Bevelander and Veenman 2004; Lautenbach and Otten 

2007). Furthermore, it is suggested that country specific human capital (that is, human capital 

acquired after arrival in the host society) has most impact on labour force status (Friedberg 

2000). Besides education in the host society, one of the most important country specific skills 

is language proficiency. Generally, language proficiency is found to have a positive impact on 

Structural bonding  Cognitive bonding 
 

   
Received help from parent/child in past 3 months1  Trust family more than friends3 
Helped parent/child in past 3 months1  Discuss problems rather with family3 
Got advice from parent/child in past 3 months1  Family members should be there for each other3 
Gave advice to parent/child in past 3 months1  You can always count on your family3 
Saw parent/child in past 12 months2  In case of worries family should help3 
Had contact with parent/child in past 12 months2  Family members keep each other informed3  
   
    
Notes: 1 Range: no, sometimes, frequently. 

2 Range: 1 never – 7 daily. 
3 Range: 1 do not agree at all - 5 fully agree. 
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employment (Van Tubergen, Maas, and Flap 2004; Chiswick and Miller 2002), occupational 

status (Forrest and Johnston 2000) or income (Dustmann and Van Soest 2002). Therefore, a 

(Mokken) scale of Dutch language proficiency is included as a control variable18.  

Furthermore, the labour force status of an individual is affected by its socio-economic 

background (Erickson and Goldthorpe 2002; Solon 2002). To account for some notion of 

socio-economic background, the educational attainment of the parents (measured as the 

highest degree obtained by either the father or the mother) is included in the analysis. Besides 

that, I control for age, being married (Bevelander and Veenman 2004), rural versus urban 

domicile, ethnic group, first versus second generation, being self-employed, having a temporary 

job (as opposed to having tenure) and -with respect to income- the number of contracted 

working hours. First generation immigrants are defined as those who are born in Turkey, 

Morocco, Suriname or the Dutch Antilles. Second generation ethnic minorities are those that 

are born in the Netherlands with at least one parent born in one of the aforementioned 

countries, or those that are born abroad and migrated to the Netherlands at an age younger 

than six. These definitions are equal to those used by the SPVA survey. 

Last, the duration of stay in the host society may have an impact on labour market 

outcomes (Li 2004). Logically, duration of stay also affects the creation of bridging social 

capital: it is likely that the time spent in a country increases the probability of building bridges 

and thin trust. Duration of stay will therefore partially incorporate the effect of social capital. 

Yet, the duration of stay also proxies other factors influencing economic outcomes, such as 

familiarity with the labour market and the institutional design of the host society (Büchel and 

Frick 2005). It is therefore included as a control variable. 

 

Results  

In Table 11 and in Table 12, the mean and standard deviation of the included variables are 

presented, split out for men and women. A t-test is performed to see whether there is a 

difference between men and women, which is the case for most variables (not shown here). For 

this reason, the analyses are separated for the men and women, except for in the panel design, 

due to the otherwise too low N. As for the descriptive statistics, most respondents have a rather 

low educational attainment, and as can be expected this is even lower for their parents (around 

two thirds of the respondent’s parents highest degree obtained is that of primary education). 

Furthermore, we observe a large difference in employment between men (71%) and women 

(52%). Last, a relatively small part of the sample can be classified as second-generation, and 

much less women are married than men are (this is due to the fact that heads of household are 

analyzed). In Table 13, the means of the social capital scales for each ethnic group are 

presented. Whereas on the bonding scales, the groups score rather similar, the Antilleans and 

                                                
18 For a description of the construction of this scale see the appendix. 
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the Surinamese score substantially higher than the Turks and the Moroccans on bridging. Last, 

noting that .48 (between structural and cognitive bridging) is the highest correlation coefficient 

between the covariates; there is no need for concerns about multi-collinearity19. To account for 

possible bias in the standard errors due to heteroskedasticity, Huber-White robust estimates of 

the standard errors are reported. 

 

Table 11. Descriptive statistics sample employment, SPVA 2002. 

 

 

 

                                                
19 Furthermore, the highest VIF value is 3, which is much below the often-mentioned threshold of 10. 

 Men Women 

     

 Mean SD Mean SD 

     
Cognitive bonding (0-1) 0.71 0.16 0.69 0.17 
Structural bonding (0-1) 0.39 0.25 0.43 0.28 
Cognitive bridging (0-1) 0.41 0.22 0.45 0.22 
Structural bridging  (0-1) 0.32 0.23 0.31 0.22 
Age 39.04 10.14 38.01 10.10 
Duration of stay in years 20.38 9.74 18.34 9.38 
Language proficiency (0-1) 0.64 0.30 0.69 0.31 
     
 % N % N 
Employed 71.02 1.110 52.48 710 
Educational attainment     
Primary 34.55 540 35.77 484 
Lower secondary 22.58 353 26.46 358 
Upper Secondary 27.13 424 25.13 340 
College/University 14.52 227 11.09 150 
No information on educational level 1.22 19 1.55 21 
Parental education     
Primary 68.39 1.096 55.80 755 
Lower secondary 11.00 172 14.86 201 
Upper Secondary 6.97 109 9.61 130 
College/University 8.38 131 10.13 137 
No information on educational level 5.25 82 9.61 130 
Married 65.77 1.028 30.45 412 
Urban domicile 67.32 1.050 69.48 940 
Ethnicity     
Moroccans 28.45 440 17.44 236 
Turks 31.86 498 18.92 256 
Antilleans 18.58 292 28.97 392 
Surinamese 21.33 333 34.66 469 
Second generation 12.73 199 16.04 217 
Total 100 1.563 100 1.353 
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Table 12. Descriptive statistics sample income, SPVA 2002. 

 

 
Table 13. Mean social capital by ethnic group in the Netherlands. 

 Cognitive bonding Structural bonding Cognitive bridging Structural Bridging 

Turks 0.76 0.37 0.31 0.21 

Moroccans 0.75 0.43 0.28 0.23 

Surinamese 0.65 0.48 0.51 0.38 

Antilleans 0.66 0.39 0.55 0.42 

Total 0.71 0.42 0.42 0.31 

Source: SPVA 2002     

 

The likelihood of employment  

In Table 14 and Table 15, the likelihood of employment for men and women is predicted by the 

social capital variables and the relevant controls. When only including social capital, both for 

men and women, bridging social capital is positively associated with employment. For women, 

also structural bonding positively affects employment. However, when including the controls 

  Men Women 
  Mean SD Mean SD 
      

ISEI  39.68 15.27 41.37 15.24 
Income 1.594.07 786.35 1257.67 523,56 
Cognitive bonding (0-1) 0.69 0.17 0.66 0.17 
Structural bonding (0-1) 0.39 0.25 0.47 0.27 
Cognitive bridging (0-1) 0.44 0.23 0.5 0.21 
Structural bridging (0-1) 0.35 0.23 0.37 0.22 
Age  38.05 9.20 37.34 9.23 
Duration of stay (in years) 19.85 9.46 19.68 9.12 
Language proficiency (0-1) 0.69 0.28 0.80 0.22 
Contracted hours  37.08 7.98 31.50 9.60 

      
  % N % N 

    
Educational attainment     
Primary  26.60 258 18.11 113 
Lower secondary 23.71 230 27.88 174 
Upper Secondary 30.62 297 34.13 213 
College/University 17.94 174 17.95 112 
No info Education 1.13 11 1.92 12 
Parental education  
Primary  63.81 619 44.55 278 
Lower secondary 13.40 130 18.88 117 
Upper Secondary 7.94 77 13.30 83 
College/University 10.10 98 14.74 92 
No info Education 4.74 46 8.65 54 

Married  64.54 626 24.20 151 
Self-Employed 7.42 72 2.24 14 

Temporary job 11.55 112 15.78 99 

Urban domicile 63.20 613 68.59 428 

Ethnicity     
Moroccans 24.12 234 11.38 71 
Turks  29.79 289 11.06 69 
Antilleans 21.24 206 33.17 207 
Surinamese 24.84 241 44.39 277 
Second generation 15.57 151 18.91 118 

Total  100 970 100 624 
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(model 2), both for men and women, only structural bridging social capital significantly affects 

the likelihood to be employed. None of the other social capital scales affect the employment 

status significantly. This implies that, even when controlling for language proficiency, 

educational attainment of the respondent and the respondent’s parents, there is an effect of 

structural bridging social capital (both for men and women) but not for the other forms of 

social capital measured. Men with a maximum score on structural bridging social capital, are 

2,2 times more likely to be employed than those with a minimum score, women are 2.1 times 

more likely to be employed if they have a maximum score on structural bridging social capital. 

This effect remains when controlling for ethnic group, generation, age, duration of stay in the 

Netherlands, being married, educational attainment, Dutch language proficiency and 

educational attainment of the parents.   

 It was also tested whether the effect of bridging social capital is different for certain levels 

of education or for ethnic groups, but this appeared not to be the case (not shown here). With 

respect to language proficiency, one effect was found: it appears that among women, the effect 

of structural bridging capital is less strong for those with good Dutch language proficiency. Or 

when reversed: the effect of structural bridging social capital is stronger for those who do speak 

or use Dutch less. For men, no significant interaction terms with language proficiency were 

found. There does appear to be an age effect for men though: when the model is estimated for 

the age group 25-45 years old, the results with respect to the significance of the coefficients 

remain the same, the coefficient of structural bridging goes up to 3.2 (not shown here). For 

women, this is not the case.  

With respect to the controls, as expected both educational attainment and language 

proficiency increase the odds of being employed strongly. Men with a maximum score on the 

language proficiency scale are 3.2 times more likely to be employed than men with a minimum 

on the scale; for women this is 2.98. Both for men and women, there is one difference between 

the ethnic groups with respect to the likelihood to be employed when taking into account the 

control variables. Moroccans have a lower likelihood to be employed than the Surinamese. 

There is no difference for Turks and Antilleans, when being compared with the Surinamese. 

Furthermore, for men, there is no significant effect of being a second-generation ethnic 

minority, as opposed to being a first-generation immigrant. Women who belong to the second 

generation have a significantly lower likelihood to be employed, when being compared to first 

generation immigrants. The duration of stay does not affect the employment status, neither for 

men nor for women. 
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Table 14. Logistic regression predicting the likelihood of employment among men (cross-sectional SPVA 2002), 
odds ratios. 

 Model 1 Model 2 
                               b se b se 
Cognitive bonding              .563 (.231) .794 (.346) 
Structural bonding             .787 (.186) .717 (.186) 
Cognitive bridging             2.592** (.872) 1.631 (.685) 
Structural bridging            5.195*** (1.748) 2.184* (.866) 
Age                              .057*** (.039) 
Ethnic group     

Surinamese                       ref.  
Turkish                          .632 (.151) 
Moroccan                         .522** (.123) 
Antillean                        .681 (.158) 

Second generation                1.106 (.306) 
Duration of stay                 .738 (.525) 
Married                          2.718*** (.458) 
Urban domicile                   .966 (.134) 
Educational attainment     

Primary education                ref.  
Lower secondary                  1.545* (.265) 
Upper secondary                  1.879*** (.320) 
College/University               2.860*** (.707) 
No info on educational level     2.193 (1.469) 

Language Proficiency              3.252*** (.934) 
Parental education     
Parent primary education         ref.  
Parent lower secondary           1.015 (.254) 
Parent upper secondary           .854 (.251) 
Parent College/University        .727 (.212) 
No info on educational level parents   .873 (.279) 

Constant                       1.739 (.643) 1.726 (.975) 
Log-Likelihood                 -896.847  -816.346  
Pseudo R2                      .047  .132  
N                              1563  1563  
Source: SPVA 2002     
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); robust standard errors.   
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Table 15. Logistic regression predicting the likelihood of employment among women (cross-sectional SPVA 
2002), odds ratios. 

 Model 1 Model 2 
                               b se b se 
Cognitive bonding              .491 (.188) .695 (.286) 
Structural bonding             1.774** (.377) 1.295 (.329) 
Cognitive bridging             5.530*** (1.744) 1.197 (.441) 
Structural bridging            5.738*** (1.738) 2.141* (.763) 
Age                              .420 (.253) 
Ethnic Group     

Surinamese                       ref.  
Turkish                          .703 (.162) 
Moroccan                         .510** (.115) 
Antillean                        .845 (.152) 

Second generation                .490** (.115) 
Duration of stay                 2.603 (1.818) 
Married                          1.152 (.187) 
Urban domicile                   1.076 (.151) 
Educational attainment     

Primary education                ref.  
Lower secondary                  1.903*** (.316) 
Upper secondary                  3.932*** (.687) 
College/University               7.990*** (2.302) 
No info on educational level     2.696 (1.408) 

Language Proficiency              2.984*** (.865) 
Parental education     

Parent primary education         ref.  
Parent lower secondary           1.313 (.261) 
Parent upper secondary           1.417 (.350) 
Parent College/University        1.579 (.424) 
No info on educational level parents   .920 (.206) 

Constant                       .389** (.133) .239** (.119) 
Log-Likelihood                 -858.827  -761.813  
Pseudo R2                      .083  .186  
N                              1353  1353  
Source: SPVA 2002     
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); robust standard errors.  

 
 
To better account for the causal ordering of events, a mini-panel covering two time periods and 

4 years is constructed for structural bridging social capital. In Table 16, the descriptive statistics 

are presented. Since few people appear both in the 1998 and the 2002 wave, the sample size is 

reduced to 746, even when combining men and women. A potential disadvantage of this 

reduced N is non-random selection: it can be that people included in both waves are different 

from those that participate only once. The descriptive statistics in Table 16 are slightly different 

from the complete 2002 sample, but not substantially.  

 In the panel design, all independent variables are measured in 1998; the dependent 

variable is measured in 2002. As for the controls, the models presented are similar to those of 

the cross-sectional analyses, except for the inclusion of being employed in 1998 as an extra 

control. With respect to social capital, due to the availability of the data it is only possible to 

measure structural bridging social capital. This scale is the same as the structural bridging scale 

in the cross-sectional analyses.  
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Table 16. Descriptive statistics sample employment SPVA panel (1998-2002). 

 Employed and not employed in 1998 Not employed in 1998 

     
 Mean SD Mean SD 
Structural bridging social capital 0.39 0.27 0.31 0.24 
Age 39.59 10.29 37.59 7.15 
Duration of stay 19.52 11.63 16.16 7.48 
Dutch language proficiency 0.62 0.33 0.54 0.32 
     

 Percentage  Percentage  
Employed in 1998 57  0  
Ethnic group     

Surinamese 35  .23  
Turkish 25  32  
Moroccan 18  19  
Antillean 22  25  

Second generation 14  5  
Female 43  58  
Married 43  38  
Urban domicile 65  67  
Educational attainment     

Primary 43  57  
Lower secondary 23  23  
Upper secondary 22  15  
College/University 9  3  
No info on educational level 3  2  

Total 746  206  
Source: SPVA 1998 and 2002. 

 

When including all controls, the effect of structural bridging is not significant (Table 17). This 

implies that in a cross-sectional design, being employed is positively affected by structural 

bridging social capital. It however does not have an effect when assessing the likelihood of a 

change in employment. Put differently, when controlling for one’s employment status in 1998, 

structural bridging social capital cannot additionally predict the employment status in 2002. 

Estimating the model using nonparametric bootstrapping with hundred replications yielded 

similar results. This does not necessarily mean that bridging social capital does not have an 

effect: there is not so much variation in employment status; the strongest predictor variable 

therefore is being employed in 1998. If only those people are selected that do not work in 1998, 

and the sample is restricted to those younger than 50 years old, possessing structural bridging 

social capital does increase the likelihood to be employed in 2002. This model is presented in 

Table 18. Since this is an even smaller sample, chances of selection bias are bigger; however 

also a coefficient being significant is less likely. Keeping the limitations in mind, there is some 

evidence that for those that are not working in 1998, possessing structural bridging social 

capital increases the likelihood of being employed in 2002. In fact, people with bridging social 

capital are 4.4 times more likely to be employed in 2002 than those that do not possess 

bridging social capital. This is not due to the fact that people that are employed, have more 

bridging social capital: people who don’t work in 1998 have a higher likelihood to be working in 

2002 once they have more structural bridging social capital. Hence, using this design, reversed 

causality is much less likely than in the cross-sectional analysis. 
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Table 17. Logistic regression predicting the likelihood of employment, (panel SPVA 1998-2002), odds ratios. 

 Model 1 Model 2 
 b se b se 
Structural bridging social capital in 1998        8.042*** (2.378) 1.190 (.520) 
Being employed in 1998                 5.432*** (1.082) 
Age                              .959** (.013) 
Female                           .798 (.192) 
Ethnic group     

Surinamese                       ref.  
Turkish                          .577 (.199) 
Moroccan                         .650 (.222) 
Antillean                        1.946* (.556) 

Second generation                1.156 (.249) 
Duration of stay                 1.004 (.015) 
Married                          .843 (.213) 
Urban domicile                   .684 (.138) 
Educational attainment in 1998     

Primary education                ref.  
Lower secondary                  1.511 (.357) 
Upper secondary                  2.469** (.688) 
College/University               3.716*** (1.471) 
No info on educational level     1.497 (.865) 

Language Proficiency in 1998             .826 (.363) 
Parental education     

Parent primary education         ref.  
Parent lower secondary           .749 (.406) 
Parent upper secondary           2.435 (2.273) 
Parent College/University        .673 (.389) 
No info on educational level parents   .574 (.243) 

Constant                       .653** (.086) 3.405 (2.544) 
Log-Likelihood                 -482.030  -378.280  
N                              752  746  
Source: SPVA 1998/2002     
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); robust standard errors.  
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Table 18. Logistic regression predicting the likelihood of employment in 2002 for those not working in 1998 
and younger than 50 (SPVA panel 1998-2002), odds ratios. 

 Model 1 Model 2 
 b se b se 
Structural bridging social capital in 1998        4.911** (2.956) 4.448* (3.266) 
Age                              .950 (.029) 
Female                           1.060 (.453) 
Ethnic group     

Surinamese                       ref.  
Turkish                          .827 (.490) 
Moroccan                         1.042 (.621) 
Antillean                        2.619 (1.341) 

Second generation                .983 (.949) 
Duration of stay                 .973 (.028) 
Married                          .879 (.381) 
Urban domicile                   .546 (.194) 
Educational attainment in 1998     

Primary education                ref.  
Lower secondary                  1.414 (.562) 
Upper secondary                  2.961* (1.514) 
College/University               3.648 (3.007) 
No info on educational level     4.261 (4.958) 

Language Proficiency in 1998             .641 (.455) 
Parental education     

Parent primary education         ref.  
Parent lower secondary           .525 (.635) 
Parent College/University        .536 (.484) 
No info on educational level parents   .200* (.159) 

Constant                       .423*** (.101) 5.934 (9.059) 
Log-Likelihood                 -136.670  -122.032  
N                              207  206  
Source: SPVA 1998/2002     
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); robust standard errors.  

 

Occupational status 

In Table 19 and Table 20, occupational status (ISEI) is predicted by the social capital measures 

and the relevant control variables. Taking into account all controls, only structural bridging 

social capital affects the occupational status among men; none of the measures affects 

occupational status among women. For men, just as in the analysis of employment status, 

inter-ethnic contacts can be associated with a higher occupational status. The other measures 

of social capital do not significantly affect the ISEI-score, although for men structural bonding 

is almost significant with a p-value of .057. If the people between 60 and 65 years old are 

excluded from the analysis, also structural bonding social capital significantly affects men’s 

occupational status. Hence, where structural bridging social capital can be associated with a 

higher occupational status for all men, structural bonding only has a positive effect for men 

younger than 60 years old. When using the whole sample and including an interaction between 

age and structural bonding, this is not significant. It is therefore not the case that the effect of 

structural bonding is stronger for younger people; the effect is not significant for the people 

between 60 and 65 years old. This could be due to the fact that for these respondents the family 

network is indeed not useful, or because in the end of people’s career occupational status does 

not change so much anyways. 
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None of the measures significantly affects occupational status for women. However, there 

is one borderline case. The p-value of cognitive bridging is .51. When including an interaction 

term between age and cognitive bridging, this is significant: for younger women the effect of 

cognitive bridging is stronger than for older women. When only the younger part of the sample 

is selected, cognitive bridging social capital is now indeed significant.  

The coefficients of the control variables do not show surprising results. As expected, 

education and language proficiency strongly affect the occupational status. Furthermore, for 

men there are significant differences between being Turkish and Surinamese, and between 

being Moroccan and Surinamese: both groups have a significantly lower occupational status 

than the Surinamese. Antilleans do not significantly differ from the Surinamese. For women, 

once all controls are taken into account there are no significant differences between the ethnic 

groups. For men, duration of stay positively affects occupational status, as well as being self-

employed. For women, those being self-employed have a lower occupational status than those 

that are not. It could be that when women are self-employed they work together with their 

husband, who claims the ‘highest’ occupational status. Whereas self-employment has a positive 

effect on occupational status for men, women are pushed in the lower position in the 

enterprise. Last, for men, there is no effect of age, whereas for women there is a strong negative 

effect.  

By including the relevant interaction terms it was also analysed whether the effect of 

social capital is different for ethnic groups, for the different levels of education and for language 

proficiency. It appears that for men, there is a significant interaction between having upper 

secondary education and structural bridging social capital: for those with an upper secondary 

education, structural bridging is more effective than for those with a primary education (not 

shown here). There were no significant differences found for the ethnic groups or for Dutch 

language proficiency.  
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Table 19. OLS regression predicting ISEI-scores among men (cross-sectional SPVA 2002), standardized 
coefficients. 

 Model 1 Model 2 
                               b se b se 
Cognitive bonding              -5.481 (3.065) -.756 (2.524) 
Structural bonding             4.261* (1.842) 3.070 (1.612) 
Cognitive bridging             13.832*** (2.646) .114 (2.394) 
Structural bridging            14.512*** (2.135) 3.926* (1.967) 
Age                              -5.972 (4.572) 
Ethnic group     

Surinamese                       ref.  
Turkish                          -3.265* (1.357) 
Moroccan                         -2.929* (1.280) 
Antillean                        .749 (1.340) 

Second generation                -.637 (1.526) 
Duration of stay                 9.710* (4.488) 
Married                          -.289 (.943) 
Urban domicile                   .959 (.803) 
Temporary job                    -1.079 (1.208) 
Contracted hours                 .537 (4.810) 
Self-employed                    8.161*** (1.813) 
Educational attainment     

Primary education                ref.  
Lower secondary                  1.507 (1.033) 
Upper secondary                  5.463*** (1.045) 
College/University               23.256*** (1.495) 
No info on educational level     -.214 (4.339) 

Language Proficiency              3.193 (1.758) 
Parental education     

Parent primary education         ref.  
Parent lower secondary           1.720 (1.413) 
Parent upper secondary           -1.215 (1.679) 
Parent College/University        2.221 (1.588) 
No info on educational level parents   -.488 (2.087) 

Constant                       27.494*** (2.828) 27.443*** (3.874) 
Adjusted R-squared             .187  .464  
N                              934  934  
Source: SPVA 2002     
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); robust standard errors.  
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Table 20. OLS regression predicting ISEI-scores among women (cross-sectional SPVA 2002), standardized 
coefficients. 

 Model 1 Model 2 
                               b se b se 
Cognitive bonding              1.548 (3.560) -.809 (2.956) 
Structural bonding             -14.569** (5.232) 2.683 (1.991) 
Cognitive bridging             18.686*** (3.179) 5.532 (2.832) 
Structural bridging            23.165*** (5.437) -1.479 (2.639) 
Age                              -15.875** (5.518) 
Ethnic group     

Surinamese                       ref.  
Turkish                          1.007 (1.828) 
Moroccan                         -.417 (1.777) 
Antillean                        2.375 (1.343) 

Second generation                1.744 (1.839) 
Duration of stay                 9.476 (5.982) 
Married                          1.237 (1.176) 
Urban domicile                   1.562 (1.083) 
Temporary job                    1.976 (1.443) 
Contracted hours                 24.018*** (4.370) 
Self-employed                    -6.587* (3.320) 
Educational attainment     

Primary education                ref.  
Lower secondary                  4.955*** (1.417) 
Upper secondary                  8.303*** (1.453) 
College/University               20.804*** (1.993) 
No info on educational level     5.759 (3.142) 

Language Proficiency              9.703*** (2.343) 
Parental education     

Parent primary education         ref.  
Parent lower secondary           .772 (1.421) 
Parent upper secondary           2.867 (1.627) 
Parent College/University        2.432 (1.767) 
No info on educational level parents   -1.965 (2.094) 

Constant                       27.446*** (3.073) 11.702** (3.799) 
Adjusted R-squared             .145  .414  
N                              605  605  
Source: SPVA 2002     
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); robust standard errors  

 
 
In Table 21, the descriptive statistics for the panel are presented (N=228 for occupational 

status, N=274 for income). The values differ slightly but not substantially from the 2002 

sample. All variables are measured in 1998, except for the dependent variable, which is 

measured in 2002.  

 In Table 22, the regression model is presented for occupational status. For this analysis, 

the sample contains only those between 25 and 45 years old. The analysis was also carried out 

including those from 45-65 years old. In the latter case, there was no significant effect for 

structural bridging social capital. This implies that, with respect to occupational status, the 

effects of bridging social capital are more prevalent for the younger part of the labour force. 

When including only the younger part, whereas the sample size is much smaller, the coefficient 

for bridging is significant at the p=0.05 level. When taking into account the regular controls 

and occupational status (measured in 1998), bridging social capital positively affects 

occupational status in 2002. This implies that people that have more structural bridging social 

capital can be associated with a higher occupational status four years later. This is not due to 
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differences in educational attainment, language proficiency or parental education, or due to 

differences between ethnic groups. 

With respect to the control variables, the first and foremost strongest predictor of 

occupational status in 2002 is the occupational status in 1998. Furthermore, having a college or 

university degree has a positive effect when being compared to having primary education only. 

Furthermore, respondents whose parents have a lower secondary education have a lower 

occupational status than parents with just primary education. By including an interaction term 

in the model it was also checked whether the effect of bridging on occupational status is 

significantly different for men and women, but this appeared not to be the case. 

 

Table 21. Descriptive statistics sample income and occupational status, panel SPVA 1998-2002. 

 
 Income Occupational status 

(ISEI) 
     
 Mean sd Mean sd 
Structural bridging social capital 0.46 0.27 0.5 0.27 
Age 37.77 9.17 35.04 5.57 
Duration of stay 19.49 10.49 18.33 11.12 
Dutch language proficiency 0.7 0.3 0.72 0.28 
Number of hours worked 35.37 9.51 35.35 9.04 
Income in 1998 / ISEI in 1998 1150.15 429.36 40.49 14.13 
     
 Percentage  Percentage  
Ethnic group     
Surinamese 0.41  0.43  
Turkish 0.22  0.21  
Moroccan 0.11  0.11  
Antillean 0.26  0.26  
Second generation 0.16  0.16  
Female 0.37  0.43  
Married 0.40  0.37  
Urban domicile 0.60  0.62  
Self-employed 0.04  0.04  
Education     
Primary 0.28  0.2  
Lower secondary 0.24  0.25  
Upper secondary 0.31  0.37  
College/University 0.13  0.15  
No info on educational level 0.03  0.03  
Total 274  228  

Source: SPVA 1998-2002 
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Table 22. OLS-regression predicting ISEI-scores, (panel SPVA 1998-2002), age 25-45 years, standardized 
coefficients. 

 Model 1 Model 2 
                               b se b se 
Structural bridging social capital in 1998        18.772*** (3.177) 7.080* (3.454) 
ISEI in1998, standardized          25.826*** (5.575) 
Age                              -.354 (.185) 
Female                           -1.215 (1.672) 
Ethnic group     

Surinamese                       ref.  
Turkish                          -4.580 (3.290) 
Moroccan                         -5.998 (3.252) 
Antillean                        -.346 (2.018) 

Second generation                -.714 (1.797) 
Duration of stay                 .233 (.139) 
Married                          .955 (2.394) 
Educational attainment in 1998     

Primary education                ref.  
Lower secondary                  -2.635 (2.391) 
Upper secondary                  1.081 (2.340) 
College/University               10.668** (3.409) 
No info on educational level     .788 (4.445) 

Language Proficiency  in 1998             -6.286 (4.928) 
Parental education     

Parent primary education         ref.  
Parent lower secondary           -6.377* (3.178) 
Parent upper secondary           7.174 (8.511) 
Parent College/University        -.305 (2.806) 
No info on educational level parents   -3.718 (3.046) 

Constant                       32.957*** (1.762) 43.093*** (8.707) 
Adjusted R-squared             .110  .427  
N                              231  228  
Source: SPVA 1998/2002     
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); robust standard errors.  

 
 

Income 

The findings with respect to income are rather similar (Table 23 and Table 24)20. For men, the 

only social capital measure that positively affects income is structural bridging. For women, 

only cognitive bridging social capital has a positive effect. None of the bonding measures 

significantly affects income of men or women. Whereas among men inter-ethnic contacts are 

associated with a higher income, for women it is an attitude that is congruent with that of the 

Dutch society. For all, closure in the family network does not translate into better opportunities 

on the labour market in terms of a higher income. 

With respect to the control variables included in the model: Moroccan men have a 

significantly lower income than the Surinamese; there is no difference in income between the 

ethnic groups for women. There is no significant impact with respect to being second-

generation, but men that have been in the Netherlands longer have a higher income. The 

number of hours worked has a positive impact. Men that have a temporary job have a lower 
                                                
20 Models were also estimated using the equivalized household income as a dependent variable. Results are 

very similar to the models presented here. One difference appeared: for men, cognitive bonding negatively 
affects family income. This can be explained by the fact that men that value family higher are more likely to 
have more children, and therefore a lower equivalized household income (since in that case, the household 
income is divided by the square root of the number of members the household has). As discussed in chapter 
four, this is the main reason to use personal income as a dependent variable in the regressions.  
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income than men that have a tenured job, this does not make a difference for women. Just as in 

the analysis of occupational status, men that are self-employed have a higher income; for 

women this effect is negative. This is in line with Constant and Schachmurove (2003), who find 

that self-employed immigrant men in Germany earn 22% more than the salaried immigrants. 

The education of the parents does not have a significant effect, neither does language 

proficiency and age. 

By including interaction terms, it was analyzed whether the effects of social capital are 

different for ethnic groups, different levels of education and language proficiency. This 

appeared not to be the case. 

 

Table 23. OLS-regression predicting income (ln) among men (cross-sectional SPVA 2002), standardized 
coefficients. 

 Model 1 Model 2 
                               b se b se 
Cognitive bonding              -.159 (.085) -.027 (.073) 
Structural bonding             .045 (.051) .008 (.044) 
Cognitive bridging             -.063 (.077) -.122 (.070) 
Structural bridging            .413*** (.063) .208** (.064) 
Age                              .142 (.114) 
Ethnic group     

Surinamese                       ref.  
Turkish                          -.053 (.037) 
Moroccan                         -.109** (.036) 
Antillean                        -.068 (.035) 

Second generation                -.036 (.044) 
Duration of stay                 .479*** (.115) 
Married                          .076** (.028) 
Urban domicile                   .039 (.022) 
Temporary job                    -.164*** (.039) 
Contracted hours                 .891*** (.172) 
Self-employed                    .182* (.073) 
Educational attainment     

Primary education                ref.  
Lower secondary                  .045 (.031) 
Upper secondary                  .104*** (.030) 
College/University               .315*** (.040) 
No info on educational level     .029 (.064) 

Language Proficiency              .053 (.051) 
Parental education     

Parent primary education         ref.  
Parent lower secondary           .014 (.037) 
Parent upper secondary           -.016 (.041) 
Parent College/University        .035 (.042) 
No info on educational level parents   -.009 (.055) 

Constant                       7.268*** (.078) 6.547*** (.120) 
Adjusted R-squared             .068  .325  
N                              970  970  
Source: SPVA 2002     
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); robust standard errors.   
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Table 24. OLS-regression predicting income (ln) among women (cross-sectional SPVA 2002), standardized 
coefficients. 

 Model 1 Model 2 
                               b se b se 
Cognitive bonding              .126 (.102) .084 (.084) 
Structural bonding             .083 (.064) .036 (.053) 
Cognitive bridging             .448*** (.096) .224** (.080) 
Structural bridging            .117 (.086) .067 (.073) 
Age                              .141 (.143) 
Ethnic group     

Surinamese                       ref.  
Turkish                          -.078 (.047) 
Moroccan                         .037 (.053) 
Antillean                        -.039 (.036) 

Second generation                -.040 (.047) 
Duration of stay                 .245 (.137) 
Married                          -.038 (.034) 
Urban domicile                   -.002 (.031) 
Temporary job                    -.076 (.040) 
Contracted hours                 2.041*** (.190) 
Self-employed                    -.307 (.165) 
Educational attainment     

Primary education                ref.  
Lower secondary                  .022 (.040) 
Upper secondary                  .083* (.039) 
College/University               .350*** (.049) 
No info on educational level     -.021 (.090) 

Language Proficiency              .096 (.069) 
Parental education     

Parent primary education         ref.  
Parent lower secondary           -.005 (.038) 
Parent upper secondary           .001 (.042) 
Parent College/University        -.058 (.049) 
No info on educational level parents   .007 (.049) 

Constant                       6.658*** (.087) 5.824*** (.124) 
Adjusted R-squared             .056  .476  
N                              624  624  
Source: SPVA 2002     
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); robust standard errors. 

 

In Table 25, income is predicted in a mini-panel design. As in the cross-sectional model 

including men and in the models predicting occupational status and the likelihood of 

employment, structural bridging capital positively affects income four years later. In other 

words, those that possess more structural bridging social capital in 1998 have a higher income 

in 2002. An interaction term between being female and structural bridging social capital was 

included, but this was not significant. Note, however, that due to the availability of the data in 

1998, only structural bridging social capital is included. It is likely that in the case of women, 

the effect of cognitive bridging social capital that was found in the cross-sectional analysis is 

now manifested in structural bridging social capital.  
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Table 25. OLS-regression predicting income (ln) among (panel SPVA 1998-2002), standardized coefficients. 

 Model 1 Model 2 
                               b se b se 
Structural bridging social capital in 1998       .388*** (.088) .274** (.104) 
Income in 1998                      .477*** (.093) 
Age                              -.002 (.003) 
Female                           -.190*** (.055) 
Ethnic group     

Surinamese                       ref.  
Turkish                          -.003 (.107) 
Moroccan                         -.032 (.116) 
Antillean                        -.004 (.056) 

Second generation                -.044 (.043) 
Duration of stay                 .005 (.003) 
Married                          -.106* (.051) 
Self-Employed                    -.069 (.141) 
Urban domicile                   .051 (.046) 
Contracted hours                 -.008* (.003) 
Educational attainment in 1998     

Primary education                ref.  
Lower secondary                  .070 (.058) 
Upper secondary                  .156* (.066) 
College/University               .306*** (.084) 
No information on educational level     .121 (.172) 

Language Proficiency in 1998                               -.235 (.134) 
Parental education     

Parent primary education         ref.  
Parent lower secondary           .058 (.150) 
Parent upper secondary           .026 (.112) 
Parent College/University        .040 (.089) 
No info on educational level parents   .169 (.125) 

Constant                       6.999*** (.044) 4.102*** (.619) 
Adjusted R-squared             .058  .313  
N                              277  274  
Source: SPVA 1998/2002     
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); robust standard errors.  

 

Conclusion  

In this chapter, I analyzed the effect of bonding and bridging social capital on the likelihood of 

employment, the occupational status and family income for the four main ethnic minority 

groups in the Netherlands. I hypothesized that both bonding and bridging social capital 

positively affect labour market outcomes. With respect to the empirical results, several 

observations can be made. 

First, there are differences between the elements of social capital: the structural explains 

more than the cognitive. Second, there are differences between the forms of social capital: the 

bridging scales explain more than the bonding ones. Third, the effect of social capital is 

different for men and women. Fourth, the results for the likelihood of employment, 

occupational status and income are rather similar. In Figure 9, the results are summarized. 
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Figure 9. The returns of bonding and bridging social capital in the Netherlands. 

 
 

The likelihood of 

employment 
Occupational status Income 

 Men Women Men Women Men Women 

       
Cognitive bonding        

Structural bonding   X    

Cognitive bridging    (X)  X 

Structural bridging X X X  X  

 

The findings of this study have to be seen in the light of some limitations. The first is the cross-

sectional nature of the data used. As several scholars point out (Mouw, 2002; Offe and Fuchs, 

2004), many studies on social capital suffer from an endogeneity problem: on the one hand, 

social capital may contribute to economic success. On the other hand, economic participation 

may also enhance social capital. Constructing a mini-panel partly solves this. By doing so, it 

was possible to estimate the effect of bridging social capital in 1998 on the outcome variable in 

2002, while controlling for the labour market position in 1998. This reduces the possibility of 

bias due to reversed causality and unobserved heterogeneity. A limitation of the panel 

approach, however, is that the sample is very small; it could hence be the case that there was 

non-random selection in this regard. 

The second limitation concerns the measurement of structural bonding social capital. 

Due data availability, the measurement of structural bonding was limited to the strength of 

family ties with one’s parents and/or children. Being unable to include information on, for 

example, siblings or co-ethnics in general, one does not capture potentially valuable 

information of family members of similar age as the respondent. Whereas one can argue that 

this measurement serves as a proxy for the strength of all family ties, it is likely that the effect is 

underestimated. Further research would be necessary to answer this question. Also in this case, 

the analysis of the labour market position of immigrants in Germany may improve the 

understanding of the effect of bonding social capital, since in the German data there is more 

extended information available on the family network. 

Furthermore, the relation between structural bridging social capital and labour market 

outcomes cannot be ascribed to the network effect of social capital only. It could very well be 

that measurement of inter-ethnic contacts to some extent also captures unobserved 

characteristics related to other dimensions of (social or psychological) integration. In other 

words, it is not only social capital as such that is positively associated with performance on the 

labour market, but also certain dimensions of integration into the host society that are captured 

as well by ‘having inter-ethnic contacts’. With respect to this point, the German data allow for 

better measurement: in the German analyses it was possible to include two variables that proxy 

the propensity to integrate. 
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Keeping these limitations in mind, the findings imply the following for immigrants in the 

Netherlands. Hypothesis three, stating that bonding social capital is positively associated with 

labour market outcomes is rejected, with the exception for the occupational status of men. 

Bonding social capital, measured as closure in the densest network - that of the family - does 

not influence the labour market outcomes of immigrants in the Netherlands. This supports the 

‘isolation’ rather than the ‘closure’ argument: high closure in the family network may indicate a 

high level of solidarity and enforceable trust, but it does not provide one with new and valuable 

information that is useful in finding a (better paid) job. Hence, this type of network is not 

effective for making headway on the labour market.  

An explanation for this finding may be the different function of family-based social 

capital. It may be the case that a strong family network implies mainly ‘giving’. That is, a high 

closure network may also have other negative externalities, other than those posed in the 

isolation argument. Having a high quality family network implies investing in relations: it 

implies spending time, care and resources that do not necessarily have returns. As the title of 

Portes’ (2000) article indicates, there are ’two meanings of social capital’. In this case, bonding 

social capital does not have negative externalities; there is simply no difference in terms of 

labour market outcomes between people indicating to have high closure in their family network 

and people that do not. Although some scholars report positive effects of family based social 

capital for immigrants on self-employment or job seeking in general (Sanders and Nee 1996; 

Sanders, Nee, and Sernau 2002; Alesina and Giuliano 2007), these positive effects cannot be 

confirmed for immigrants in the Netherlands.  

In one case, bonding social capital affected labour market outcomes. Men with more 

structural bonding social capital have a higher occupational status. Apparently, men having a 

strong family network find a different type of job than men that do not possess such a network. 

These jobs are, however, not better paid (as structural bonding does not affect income).  

On the other hand, hypothesis two stated that bridging social capital positively affects 

labour market outcomes. It was indeed found that networks that include inter-ethnic contacts 

are positively associated with labour market outcomes. People with a high level of bridging 

social capital are more likely to be employed than those who don’t possess bridging social 

capital. Among those that have work, bridging social capital is associated with higher income 

and higher occupational status. The latter is different for men and women: there is no effect of 

social capital on women’s occupational status. With respect to income, for men structural 

bridging has a positive effect, whereas for women cognitive bridging has an effect. However, in 

general, possessing bridging social capital seems to pay off; both in terms of access to the 

labour market as in terms of income and occupational status.  

The results also indicate a difference in the effect of cognitive and structural social 

capital. Apparently, cognitive social capital mostly does not have an effect while structural 

social capital does. One could argue that this is simply because the process of finding a job is an 
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action, hence it is actions (i.e. structural social capital) that yield positive returns and not 

attitudes. Such an argument would, however, discard almost any claim about the impact of 

attitudes. Especially in the field of social capital research, attitudinal measures are frequently 

used (for example trust, or solidarity). One could also argue that attitudes (cognitive) result in 

behaviour (structural) rather than the other way around. In other words, since they also 

capture attitudes, it seems logical that the ‘structural’ scales behave better in the analyses. 

However, estimating the models without the scales of structural social capital does not result in 

the cognitive scales being significant. If there was an indirect effect, this should be the case.  

The last conclusion is that the results are rather similar for each of the dependent 

variables analyzed. That is, one may perhaps speak of a more general pattern for economic 

returns to immigrants’ social capital: Bridging social capital positively affects labour market 

outcomes. Bonding does not have an effect on labour market outcomes. The reasoning behind 

bonding and bridging as applied in this thesis seems to be similar for both access to and 

performance on the labour market.  
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6. The Case of Germany 

 

Introduction 

In this chapter, the effect of bonding and bridging social capital on the labour market outcomes 

of immigrants in Germany is analyzed with data from the German Social Economic Panel 

(GSOEP). The ethnic groups included are Turks, Greeks, Italians, Spaniards and Portuguese 

(the latter two combined in one category), migrants from Ex-Yugoslavia and migrants from 

Eastern Europe (Romania, Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Czech Republic), plus a rest category 

‘Other’, containing mainly immigrants from Western European countries.  

The chapter is structured as follows. First, in the section data and measurement the 

sample construction as well as the social capital measures are described. Moreover, the 

analytical strategy is discussed. Subsequently, the results are described for each of the three 

dependent variables, and for men and women separately. For each dependent variable, it is also 

tested whether differences exist in the effect of social capital between the ethnic groups and 

between the different levels of educational attainment. In the last section, results are briefly 

discussed and related to the hypotheses. 

 

Data and measurement  

Sample   

 For the measurement, I make use of the German Socio-Economic Panel Survey (GSOEP), a 

household-based panel study with a yearly questionnaire since 1984 (Wagner, Burkhauser, and 

Behringer 1993). In 1996, 2001 and 2006, the survey included a module on social networks. 

Therefore, the panel used in the analyses is restricted to the years 1996-2007. The GSOEP is 

not specifically geared towards immigrants, but it does include an immigrant sample, with 

extensive information on migration history and questionnaire items specifically designed for 

immigrants, such as contacts with the native population. The SOEP is therefore very suitable to 

study immigrants. The GSOEP has been frequently used to analyze the labour market outcomes 

of immigrants with respect to employment (Kogan 2004, 2007a), income (Constant and 

Massey 2005; Dustmann and Van Soest 2002) and occupational mobility (Bauer and 

Zimmermann 1999).  

The sample consists of all people that are not ‘native German’. A native German is 

defined as somebody who is born in Germany and has a German nationality. A person is 

classified as an ethnic minority when the country of birth is not German, or when the 

nationality is not German. This classification is different than the one used in the case of the 

Netherlands (since the country of birth of the parents in the GSOEP is missing for many 
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respondents, as well as the country of birth, in case this is not Germany). However, when only 

using the country of birth, one misses the second generation, while when only using 

nationality, one misses the naturalized first generation and part of the second generation. 

Hence, those with a country of birth other than Germany and those that arrived at an age of six 

or older are classified as first generation immigrant. ‘Second’ generation minorities are those 

that are born in Germany (or arrived at an age younger than six) and have a foreign nationality, 

and those with a German nationality and a country of birth that is not Germany (the 

naturalized immigrants).  

The sample for the analyses of the likelihood of employment consists of all people 

between the age of 20 and 65 years of age that answered to at least one of the items used to 

measure social capital. In the years between the measurements of social capital items, 

respondents were given the last known value of this item. Thus, the value of an indicator 

measured in, for example, 2001 remains the same until its next measurement in 2006. To 

respect the causal ordering of events, the social capital items were always replaced with 

information from earlier waves. The age boundaries have been chosen because, on average, at 

age 20, most people are supposed to be on the labour market; 65 years old is the official 

retirement age in Germany. Furthermore, people in school, performing military or civil service, 

and those that have retired earlier than age 65 are excluded from the sample. For the analyses 

of income and occupational status, the sample is restricted to those that work either full-time 

or regular part-time. Missing values are replaced with information available from earlier waves. 

Remaining missing values are imputed using imputation regressions; it was checked with a 

dummy if imputed cases differ significantly from the observed cases.  

 

Method of estimation 

One of the problems in research on social capital and its effects is that of reversed causality. It 

may be that more social capital results in better labour market outcomes, but it is likely as well 

that a better position on the labour market results in more social capital (see for a recent review 

on the measurement of causality in social capital Mouw 2006). Another problem in cross-

sectional research is the problem of unobserved heterogeneity: if an effect is found between 

some form of social capital an labour market outcomes, this can also be due to enduring 

differences between people, rather than having acquired social capital. There is some research 

that deals with the endogeneity problem by using longitudinal data, for example for the effect 

of job contact on finding a job (Mouw 2002, 2003, 2006). However, not much research has 

been done that estimates the effect of immigrants’ social capital on labour market outcomes 

using longitudinal data.  

I estimate both random- and fixed-effects models. The fixed-effects model (or fixed 

intercept model) estimates an intercept for each individual, and hence can estimate only 
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coefficients that have within-individual variation (Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal 2008). The 

advantage of the fixed-effects model is that, since it only uses within-individual information, it 

can control for all stable individual characteristics: each subject truly serves as his own control. 

By eliminating unobserved heterogeneity, fixed-effects models can therefore better deal with 

the endogeneity problem. In other words: since only time-varying variables are included, there 

is no omitted variable bias with regard to time-constant variables. Mouw (2006) reviews the 

studies on social capital that aim to estimate a causal relationship and he is most favourable 

towards studies that apply fixed-effects models. The disadvantage of fixed-effects models is, 

however, that it is not possible to estimate the effect of time-invariant covariates, such as ethnic 

origin.  

The random-effects model (or random intercept model) assumes a randomly varying 

intercept, and the intercept is a draw from some distribution for each unit, and it is 

independent of the error for a particular observation. An advantage of the random-effects 

model is that it uses within and between-individual information; it hence can also estimate 

coefficients for time-constant variables. The major drawback is that the random intercept is 

assumed to be uncorrelated with the covariates; it therefore cannot control for unobserved 

individual characteristics. Hence, although random-effects models use the panel structure of 

the data, they do not solve the problem of unobserved heterogeneity. I apply random-effects 

models to show the effects of time-constant covariates and the between individual-variation. 

Furthermore, since the items used to measure social capital are only measured every five years, 

they have little within-individual variation. It can therefore be the case that the effects of social 

capital, as reported in the fixed-effects models, are underestimated.  

A problem of fixed- (and random-) effects models is that they are sensitive to period 

effects. Therefore, time dummies for each survey year are included in each model. This controls 

for a general time trend in the labour market and macro context.  

 

Measures 

The dependent variables analyzed are: the likelihood of fulltime or regular part-time 

employment, as opposed to being unemployed, looking for a job or not working. The 

occupational status is measured by the ISEI score (Ganzeboom, De Graaf, and Treiman 1992) 

and monthly net income in logs. See also chapter four for a discussion of the dependent 

variables. 

Social capital is measured as follows. With respect to bonding social capital, five 

measures are constructed, taken from different survey years. First, in 1996, 2001 and 2006, the 

GSOEP includes a module named ‘social networks and persons to confide in’. In this module, 

people are asked to mention up to three people outside their household that are important to 

them. These people can be related as well as unrelated. In 2001, the introduction phrase reads: 
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‘Now some questions about your friends and acquaintances: Please think of three friends or 

relatives or other people whom you go out with or meet often. Please do not include relatives or 

other people who live in the same household as you’. The wording in 1996 and 2006 slightly 

differs but has the same substantial content. The mentioned persons are subsequently 

classified by the type of relationship (related or not related) and country of origin. The exact 

wording of the items is presented in Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10. The items in the GSOEP differentiating inter- and intra-ethnic ties. 

 
Now some questions about your friends and acquaintances: 
Please think of three friends or relatives or other people whom you go out with or meet often. 
Please do not include relatives or other people who live in the same household as you. 

Please provide us with the following information about these friends or relatives: 

Are you related? (Yes/No) 

Where does this person come from?  
From the former West Germany / From the former East Germany 

From another country 

If ‘From another country’ selected: 

Are you from the same country? (Yes/No) 

Source: GSOEP 2001 

 

There is a potential limitation to the validity of this item. The tie is classified as either ‘coming 

from’ East/West Germany, or as ‘coming from’ another country. If ‘another country’ is selected, 

it is asked whether the respondent comes from the same country as the person mentioned. The 

pitfall is that one does not know what ‘coming from’ exactly means. With respect to first 

generation immigrants there is most likely no problem. However, when the person mentioned 

is a second-generation ethnic minority (or a first-generation immigrant with German 

nationality), it could be classified as ‘ coming from another country’ but also as ‘from Germany’. 

It depends on the perception of ego which box is ticked.  

 This has two potential consequences. First, in the most extreme case, it is theoretically 

possible that all ties classified as ‘coming from Germany’ are in fact second-generation, or 

immigrants with a German nationality and not native German. Second, it is possible that the 

most ‘integrated’ ethnic minorities are included in the measure of bridging and the least 

integrated in the measure of bonding. In other words, if bonding is not effective, and bridging 

is, this could be due to the fact that there is selection in the way respondents classify their ties 

on the basis of ‘coming from Germany or another country’. 

However, this may be less problematic than it seems. First of all, in 98% of the cases 

where respondents indicated the tie to be ‘from another country’, they stated in the follow-up 

question that they are from the same country as the tie mentioned. This implies that the 

bonding ties can be seen as truly co-ethnic ties. With respect to bridging, it appears that 
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migrants interpret the country meant in the phrase ‘coming from’ as ‘coming from the original 

country of origin’, rather than coming from Germany. When only those are selected that are 

born in Germany, but do not have a German nationality, 93% of the ties that have been 

classified as ‘from another country’, the respondent indicates in the follow-up question that he 

or she is from the same country. When only those are selected that have a German nationality, 

but that are born abroad, this percentage is 90. In other words, when second-generation ethnic 

minorities classify their ties as not from Germany, they do classify them as coming from the 

same country as they are themselves. That is, the country referred to when indicating ‘coming 

from’ is the ‘original’ country of origin. Apparently, people classified as not from Germany, are 

perceived as being from the same country as the second-generation. In other words, first and 

second generation ethnic minorities refer to their original country of origin when they are 

asked to classify their ties as coming from Germany or not.  

Another argument why (if at all) this is not as problematic as it may seem, relates to the 

resource-argument, as discussed in chapter 4: it is not so much the ethnic divide that is 

bridged, but accessing a resource-rich (i.e. host-country specific) network that matters. If ties 

are being perceived as ‘coming from Germany’, it is also likely that they are able to provide 

host-country specific resources.  

For the measurement of bonding social capital, only ties linking to the same ethnic group 

are included. This results in two measures: friends that come from the same country and family 

members outside of the household that are important to ego and come from the same country. 

In 1996 and 2001, an additional module is available containing items on the relatives of 

ego outside of the home. From these items, a construct called ‘family strength’ is build. 

Respondents are asked for a number of types of family members to indicate whether they have 

such a family member, and how strong their relationship is to each of these members. The 

introduction phrase in 199621 reads: “Now a question concerning family members who don't 

live at home: Which ones and how many of the following relatives do you have?” The types of 

family members that are included are: mother, father, previous spouse, current spouse if not 

living in the household, son(s), daughter(s), brother(s), sister(s), grandchild(ren), 

grandparent(s), other relatives with whom you have close contacts (aunts, uncles, cousins, 

nephews, nieces). Subsequently, respondents are asked: “For those relatives that you do have 

how close is your relationship?” (no relationship, fleeting, average, close, very close). Reliability 

analysis (Cronbach’s Alpha =1996: .82, 2001: .81) clearly shows that these items can be seen as 

underlying measures of a single construct. The scale consists of the average relation strength of 

all relatives mentioned. Furthermore, the module contains items measuring the number of 

family members each respondent has. As a proxy for family network size, this is also included 

as a measure of bonding social capital. The construction of these scales is discussed in more 

detail in the appendix. 

                                                
21 The 2001 wording is the same. 
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Survey waves 1996 and 2001 also include two items on the social support that people 

receive through their network. The first item is: “If you came down with the flu and had to stay 

in bed for a couple of days, who would you ask for help with, for example, shopping?” The 

second items is: “Hypothetically: Who would you turn to help if you need long-term help, e.g. 

after a bad accident?” Respondents are asked to mention up to two people, and to classify those 

by relation type Family or non-related people such as friends, co-worker, and social worker). 

The items were split into family members, versus non-family members. One could argue that, 

with respect to social support and care, also the friends that are listed indicate some level of 

closure in one’s network (albeit not the family network), when contrasted with people 

indicating not to have anybody. Hence, the analyses for social support were also done when 

including all ties mentioned. This did not make any difference with respect to the results. 

Reliability analysis was also done for these two items (for 1996 Cronbach’s Alpha = .73, 

Loevinger’s H= .68, for 2001 Cronbach’s Alpha=.74; Loevinger’s H= .69). Consequently, the 

items were summed up.  

With respect to bridging social capital, the following measures are constructed. First, the 

items described as ‘coming from Germany’ are used to measure inter-ethnic friendships and 

family ties. Following the question “Please think of three friends or relatives or other people 

whom you go out with or meet often” (excluding people from the own household), the follow-

up question is ‘Where does this person come from?’ and ‘Do you come from the same country?’ 

Those ties that are classified as co-ethnic are included in the bonding measure described above. 

The ties that are inter-ethnic are used as a measure of bridging social capital: one through 

relatives, one through friends. 

The second measure for bridging social capital is a construct labelled ‘inter-ethnic 

contacts’. In 1997, 1999, 2001, 2003, 2005 and 2007 respondents were asked whether they 

visited Germans the previous year (yes or no) and whether they received visits by Germans in 

the previous year (yes or no). Reliability analysis (Cronbach’s Alpha ranging from .80-.87 over 

the survey years) and cumulative scaling (Loevinger’s H= .85) shows that these items can be 

seen as dimensions of a single construct. Consequently, the items are summed up. In the 

appendix, a table with the exact values of Cronbach’s Alpha and Loevinger’s’ H for each survey 

year can be found.  

 

Limitations 

The measures of social capital should be seen in the light of some limitations. First, the GSOEP 

does not provide information on cognitive social capital. The attitudinal dimension of 

immigrants’ bonding and bridging social capital can therefore not be analyzed for the German 

case. The second limitation concerns the time-variation in the social capital measures. Since 

social capital is not measured every survey year, but every five years (apart from visiting or 

receiving visits, which is measured every second year), there is little within-individual 
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variation. One could furthermore argue that one’s stock of social capital is relatively constant 

over time. This complicates the estimation of its causal effect and would imply that a between-

individual comparison is sufficient: since social capital is relatively time-constant, one can only 

compare individuals with high and low social capital and analyze to what extent their labour 

market outcomes are different. This problem is partly solved by estimating random-effects 

models, which include between individual information. However, when fixed-effects models do 

indicate a significant impact of social capital on labour market outcomes, this is strong 

evidence for the existence of a causal relationship. 

A third limitation concerns the relative diversity of social capital measures available in 

the GSOEP. As a result, the measures used to measure bonding and bridging are not 

symmetrical. For example, with respect to bridging the inter-ethnic contacts measured are the 

three closest people outside one’s household that have a native German origin, plus an 

indicator whether one receives visits from native Germans. It is therefore not possible to have 

an indicator for network size of one’s bridging social capital. Also, since the three persons 

mentioned are the people that are most important to the respondent, the construct does not 

measure one’s weakest ties. The visiting Germans construct most likely does not compensate 

for this: when one visits people at home, these are most likely not the weakest ties in one’s 

network. Therefore, it could be the case that bridging social capital is underestimated. 

For bonding, there is much more information available. One could argue that bonding 

social capital is measured better than bridging social capital. This can only be solved by 

excluding some items aimed at measuring bonding social capital. I chose not to do that since 

this would imply omitting potentially valuable information to test the hypothesis on bonding 

social capital (especially since bonding social capital is found not to affect labour market 

outcomes in the Dutch case). However, in chapter seven, on the duration of unemployment of 

Turkish immigrants, the measures are symmetrical. Another disadvantage of the measures 

used for bonding is that they all exclude members in the household itself, expect for the 

measure of support.   

Although (naturally) being limited in the measurement of both bonding and bridging 

social capital, I argue that the measures are a proxy of the social capital available to the 

respondents. First, the used measures are assumed to proxy the theoretical constructs. Second, 

although perhaps not covering all family relations, someone ‘scoring’ high on the measured 

indicators is also likely to do so on those that are not measured. It hence is likely that if a 

respondent mentions inter-ethnic contacts in the list of three people ‘with whom he goes out 

and meets often’, this is a good proxy for potential other (unmeasured) inter-ethnic contacts in 

one’s social network.   
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Figure 11. The measurement of bonding and bridging social capital in the GSOEP. 

     

Social capital 
 

Bonding Bridging 

     
 Structural  Network closure 

• Strength of family relations 
• Number of family members outside the 

household 
• Social support 
• Intra-ethnic family ties outside the 

household 
• Intra-ethnic friendships 

Structural holes 
• Inter-ethnic friends 

• Inter-ethnic family members (outside the 
household) 

• Visiting/receiving visits from native Germans 

     
 Cognitive  (Thick trust) (Thin trust) 
     

 

Control variables 

The following control variables are included. I control for human capital by including the 

educational attainment of the respondent, as measured with the ISCED classification22 

(UNESCO 1997) and a scale for language proficiency. The measure of language proficiency 

consists of a scale containing three items, measured in 1997, 1999, 2001, 2003 and 2005. The 

items included are ‘Own opinion of spoken German’, ‘Own opinion of written German’, 

‘Language usually spoken’ (German, mostly that of country of origin, equally). Reliability 

analysis (Cronbach’s Alpha varies between waves from .83 until .86) as well as cumulative 

scaling with Mokken analysis (Loevinger’s H varies from .74 to .79 between waves) show that 

these items can be seen as a single construct. Consequently, the items are summed. 

Furthermore, I control for the number of years of working experience (and squared). I 

control for the years of working experience rather than age (which is highly collinear with it) 

since working experience is more likely to capture any potential social capital that is gained 

through earlier experiences on the labour market. In other words, it could be that those with 

more working experience have an advantage on the labour market, just because they had more 

time to build experience and have more job-related ties.  

 Furthermore, I control for the highest educational degree obtained by either the father 

or the mother, having German nationality, age at immigration (split up into three dummies: 

born in Germany, age of immigration younger than six, and age of immigration older than six 

years old) marital status (being single or being divorced/widowed, as opposed to being 

married) and the ethnic origin of the respondent. For the analyses of income and occupational 

status a dummy for working part-time is included, as well as the number of hours worked per 

week. Last, to control for differences across regions, in the random-effects models dummies for 

the German federal states are included23. These dummies are included to capture any regional 

                                                
22 The categories are slightly collapsed: included are inadequately/general elementary (originally separate 

categories), middle vocational, vocational plus Abitur/higher vocational (originally two separate categories) 
and higher education.  

23 Some categories are collapsed, due to the low N in some of the states: Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, 
Brandenburg, Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt and Thuringia are collapsed in one category. 
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factors affecting labour market outcomes, such as regional unemployment levels or job 

opportunities (Constant and Massey 2005). 

Last, one can argue that the potential effect of social capital (especially that of the 

bridging type) is not due to the network effect only. It could be that ‘possessing bridging social 

capital’ captures unobserved variation related to some dimensions of (social or psychological) 

immigrant adaptation. In other words, it is not social capital per se that has a positive effect on 

labour market performance, but the fact that having bridging social capital proxies some level 

of integration and/or adaptation. Hence, it may be the case that bridging social capital proxies 

something like the ‘propensity to integrate’. For example, Haug (2008) finds for Italian 

migrants in Germany that host-country specific social capital negatively impacts the intentions 

of return migration, since these immigrants are better ‘socially’ integrated. This implies that an 

effect of bridging on labour market outcomes is not necessarily due to social capital, but rooted 

in a more positive attitude or higher ability towards integration. Estimating a fixed-effects 

model partly solves this problem. Since these models only take into account within-individual 

changes, it controls for any between-individual differences in propensity to integrate. Only a 

changing propensity to integrate within an individual over time could therefore possibly be 

spurious with any found effects of social capital. Therefore, two control variables are included 

that control for propensity to integrate. First, every year it is asked whether people have the 

desire to stay in Germany forever (yes, no). Second, in 1997, 1999, 2001 and 2003 it is asked to 

people “To what extent do you feel German?’ (Completely, for the most part, in some respects, 

hardly at all, not at all). It is likely that those who feel more German, or have a desire to stay in 

Germany, have a higher propensity to integrate. Hence, by including these controls it is tried to 

control for possible other dimensions of integration that can be captured unintendedly in the 

measurement of social capital. 

  

Results 

In Table 26 and Table 27, the descriptive statistics for the sample of employment and the 

sample for the analysis of income are presented. Since the sample of occupational status is very 

similar to that of income, it is not presented in a separate table. In Table 28, the means of the 

social capital measures are presented per ethnic group. Table 29 depicts the percentage of 

observations in each respective survey years and in the federal states. 

 As can be seen in the tables, the main ethnic groups are Turks, followed by migrants from 

Ex-Yugoslavia. Around 20 percent is born in Germany or migrated before the age of six. The 

rest migrated at an older age. For a small percentage, the age of immigration is missing. Only 7 

percent (8 for women) has German citizenship. The educational attainment according to the 

ISCED scheme is dominantly ‘inadequately/general elementary’ (37% men, 49% women), and 

‘middle vocational’ (42% men, 32% women). More or less the same holds for the education of 
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the parents. Furthermore, the majority of the people in the sample are married (around 80%) 

and whereas almost none of the men work part-time, this percentage is considerably higher 

among women (35%).  

 Table 26. Descriptive statistics sample employment, GSOEP. 

 Men Women 
 Mean sd Mean sd 

     
Inter-ethnic friendships 0.28 0.36 0.26 0.34 
Inter-ethnic family outside the household 0.07 0.2 0.07 0.21 
Receives visits/visits Germans 0.85 0.33 0.82 0.36 
Intra-ethnic friendships 0.37 0.38 0.34 0.37 
Intra-ethnic family outside the household 0.22 0.33 0.27 0.35 
Strength of family ties 0.72 0.18 0.75 0.17 
Number of family members 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.1 
Support from friends and family 0.57 0.17 0.59 0.18 
German language proficiency 9.47 2.52 8.99 2.91 
Working experience fulltime in years 17.83 12.02 8.34 9.45 
Feel German 2.76 1.14 2.69 1.2 
Intention to stay in Germany forever 0.63 0.48 0.64 0.47 
     

 Percentage  Percentage  
Employed 80  46   
Ethnic groups     

Turkish 35  34    
(Ex-)Yugoslavian 17  18   
Greek 10  9    
Italian 18  15  
Spanish/Portuguese 6  4  
Eastern Eur. (EU10) 5  8  
Other 9  12   

Age at immigration     
Born in Germany 16  15   
Age at immigr.<6 8  6   
Age at immigr. >=6 71  74   
Age at immigr. missing 5  5   

German nationality 7  8   
Educational level     

Inadequately/gen. elementary 37  49   
Middle vocational 43  31   
Vocational Abitur/higher voc. 10  12   
Higher education 9  7   
No information on education 1  2   

Marital status     
Single 17  10   
Divorced/separated/widowed 7  12   
Married 76  78   

Highest education parents     
Parent Secondary degree 28  29   
Parent Intermed. school/technical 4  6   
Parent Upper secondary 3  4   
Parent Other degree 22  17   
Parent No school/degree 35  34   
Parent information missing 9  10   

      
Number of observations         6896             7259    
Number of individuals         1313             1344     
Source: GSOEP 1966-2007     
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Table 27. Descriptive statistics sample income, GSOEP. 

 Men Women 
 Mean sd Mean sd 
     
Income 1662.68 730.07 974.01 506.23 
ISEI score 36.05   12.55 35.9 14.16 
Inter-ethnic friendships 0.28 0.36 0.3 0.35 
Inter-ethnic family outside the household 0.07 0.2 0.08 0.22 
Receives visits/visits Germans 0.86 0.33 0.89 0.3 
Intra-ethnic friendships 0.35 0.38 0.32 0.35 
Intra-ethnic family outside the household 0.21 0.32 0.22 0.32 
Strength of family ties 0.72 0.18 0.73 0.18 
Number of family members 0.36 0.14 0.37 0.15 
Support from friends and family 0.57 0.17 0.59 0.17 
German language proficiency 9.58 2.48 9.79 2.52 
Working experience fulltime in years 18.23 11.54 11.93 10.22 
Feel German 2.78 1.13 2.92 1.16 
Intention to stay in Germany forever 0.63 0.48 0.65 0.47 
Actual work time per week 42.32 8.43 33.74 11.08 
     

 Percentage  Percentage  
Ethnic group     

Turkish 33  21  
(Ex-)Yugoslavian 17  23  
Greek 10  11  
Italian 19  17  
Spanish/Portuguese 7  6  
Eastern Eur. (EU10) 6  10  
Other 9  12  

Age at immigration     
Born in Germany 15  17  
Age at immigr.<6 9  7  
Age at immigr. >=6 71  71  
Age at immigr. missing 5  6  

German nationality 7  10  
Educational level     

Inadequately/gen. elementary 34  42  
Middle vocational 44  35  
Vocational Abitur/higher voc. 11  14  
Higher education 10  8  
No information on education 1  1  

Marital status     
Single 15  15  
Divorced/Separated/widowed 7  17  
Married 78  68  

Part-time 2  35  
Self-Employed 7  3  
Highest degree parents     

Parent secondary degree 28  29  
Parent intermed. school/technical 4  6  
Parent upper secondary 3  3  
Parent other degree 23  19  
Parent no school/degree 35  34  
Parent information missing 9  9   

Number of observations 5516  3344  
Number of individuals 1144  809  
Source: GSOEP 1996-2007     
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Table 28. Mean bonding and bridging social capital by ethnic group in Germany. 

 Turkish Ex-
Yugoslavia Greek Italian Spain/ 

Portugal 
Eastern 

Eur. (EU 10) Other 

        
Bridging social capital        

Inter-ethnic friendships 0.17 0.29 0.29 0.27 0.47 0.26 0.45 
Inter-ethnic family outside HH 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.19 0.10 
Receives visits/visits Germans 0.75 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.92 0.92 0.92 

        
Bonding social capital        

Intra-ethnic friendships 0.41 0.39 0.39 0.34 0.18 0.30 0.26 
Intra-ethnic family outside HH 0.32 0.23 0.23 0.26 0.23 0.18 0.12 
Strength of family ties 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.77 0.73 0.69 0.71 
Number of family members 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.11 
Support from friends and family 0.56 0.60 0.60 0.54 0.59 0.60 0.66 

        
Source: GSOEP 1996-2007        

 

Table 29. Descriptive statistics survey year and federal state, GSOEP. 

  
Survey year Percentage 

1996 11 
1997 11 
1998 8 
1999 8 
2000 7 
2001 10 
2002 8 
2003 8 
2004 7 
2005 7 
2006 8 
2007 8 

  
Federal State  

Baden-Wuerttemberg 27 
Bavaria 15 
Berlin 3 
Bremen 1 
Hamburg 1 
Hesse 11 
Lower Saxony 7 
North Rhine-Westphalia 27 
Rhineland-Palatinate 5 
Saarland 1 
Schleswig-Holstein 2 
Brandenburg/Mecklenburg-Western 
Pomerania/ Thuringia/ Saxony/ Saxony-
Anhalt 

1 

  
Source: GSOEP 1996-2007  

 

The likelihood of employment 

In the first model of Table 30, a random-effects model predicting the likelihood for men to be 

employed is presented. Besides the presented coefficients, the model for men includes 

dummies for each survey year to correct for the general trend, and dummies for the federal 

states, to correct for regional differences. The standard errors are corrected for clustering on 

the individual. As can be seen in the model, both inter-ethnic friendships and relatives outside 
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the household increase the likelihood of employment. Also men indicating stronger family ties 

have a higher likelihood to be employed. The number of family members has a negative impact 

on employment, although the coefficient is very close to one. The other measures of social 

capital do not significantly affect the likelihood to be employed. Hence, from the random-

effects model we would conclude that for men, inter-ethnic contacts outside the household 

increase the likelihood to be employed.  

With respect to the controls, there is no significant difference between those that are 

born in Germany and those migrated themselves. Furthermore, migrants from Southern and 

from Eastern European countries have a higher likelihood to be employed than Turks. Migrants 

from Ex-Yugoslavia do not significantly differ from the Turks. There are strong effects of 

educational attainment; also years of working experience and German language proficiency 

positively affect employment chances. With respect to the propensity to integrate, feeling 

German increases the likelihood to be employed slightly; the intention to stay does not have an 

effect. Being single (compared to being married) negatively affects the likelihood to be 

employed. With respect to parental education, only respondents with parents that indicate to 

have an ‘other’ degree are more likely to be employed than those with parents that have 

secondary education. Perhaps, parents indicating to have another degree are more likely to be 

self-employed and therefore more able to provide employment for their children. It could also 

be that the effect of parental education with respect to the other degrees is explained away by 

the other covariates in the model.  

Although the random-effects model takes into account the longitudinal design, it 

includes between-individual information in the estimates and therefore cannot deal 

conclusively with the problem of unobserved heterogeneity. It could be that due to unobserved 

characteristics of the respondents (such as ability, or effects of human capital not captured by 

the included variables), the effect actually captures enduring differences between individuals, 

rather than estimating a ‘pure’ effect of social capital. In other words, it might not only be 

immigrants with a higher ability (or whatever unobserved characteristic) that have more social 

contacts, but they are also more often employed. The fixed-effects model solves this problem by 

only including within-individual variation. In model 2 of Table 30, such a fixed-effects model is 

presented. Since they don’t provide any within-individual information, the time-invariant 

covariates are dropped. Naturally, due to these more stringent model restrictions, in the case of 

a logistic fixed-effects model, the number of observations is much lower24. However, the 

coefficients of having inter-ethnic contacts remain significant. This implies that the effect in the 

random-effects model is not due to unobserved heterogeneity, but can be interpreted as a ‘true’ 

effect of bridging social capital: people that reported an increase in their inter-ethnic contacts 

are more likely to be employed at a later point in time than people that do not report such an 

                                                
24 As Halaby (2004) however notes, estimating fixed-effects models is not throwing away information, but 

making use of the panel structure of the data.  
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increase. Since this is a fixed-effects model, this effect is not due to differences between 

individuals or unobserved time-stable characteristics. Furthermore, with respect to possible 

time-variant characteristics, the model controls for changes in educational attainment, changes 

in marital status and in labour market experience. Besides, potential over-time changes in the 

propensity to integrate are controlled for in a dynamic way. In other words, although possible 

effects of differences between individuals with respect to propensity to integrate are ruled out 

by the design of the fixed-effects model, possible time-variant effects are being controlled for. 

Since the model includes dummies for the survey year, the effect cannot be spurious with a 

common trend. The effect of the number of family members outside the household, found in 

the random-effects model, could be a between-individual difference. Men with more family 

members are less likely to be employed than men that report to have fewer members, but a 

change in the number of family members does not affect one’s employment status. This 

indicates unobserved heterogeneity. However, it can also be that due to the reduced sample size 

the effect is no longer significantly different from zero. 

 I do not formulate explicit hypotheses on the differences in the strength of the effect of 

social capital between any ethnic groups or educational levels. However, to make sure that the 

effects are not driven by one group only, and to detect possible extreme differences in effect 

size, it is insightful to know to what extent the results differ. Therefore, to analyze whether 

there is a difference among the ethnic groups with respect to the effect of the social capital 

measures, interaction terms with the ethnic groups were included in the models. Since fixed-

effects models cannot deal with time-invariant covariates, this is done with the random-effects 

models. The interaction models were estimated separately for each measure of social capital. 

Since this implies estimating many models, and since no explicit hypotheses are formulated 

with the results are summarized rather than presented in full length.  
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Table 30. Panel regression predicting the likelihood of employment among men, random- and fixed-effects, 
odds ratios, GSOEP. 

 
Random-effects Fixed-effects 

                                               b              se            b              se 
Social capital                                                           

Inter-ethnic friendships                    1.344*         (.187)        1.543*         (.265) 
Inter-ethnic family outside the household             1.732***       (.287)        2.040***       (.392) 
Receives visits/visits Germans             1.090          (.106)        1.032          (.116) 
Intra-ethnic friendship                    1.178          (.160)        1.332          (.216) 
Intra-ethnic family outside the household             1.173          (.161)        1.301          (.210) 
Strength of family ties                    1.235          (.133)         .900          (.130) 
Number of family members                    .984*         (.007)         .993          (.009) 
Support from friends and family             .880          (.102)         .822          (.130) 

Ethnic group     
Turkish                                     .257***       (.096)                              
(Ex-)Yugoslav                             .449          (.183)                              
Greek                                       .828          (.414)                              
Italian                                     ref.                                              
Spanish/ Portuguese          .899          (.549)                              
Eastern Eur. (EU10)                         .942          (.592)                              
Other                                       .327*         (.168)                              

Age at immigration     
German born                                 ref.                                              
Age at immigr.<6                           1.514          (.833)                              
Age at immigr. >=6                          .670          (.279)                              
Age at immigr. missing                      .547          (.346)                              

German nationality                          .657          (.264)         .392          (.204) 
German language proficiency                1.201***       (.050)        1.089          (.059) 
Educational attainment     

Inadequately/gen. elementary              .902          (.169)        1.620          (.418) 
Middle vocational                           ref.                         ref.                 
Vocational Abitur/higher voc.              3.111***       (.909)        4.698***      (1.770) 
Higher education                           9.591***      (3.538)       28.707***     (17.909) 
No information on education                2.557         (1.651)        6.275*        (4.897) 

Working experience fulltime in years             1.507***       (.053)        1.707***       (.129) 
Working experience fulltime squared               .991***       (.001)         .985***       (.001) 
Feel German                                1.145          (.082)        1.173          (.101) 
Intention to stay in Germany forever        1.065          (.147)        1.063          (.164) 
Marital status     

Married                                     ref.                         ref.                 
Single                                      .348***       (.105)         .810          (.346) 
Divorced/separated/widowed                  .602          (.170)         .976          (.336) 

Parental education     
Parents secondary education                 ref.                                              
Parent intermed. school/technical           .855          (.517)                              
Parent upper secondary                      .480          (.331)                              
Parent other degree                       2.517*         (.952)                              
Parent no school/degree                     .982          (.297)                              
Parent information missing                        1.453          (.657)                              

Constant                                 10.579***      (1.125)                             
Log-likelihood                           -2338.8                       -801.4                 
N observations                              6896                         2492                 
N subjects                                  1313                          354                 
    
Note: the models include dummies for each survey year; the random-effects model also includes dummies for the 
federal states.  
Source: GSOEP 1996-2007 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); standard errors corrected for clustering on the individual. 
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The results indicate some differences among ethnic groups. For immigrants from Eastern 

Europe (when being compared to Turks), receiving visits from native Germans has a positive 

effect on the likelihood to be employed. Furthermore, with respect to bonding social capital, the 

strength of family ties has a stronger effect for migrants from Ex-Yugoslavia. The number of 

family members outside the household positively affects the likelihood of employment for 

migrants from Southern Europe, when being compared with the Turks. However, it has to be 

kept in mind that these differences may be due to initial unobserved differences between ethnic 

groups and not necessarily due to inherently different effects.  

To detect possible differences across different educational levels, this is also done for 

education. With respect to educational attainment, it appears that the strength of family ties 

and the family members that belong to the same ethnic group mentioned (intra-ethnic family 

outside the household) are more effective for those with a higher educational attainment (not 

shown here). This could be explained by the fact that the higher educated also have family 

networks that contain more valuable resources. Hence, they profit more from their bonding 

social capital than the lower educated do. However, as mentioned above, no hypotheses have 

been formulated with respect to this interaction effects. Further research hypothesizing and 

theorizing these differences explicitly would be needed to provide more conclusive answers. 

 

In Table 31, the likelihood of employment is predicted for women. In the model, the same 

covariates are included as for men. However, there is one difference. In the model for women, 

the male sample ethnic groups category ‘other’ is omitted. This category contains mainly 

Western-European migrants. Initially, models were also estimated including this category, but 

this resulted in none of the social capital measures being significant. Instead of presenting such 

a model, it is chosen to omit this category. The results therefore have to be interpreted as only 

valid for the ethnic groups included25.  

Just as in the model predicting men’s employment, a random-effects model is estimated 

first. Two indicators of bridging social capital increase the likelihood to be employed: inter-

ethnic family members and receiving visits and visiting native Germans. Of the indicators 

measuring bonding social capital, the only significant one is receiving support from friends and 

family. However, its coefficient is negative. Like with the results for men, inter-ethnic contacts 

seem to matter, not a strong family network.  

When estimating a fixed-effects model, none of the social capital indicators is significant 

(middle model in Table 31). However, this appears to be solely due to migrants from Eastern 

Europe. In the last model, the same fixed-effects model is estimated, now excluding migrants 

from Eastern Europe. Coefficients for bridging social capital now are significant. In contrast to 

the models in Table 30, inter-ethnic relatives and visiting or receiving visits from native 

                                                
25 For men, models were estimated as well excluding the category ‘other’, but this did not substantially change 

the results.  
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Germans at home increases women’s likelihood to be employed. This could be due to the fact 

that, as opposed to men, women are more often at home and therefore more isolated. Those 

receiving visits at home hence profit more. For men, these contacts do not necessarily take 

place at home: for them, having inter-ethnic friendships has a positive effect. Last, the results 

were not found to be valid for women from Eastern Europe: for them, none of the social capital 

indicators has an effect. 

 Looking at the controls, the coefficients do not differ from the male sample. There are 

differences across the ethnic groups: all groups but the Greek have a higher likelihood to be 

employed when being compared with Turkish women. Given the more traditional role that 

Turkish women have, this is not a surprising finding. Furthermore, there is a positive effect of 

being single, divorced, widowed or separated (as opposed to being married). Also this is not 

surprising: these are likely to be women that were at home while being married and entered the 

labour market when the marriage ended.  

To check the robustness of the results, it was analyzed whether the effects of social capital 

differed between ethnic groups and across educational levels. The analytical strategy was the 

same as explained above for the models including men. As discussed above, the effect of 

bridging social capital is not found for women from Eastern European countries. Furthermore, 

it appears that for women from Southern European countries (Greece, Italy, Spain and 

Portugal), visiting or receiving visits from native Germans has a less positive effect on 

employment when being compared to Turkish women. Conversely, for women from the 

Southern European countries, the strength of family ties has a more positive effect on the 

likelihood of employment, when being compared with Turkish women. With respect to the 

differences between different levels of education, one difference was found. Inter-ethnic 

friendships do have a positive effect for the lower educated, and less so for the higher educated. 
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Table 31. Panel regression predicting the likelihood of employment among women, random- and fixed-effects, 
odds ratios, GSOEP. 

 Random-effects: 
All 

Fixed-effects: 
All 

Fixed-effects:  
Excluding Eastern EU and 

Other 
                                               b              se            b              se            b              se 
Social capital                                                                                        

Inter-ethnic friendship                    1.191          (.143)        1.062          (.145)        1.251          (.197) 
Inter-ethnic family outside the HH         1.348*         (.185)        1.235          (.191)        1.453*         (.250) 
Receives visits/visits Germans             1.334***       (.112)        1.183          (.113)        1.278*         (.132) 
Intra-ethnic friendship                    1.203          (.142)        1.097          (.148)        1.291          (.196) 
Intra-ethnic family outside HH             1.019          (.122)         .946          (.131)        1.082          (.168) 
Strength of family ties                    1.189          (.114)        1.070          (.127)        1.192          (.162) 
Number of family members                   1.005          (.007)         .999          (.010)        1.005          (.011) 
Support from friends and family             .747**        (.071)         .868          (.104)         .711*         (.098) 

Ethnic group       
Turkish                                     .340**        (.120)                                                           
Italian                                     ref.                                                                           
(Ex-)Yugoslav                            1.140          (.432)                                                           
Greek                                       .866          (.391)                                                           
Spanish/ Portuguese         1.446          (.827)                                                           
Eastern Eur. (EU10)                        1.367          (.659)     
Other                                       .361*         (.156)     

Age at immigration       
German born                                 ref.                                                                           

Age at immigr.<6                           2.225         (1.100)                                                           
Age at immigr. >=6                         1.299          (.449)                                                           
Age at immigr. missing                     2.585         (1.408)                                                           

German nationality                          .609          (.193)         .683          (.286)         .471          (.274) 
German language proficiency                1.234***       (.044)        1.100*         (.050)        1.123*         (.057) 
Educational attainment       

Inadequately/gen. elementary          .881          (.167)         .917          (.234)        1.203          (.354) 
Middle vocational                           ref.                         ref.                         ref.                 
Vocational Abitur/higher voc.              1.720*         (.405)        2.336**        (.729)        1.619          (.622) 
Higher education                           2.482**        (.858)        3.931*        (2.110)        5.695*        (4.833) 
No information on education                 .476          (.254)         .392          (.227)         .700          (.467) 

Working experience fulltime in years             1.330***       (.038)        1.019          (.072)        1.198*         (.099) 
Working experience fulltime squared               .994***       (.001)         .986***       (.003)         .976***       (.003) 
Feel German                                1.062          (.065)         .986          (.072)         .967          (.077) 
Intention to stay in Germany forever        1.014          (.117)        1.092          (.137)        1.126          (.153) 
Marital status       

Married                                     ref.                         ref.                         ref.                 
Single                                     6.501***      (1.627)        4.904***      (1.532)        4.685***      (1.736) 
Divorced/Separated/widowed                 2.345***       (.486)        2.110**        (.523)        1.930*         (.566) 

Parental education       
Parents secondary education                 ref.                                                                           
Parent intermed. school/technical           .536          (.242)                                                           
Parent upper secondary                      .373          (.201)                                                           
Parent  other degree                        .862          (.286)                                                           
Parent no school/degree                    1.325          (.359)                                                           
Parent information missing                        1.276          (.477)                                                           

Constant                                    .003***       (.002)                                                           
Constant                                   9.320***       (.867)                                                           
Log-likelihood                           -3057.2                      -1163.9                       -929.2                 
N observations                              7259                         3016                         2440                 
N subjects                                  1344                          423                          317                 
       
Note: the models include dummies for each survey year; the random-effects model also includes dummies for the federal states.  
Source: GSOEP 1996-2007 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); standard errors corrected for clustering on the individual. 
 

Occupational status 

In Table 32, the effect of social capital on the occupational status for men is predicted. All 

coefficients are standardized between zero and one to make them comparable within the 
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models. This means that, since all coefficients have the same range, one can compare effect 

sizes. However, the disadvantage is that the coefficients do not represent increases in the 

indicators. For example, it cannot be seen from the current models how much increase in 

occupational status is associated with an additional year of labour market experience. The 

advantage is that it is possible to compare the effect size of labour market experience with that 

of social capital. Since this is of greater interest for the topic at hand, it is chosen to standardize 

all variables in a range from zero to one. The variables included in the models for occupational 

status and income are the same as for employment, expect for two extra variables: working 

part-time (as opposed to full time), and the actual number of hours worked in a week. 

In the random-effects model (left panel of Table 32), only inter-ethnic friendships affect 

men’s occupational status positively significant. None of the other social capital indicators 

affect the occupational status. In other words, high closure in one’s family network does not 

correspond with better labour market outcomes, when operationalized as occupational status. 

Diversifying one’s network by building inter-ethnic friendships does result in a higher 

occupational status. When estimating the fixed-effects model, these effects remain (Table 32, 

second model).  
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Table 32. Panel regression predicting ISEI-scores among men, random- and fixed-effects, standardized 
coefficients, GSOEP. 

 Random-effects Fixed-effects 

Social capital     
Inter-ethnic friendships                   3.050**       (1.157)        2.866*        (1.321) 
Inter-ethnic family outside the household             1.325         (1.421)        1.493         (1.504) 
Intra-ethnic friendships                   1.321         (1.007)        1.425         (1.176) 
Intra-ethnic family outside the household             1.603         (1.197)        1.568         (1.377) 
Receives visits/visits Germans              .369          (.421)         .540          (.462) 
Number of family members                  -1.496         (3.574)       -1.434         (5.703) 
Strength of family ties                    -.655         (1.333)        -.978         (1.611) 
Support from friends and family       -1.184          (.993)       -1.215         (1.218) 

Control variables     
Ethnic group     

Italian                                     ref.                                              
Turkish                                   -1.941*         (.850)                              
(Ex-)Yugoslav                           -1.859*         (.931)                              
Greek                                      1.626         (1.230)                              
Spanish/Portuguese                           .453         (1.207)                              
Eastern Eur. (EU10)                         .875         (1.506)                              
Other                                      4.451**       (1.609)                              

Age at immigration     
German born                                 ref.                                              
Age at immigr.<6                          -4.134**       (1.322)                              
Age at immigr. >=6                        -4.468***      (1.076)                              
Age at immigr. missing                     2.411         (2.291)                              

German nationality                          .267          (.893)       -1.283          (.980) 
German language proficiency                5.473***      (1.155)         .577         (1.371) 
Educational attainment     

Inadequately/gen. elementary             -.294          (.478)         .267          (.589) 
Middle vocational                           ref.                         ref.                 
Vocational Abitur/higher voc.              -.190         (1.166)       -2.180         (1.547) 
Higher education                          10.815***      (2.004)       -1.115         (2.915) 
No information on education                -.184         (1.350)        -.361         (1.227) 

Working experience fulltime in years            10.554*        (4.929)       -5.744        (24.193) 
Working experience fulltime squared            -13.581**       (5.143)      -21.546**       (6.618) 
Self-employed                              4.807***       (.945)        4.633***      (1.106) 
Feel German                               -1.031          (.719)       -1.468          (.806) 
Intention to stay in Germany forever        -.108          (.353)         .156          (.361) 
Marital status     

Married                                     ref.                         ref.                 
Single                                     -.205          (.655)        -.313          (.938) 
Divorced/separated/widowed                 -.683          (.813)        -.140         (1.033) 

Working part-time                                    .775         (1.164)        1.258         (1.215) 
Actual work time per week                  5.132**       (1.713)        4.568*        (1.909) 
Parental education     

Parents secondary education                 ref.                   
Parent Intermed. school/technical          2.167         (1.722)   
Parent Upper secondary                     5.132         (2.656)   
Parent  Other degree                       1.884*         (.912)   
Parent No school/degree                    -.112          (.691)   
Parent information missing                       -1.171         (1.002)   

Constant                                  30.199***      (2.649)      37.123***      (7.446) 
Overall R-Square                             .34                          .04                 
Within R-Square                              .03                          .04                 
N observations                              5073                         5075                 
N subjects                                  1082                         1082                 

Note: the models include dummies for each survey year; the random-effects model also includes dummies for the federal 
states.  
Source: GSOEP 1996-2007 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); standard errors corrected for clustering on the individual. 
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Table 33. Panel regression predicting ISEI-scores among men, excluding immigrants from category ‘Other’, 
random- and fixed-effects, standardized coefficients, GSOEP. 

 
Random-effects Fixed-effects 

                                               b              se            b              se 
Social capital     

Inter-ethnic friendships                   2.833*        (1.136)        3.035*        (1.253) 
Inter-ethnic family outside the household             2.328*        (1.142)        3.146*        (1.236) 
Receives visits/visits Germans             1.346         (1.008)        1.636         (1.133) 
Intra-ethnic friendships                   1.930         (1.128)        2.240         (1.267) 
Intra-ethnic family outside the household              .323          (.426)         .505          (.468) 
Strength of family ties                   -1.603         (3.671)       -2.017         (5.879) 
Number of family members                   -.673         (1.357)        -.222         (1.611) 
Support from friends and family            -.554          (.981)        -.447         (1.180) 

Ethnic group     

Italian                                     ref.                                              

Turkish                                   -2.153*         (.845)                              

(Ex-)Yugoslav                           -1.823*         (.916)                              

Greek                                      1.898         (1.202)                              

Spanish/Portuguese                           .444         (1.210)                              

Eastern Eur. (EU10)                         .800         (1.551)   
Age at immigration     

German born                                 ref.                                              
Age at immigr.<6                          -3.705**       (1.337)                              
Age at immigr. >=6                        -4.089***      (1.135)                              
Age at immigr. missing                     3.002         (2.318)                              

German nationality                          .794          (.902)        -.937          (.960) 
German language proficiency                5.262***      (1.076)        1.219         (1.245) 
Educational attainment     

Inadequately/gen. elementary             -.288          (.482)         .339          (.590) 
Middle vocational                           ref.                         ref.                 
Vocational Abitur/higher voc.              -.514         (1.241)       -2.241         (1.621) 
Higher education                          11.158***      (2.478)       -1.519         (3.851) 
No information on education                -.276         (1.334)        -.293         (1.251) 

Working experience fulltime in years             6.864         (4.833)        4.809        (23.620) 
Working experience fulltime squared            -10.858*        (4.722)      -21.729***      (6.227) 
Self-employed                              4.839***      (1.039)        4.878***      (1.208) 
Feel German                                -.934          (.734)       -1.267          (.800) 
Intention to stay in Germany forever        -.104          (.323)        -.002          (.331) 
Married                                     ref.                         ref.                 

Single                                     -.364          (.696)        -.363         (1.037) 
Divorced/separated/widowed                  .244          (.734)         .775          (.865) 

Part-time                                   -.058         (1.354)        -.534         (1.468) 
Actual work time per week                  5.606**       (1.815)        5.046*        (1.989) 
Parental education     

Parents secondary education                 ref.                                              
Parent Intermed. school/technical          1.289         (1.955)                              
Parent upper secondary                     5.183         (3.610)                              
Parent  other degree                       1.390          (.921)                              
Parent no school/degree                     .085          (.681)                              
Parent information missing                        -.862         (1.002)                              

Constant                                  30.015***      (2.678)       31.284***      (7.147) 
Overall R-Square                             .29                          .05                 
Within R-Square                              .03                          .05                 
N observations                              4737                         4739                 
N subjects                                   979                          979                 
     
Note: the models include dummies for each survey year; the random-effects model also includes dummies for the 
federal states.  Source: GSOEP 1996-2007 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); standard errors corrected for clustering on the individual. 
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However, when excluding the ethnic groups ‘other’ (Table 33), also inter-ethnic family 

members outsides the household significantly affect one’s occupational status. In other words, 

as in the case of employment, inter-ethnic contacts (either friends or relatives outside the 

household) result for Turkish, Southern European and Ex-Yugoslav male migrants in a higher 

occupational status. Since these effects remain significant in the fixed-effects model, these 

effects are not biased by unobserved heterogeneity. That is, the found effects are not due to 

selection: it is not the case that men with inter-ethnic contacts already have a higher position, 

or that the effect is due to other unobserved factors.  

With respect to the control variables, contrary to the likelihood of employment, the age at 

immigration does affect occupational status: those who are not born in Germany have a 

significantly lower occupational status than those who are born on Germany. The difference 

could be due to the fact that having work is a necessity for everybody; the second generation is 

therefore not more likely to be employed than the first-generation immigrants. With respect to 

the quality of the job, men that are born in Germany do profit from growing up in the host 

society. Furthermore, better German language proficiency results in a higher occupational 

status, but this effect disappears in the fixed-effects model. Hence, this effect might be biased 

by unobservables such as unmeasured ability. Taking into account the controls, migrants from 

Southern Europe have a higher occupational status than Turks do, while migrants from Ex-

Yugoslavia do not differ significantly from Turks. The category ‘Other’, containing mainly 

Western European immigrants, has a significantly higher occupational status, when being 

compared to the Italians. Having a German nationality does not have a significant effect on 

occupational status, neither has the desire to stay in Germany, or feeling German. Men with a 

higher education have a significantly higher occupational status, but there is no significant 

effect in the fixed-effects model. Since educational attainment does not change much over time, 

the variable not being significant could be due to the little variation. The number of hours that 

one works significantly and strongly affects one’s occupational status. Last, there is no 

significant effect of marital status and parental education. 

 Just as in the analysis of employment status, it was also analyzed whether the effect 

differs across ethnic groups and across educational levels. As said, the effects were not found 

for the category ‘Other’. With respect to the other ethnic groups, no significant differences were 

found for the effects of social capital. When interacting the various educational levels with the 

measures of social capital, no substantial differences were found. 
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Table 34. Panel regression predicting ISEI-scores among women, random- and fixed-effects, standardized 
coefficients, GSOEP. 

  

 
Random-effects Fixed-effects 

                                               b              se            b              se 
Social capital     

Inter-ethnic friendships                    .451         (1.136)         .077         (1.285) 
Inter-ethnic family outside the household             -.829         (1.508)        -.561         (1.715) 
Receives visits/visits Germans             -.840          (.563)        -.626          (.574) 
Intra-ethnic friendships                   -.567         (1.203)        -.956         (1.378) 
Intra-ethnic family outside the household              .271         (1.153)         .168         (1.326) 
Strength of family ties                     .288         (1.452)        -.633         (1.680) 
Number of family members                   4.040         (3.096)        4.566         (4.353) 
Support from friends and family        -2.192         (1.312)       -2.189         (1.429) 

Ethnic group     
Italian                                     ref.                                              
Turkish                                    -.796         (1.308)                              
(Ex-)Yugoslav                            -.753         (1.349)                              
Greek                                      1.717         (1.586)                              
Spanish/Portuguese                          2.018         (1.931)                              
Eastern Eur. (EU10)                        1.329         (1.832)                              
Other                                      1.756         (1.799)                              

Age at immigration     
German born                                 ref.                                              
Age at immigr.<6                           1.399         (1.798)                              
Age at immigr. >=6                        -5.243***      (1.291)                              
Age at immigr. missing                    -4.565*        (1.859)                              

German nationality                         1.100         (1.095)       -1.838         (1.151) 
German language proficiency                4.718***      (1.392)        -.259         (1.618) 
Educational attainment     

Inadequately/gen. elementary            -2.478*        (1.034)        -.138         (1.438) 
Middle vocational                           ref.                         ref.                 
Vocational Abitur/higher voc.               .547         (1.189)       -1.261         (1.492) 
Higher education                          10.261***      (2.265)        2.653         (2.490) 
No information on education                3.049         (1.792)        2.024         (1.168) 

Working experience fulltime in years            15.965**       (5.663)       -2.946        (10.591) 
Working experience fulltime squared            -19.298*        (7.812)      -12.025        (10.949) 
Self-employed                              5.419**       (2.035)        4.553         (2.329) 
Feel German                                 .262          (.885)        -.322          (.981) 
Intention to stay in Germany forever         .271          (.410)         .240          (.408) 

Marital status     
Married                                     ref.                         ref.                 
Single                                     1.556          (.918)        -.283         (1.166) 
Divorced/separated/widowed                 -.022          (.707)         .234          (.831) 

Part-time                                    .771          (.534)         .579          (.565) 
Actual work time per week                 11.373***      (1.821)       10.236***      (1.945) 
Parental education     

Parents secondary education                 ref.                                              
Parent intermed. school/technical          5.732**       (1.835)                              
Parent upper secondary                    11.937***      (2.601)                              
Parent  other degree                       1.282         (1.319)                              
Parent no school/degree                   -2.245*        (1.048)                              
Parent information missing                        -.968         (1.465)                              

Constant                                  28.141***      (2.973)       33.354***      (3.317) 
Overall R-Square                             .40                          .05                 
Within R-Square                              .03                          .05                 
N observations                              3141                         3141                 
N subjects                                   777                          777                 
     
Note: the models include dummies for each survey year; the random-effects model also includes dummies for the federal 
states.  
Source: GSOEP 1996-2007 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests);  standard errors corrected for clustering on the individual. 
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In Table 34, the models predicting women’s occupational status are presented. The 

category ‘Eastern European’ and the category ‘other’ are also included. The picture is rather 

different from that of the male sample. None of the measures for social capital significantly 

affects women’s occupational status. These results do not change when excluding ethnic 

groups, as was done in the case of the men. For women, social capital, as operationalized here, 

does not affect occupational status. The controls show similar coefficients as with the male 

sample. A difference is the strong effects for parental education on women’s occupational 

status, and (like with women’s employment), the positive effect of divorce, separation or 

becoming a widow. 

When including interaction terms with ethnic groups and the measures of social capital, 

one effect is different. For women from Eastern European countries, the effect of visiting native 

Germans and receiving visits from native Germans as well as inter-ethnic friendships 

negatively affects occupational status. 

 

Income 

In Table 35, the logged income is predicted for men. The included covariates are identical to the 

model of occupational status. In the models for income all ethnic groups are included. In the 

random-effects model (left panel), it can be seen that having inter- and intra-ethnic friendships 

and relatives outside the household significantly increases income. In other words, men 

indicating to have more friends and relatives (either inter- or intra-ethnic) report a higher 

income. In the fixed-effects model, it appears that the effect in the random-effects model is 

overestimated: the coefficients drop, and its p-values increase. Intra-ethnic friendships do not 

affect income once all between-individual information is taken into account. However, men 

reporting more inter-ethnic friendships and relatives also have a higher income. This is not due 

to changes in labour market experience, education, a general time trend, the place where they 

live, their educational attainment (or that of their parents), their German language proficiency, 

or because they have a higher propensity to integrate. Since the effect remains in the fixed-

effects model, this is also not due to unobserved heterogeneity. 

Unlike in the analysis of employment and occupational status, one indicator of bonding 

social capital is significant in the fixed-effects model: people reporting more family members 

(of their own ethnic group) outside of their household as being important to them have a 

significantly higher income.  

The control variables show no differences between ethnic groups or age at immigration. 

German language proficiency positively affects income, but this effect disappears when looking 

at within-individual information only. Furthermore, not surprisingly, those working part-time 

have a lower income; those that work more hours have a higher income. Married men and self- 

employed men have a higher income. The strongest effect is that of years of working 
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experience. Most likely this also explains why the effect of educational attainment is rather 

weak. 

  By including interaction terms it was analyzed to what extent the strength of the effect 

differs for the different ethnic groups and educational levels. It appears that visiting or 

receiving visits from native Germans positively affects income for Ex-Yugoslavs and Southern 

Europeans. With respect to education, no significant differences were found. 

 In Table 36, women’s income is predicted. The results are similar to that of occupational 

status: none of the measures of social capital significantly affects income. Apparently, for 

working women, social capital is not effective in making headway on the labour market. These 

results do not change when excluding ethnic groups, or when including interaction terms with 

the ethnic groups. With respect to education, no substantial differences were found either.  
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Table 35. Panel regression predicting income (ln) among men, random- and fixed-effects, standardized 
coefficients, GSOEP. 

 

 
 

 Random-effects Fixed-effects 
                                    b se b se 
Social capital     

Inter-ethnic friendships            .079*** (.022) .053* (.027) 
Inter-ethnic family outside the household      .084** (.028) .071* (.031) 
Receives visits/visits Germans      .005 (.013) .004 (.014) 
Intra-ethnic friendships            .048* (.021) .036 (.025) 
Intra-ethnic family outside the household      .068** (.024) .062* (.028) 
Strength of family ties             -.023 (.033) -.068 (.037) 
Number of family members            -.021 (.074) -.066 (.105) 
Support from friends and family     -.016 (.032) -.019 (.039) 

Ethnic group     
Turkish                             ref.    
(Ex-)Yugoslav                     -.051 (.029)   
Greek                               -.021 (.033)   
Italian                             -.032 (.024)   
Spanish/Portuguese                   .014 (.037)   
Eastern Eur. (EU10)                 .036 (.043)   
Other                               .000 (.045)   

Age at immigration     
German born                         ref.    
Age at immigr.<6                    .021 (.043)   
Age at immigr. >=6                  -.066 (.035)   
Age at immigr. missing              -.000 (.056)   

German nationality                  -.039 (.035)   
German language proficiency         .086* (.036) .021 (.043) 
Educational attainment     

Inadequately/gen. elementary      -.012 (.013) .016 (.017) 
Middle vocational                   ref.  ref.  
Vocational Abitur/higher voc.       .004 (.021) .001 (.026) 
Higher education                    .227*** (.047) .012 (.067) 
No information on education         -.008 (.050) .009 (.064) 

Working experience fulltime in years      1.354*** (.129) 2.809** (.853) 
Working experience fulltime squared       -1.085*** (.131) -1.035*** (.169) 
Self-employed                       .144*** (.044) .150** (.056) 
Feel German                         .037 (.025) .025 (.029) 
Intention to stay in Germany forever -.014 (.011) -.015 (.011) 
Marital status     

Married                             ref.  ref.  
Single                              -.172*** (.028) -.175*** (.042) 
Divorced/separated/widowed          -.104*** (.024) -.074* (.030) 

Part-time                            -.486*** (.057) -.347*** (.060) 
Actual work time per week           .372*** (.072) .314*** (.079) 

Parental education     
Parents secondary education         ref.    
Parent intermed. school/technical   .032 (.054)   
Parent upper secondary              .211** (.077)   
Parent other degree                .055* (.028)   
Parent no school/degree             -.004 (.023)   
Parent information missing                 -.052 (.032)   

Constant                            6.748*** (.069) 6.394*** (.250) 
Overall R-Square                    .34  .07  
Within R-Square                     .22  .23  
N observations                      5516  5518  
N Subjects                          1144  1144  
     
Note: the models include dummies for each survey year; the random-effects model also includes dummies for the 
federal states.  
Source: GSOEP 1996-2007 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); standard errors corrected for clustering on the individual. 
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Table 36. Panel regression predicting income (ln) among women, random- and fixed-effects, standardized 
coefficients, GSOEP. 

 
  

 Random-effects Fixed-effects 
                                    b se b se 
Social capital     

Inter-ethnic friendships            .015 (.043) -.014 (.047) 
Inter-ethnic family outside the household      .012 (.048) -.005 (.052) 
Receives visits/visits Germans      .002 (.020) .000 (.021) 
Intra-ethnic friendships            .025 (.042) -.001 (.046) 
Intra-ethnic family outside the household      .014 (.041) -.011 (.046) 
Strength of family ties             -.001 (.054) .004 (.061) 
Number of family members            .148 (.097) .141 (.154) 
Support from friends and family     -.058 (.053) -.067 (.063) 

Ethnic group     
Turkish                             ref.    
(Ex-)Yugoslav                     .024 (.038)   
Greek                               .067 (.048)   
Italian                             .009 (.037)   
Spanish/Portuguese                   .089 (.054)   
Eastern Eur. (EU10)                 .036 (.059)   
Other                               .077 (.050)   

Age at immigration     
German born                         ref.    
Age at immigr.<6                    -.012 (.066)   
Age at immigr. >=6                  -.053 (.043)   
Age at immigr. missing              -.060 (.053)   

German nationality                  .042 (.048) .039 (.068) 
German language proficiency         -.019 (.056) -.097 (.069) 
Educational attainment     

Inadequately/gen. elementary      -.021 (.027) .022 (.038) 
Middle vocational                   ref.  ref.  
Vocational Abitur/higher voc.       .034 (.031) -.011 (.044) 
Higher education                    .256*** (.054) .082 (.083) 
No information on education         -.042 (.063) -.001 (.065) 

Working experience fulltime in years      1.358*** (.150) .597 (.338) 
Working experience fulltime squared       -1.179*** (.179) -.949*** (.255) 
Self-Employed                       -.098 (.090) -.121 (.106) 
Feel German                         .042 (.030) .028 (.035) 
Intention to stay in Germany forever .014 (.015) .018 (.015) 

Marital status     
Married                             ref.  ref.  
Single                              .088** (.031) .082 (.042) 

Divorced/separated/widowed          .088** (.027) .072* (.036) 
Part-time                            -.241*** (.027) -.227*** (.029) 
Actual work time per week           1.197*** (.109) 1.081*** (.113) 
Parental education     

Parents secondary education         ref.    
Parent intermed. school/technical   .065 (.055)   
Parent upper secondary              .190* (.078)   
Parent other degree                .039 (.041)   
Parent no school/degree             -.006 (.031)   
Parent information missing                 -.082 (.051)   

Constant                            5.946*** (.100) 6.216*** (.115) 
Overall R-Square                    .58  .48  
Within R-Square                     .35  .35  
N observations                      3245  3245  
N Subjects                          794  794  
     
Note: the models include dummies for each survey year; the random-effects model also includes dummies for the 
federal states.  
Source: GSOEP 1996-2007 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests); standard errors corrected for clustering on the individual. 
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Conclusion 

The effect of bonding and bridging social capital was analyzed on employment status, 

occupational status and income for men and women. A pattern can clearly be noted.  

 With respect to men, bridging social capital improves both access to and performance on 

the labour market: it increases the likelihood to be employed, occupational status and income. 

Bonding social capital was not found to be effective. Only in the case of income, one indicator of 

bonding social capital was found to affect income significantly.  

For women, bridging social capital was only found to be effective in getting access to the 

labour market, and only when excluding women from Eastern Europe and the category ‘Other’ 

from the analysis. For women, having inter-ethnic contacts significantly increases the 

likelihood to be employed. For women that are working, none of the indicators of social capital 

had a significant effect. This supports the argument of chapter four that women profit less from 

their social networks. As Livingston (2006) argues with respect to Mexican immigrants in the 

US: since men arrived mostly earlier and work in male dominated occupations, migrant 

networks provide little relevant information for female job seekers. In other words, migrant 

women may have good networks, but these provide little information and mostly on domestic 

work. According to Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) and Hagan (1998), migrant women are 

channelled into low-paying and informal sector jobs via their social ties. This conclusion can 

also be drawn in the case of female migrants in Germany. It may be that if the GSOEP survey 

fails to record the informal sector employment26, one underestimates the effect for women, 

since migrant women often perform domestic service jobs.  

How does this relate to the formulated hypotheses? Apparently, high closure in one’s 

network does not improve labour market outcomes. The family is not found to be, as Nee and 

Sanders (2001b) argue, a central pillar in the process of incorporation in the labour market. 

They see the family as the primary basis of trust and collective action. Nee and Sanders 

emphasize that “social ties associated with common ethnicity are unlikely to replicate the 

household communism and solidarity of the family household or to be as strong as the social 

ties within extended family networks” (2001b, p.389). However, this does not mean that family 

relations are not beneficial in terms of labour market outcomes. Having inter-ethnic family 

members in one’s close social circle has a significantly positive effect on labour market 

outcomes. This holds for men and, with respect to the likelihood of employment, also for 

women. Perhaps having inter-ethnic family members in one’s close circle combines the 

advantages of both network closure (hence high solidarity and reciprocity) and spanning 

structural holes (hence a more diversified network and more host-country specific 

information). 

                                                
26 However, this is not necessarily the case. The questionnaire refers to paid employment, which can also be 

informal. 
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On the other hand, inter-ethnic contacts seem to pay off: for men inter-ethnic contacts 

increase the likelihood to be employed, occupational status, as well as income. This effect 

remains when controlling for ethnic group, age at immigration, having the German nationality, 

years of labour market experience, educational attainment, parental education, marital status, 

German language proficiency, the propensity to integrate, a common time trend and regional 

differences. Furthermore, this effect remains when eliminating unobserved time-constant 

heterogeneity and using within-individual information only.  

 These results have to be seen in the light of some limitations. As already discussed above, 

there are some limitations to the available measures of social capital. None of the measures is 

available every survey year, some are measured only twice in the period of observation. Since 

there may be much less variation in the data than when measured every year the effect of social 

capital might be underestimated. However, this does not affect the differences between 

bonding and bridging social capital, especially not in the case on the intra- and inter-ethnic 

friendships and relatives outside of the household. Since this latter measure is symmetric with 

respect to bonding and bridging, differences in its effect cannot be attributed to differences in 

measurement frequency.   

Another limitation may be the relatively rough measure of the propensity to integrate. 

One may argue that any social capital effects found can, due to the rough measure, be also an 

effect of having a higher propensity to integrate rather than a pure network effect. However, the 

fixed-effects models eliminate any between-individual differences. Therefore, this limitation 

only holds with respect to possible time-varying effects of the propensity to integrate. These 

time-varying effects are likely to be small; in any case they are captured (at least partly) by the 

‘rough’ measure of propensity to integrate that is also included in the fixed-effects models. 
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7. Inter- and Intra-ethnic Friendships and Unemployment 
Duration for Turkish Immigrants and Native Germans 

 
Based on joint work with Anne Hartung27  

 

Introduction 

In this chapter, it is investigated to what extent bonding and bridging social capital can help 

reducing unemployment duration for Turkish immigrants and native residents in Germany. 

More specifically, it is analyzed whether having inter-ethnic and intra-ethnic friendships can be 

associated with shorter unemployment duration.  

 The research design in this chapter is different from that of the two previous chapters in 

two ways. First, the only immigrant group included are Turks. Moreover, I compare Turks with 

native Germans. Second, the dependent variable is different. By estimating event history 

models, the duration of unemployment and the transition from unemployment to work are 

being analyzed. The sample in this chapter ‘starts’ in the first survey year with all unemployed 

people, and models the timing and duration of a transition into employment.  

A possible disadvantage of the approach taken is that the concepts of bonding and 

bridging are measured differently than in previous chapters. In this chapter, bonding social 

capital is operationalized as intra-ethnic friendships, bridging as inter-ethnic friendships. This 

implies that because in bonding and bridging are measured symmetrically not all measures are 

included that were previously defined as bonding social capital. For example, visiting or 

receiving visits from native Germans is not included, as well is family based social capital and 

the support construct.  

However, the advantages of this approach seem to outweigh its disadvantage. The 

advantage is that the effect of social capital on the duration of unemployment is being 

compared between Turks and native Germans. This procedure makes it possible to analyze 

whether social capital is more beneficial for Turkish immigrants than it is for native Germans. 

Another advantage is that the focus with respect to bonding is not on the family, but on ties 

with co-ethnics. Hence, I focus on the type of social capital that is less dependent on one’s 

background.  

 Despite the large body of literature on social capital on the labour market, only few 

studies compare the effect of bridging social capital across ethnic groups (Battu, Seaman, and 

Zenou 2004; Kalter 2006). In view of the disadvantages of Turkish immigrants on the labour 

                                                
27 An earlier version of this chapter has been presented as a paper jointly with Anne Hartung (K.U. Leuven) on 

the fifth GSOEP Young Scholar Symposium in Bremen, on March 27-28th 2009 and on the IMISCOE Cross-
Cluster Theory Conference Interethnic Relations: Multidisciplinary Approaches, May 13-15th 2009, in Lisbon. 
Both authors contributed equally to the presented paper.  
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market (see Kogan 2004, 2007a; Uhlendorff and Zimmerman 2006; Hartung and Neels 2009), 

this chapter contributes to the existing body of literature on social capital and labour market 

outcomes by simultaneously analyzing the effect of having inter-ethnic and intra-ethnic 

friendships for persons with and without migration background.  

As a consequence of the different design, hypotheses are formulated separately in this 

chapter. However, the arguments underlying the hypotheses are similar to the ones developed 

in chapter four. 

 

Hypotheses 

As has been shown in previous chapters, especially social capital of the bridging type is useful 

to make headway on the labour market. The argument is that bridging ties (such as inter-ethnic 

friendships) diversify one’s network and consequently create opportunities for upward mobility 

on the labour market.  

However, the idea of social capital being a capital is that by building connections 

between people, valuable resources come into reach. Put differently, a relevant question 

regarding bridging social capital is “to what extent do ties tap into resource-rich networks?” To 

gain more insight in the effect of a tie bridging across ethnic groups and the effect of a tie 

providing access to valuable resources, one would need to compare bridging ties for a resource-

rich and a resource-poor group.  

Friendships can be supportive in different dimensions: emotional support, instrumental 

(practical) support, information, sociality and feedback (Petermann 2002; Hollstein 2001). 

Family and friends are said to cover several of these dimensions and can therefore be 

considered as multiplex while relatives, colleagues, and acquaintances are rather uniplex in the 

sense of functional differentiation – their support is relatively limited to one/some of these 

dimensions. In other words, friends compared to acquaintances are sources of support for 

labour market outcomes in more than one regard. From a utilitarian perspective, people will 

‘invest’ in relations with others because of the expected future value of the resources made 

available by these relations (Flap and Völker 2004). A social network is, from this perspective, 

considered a capital that can produce returns on these investments.  

Studies on the impact of friendships on labour market outcomes generally find to 

positive effects (both for immigrants and natives), such as higher wages and occupational 

status (De Graaf and Flap 1988; Lin 1999) and job search (Patacchini and Zenou 2008; 

Granovetter 1995; Flap and Boxman 2001; Aguilera 2002; Drever and Hoffmeister 2008; 

Battu, Seaman, and Zenou 2004). As a general hypothesis, one would therefore expect all 

friendships to be helpful when finding a job, irrespectively of them being intra- or inter-ethnic. 
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With respect to the effect size however, one can expect differences. Below it is argued how the 

effect size is expected to be different for immigrants and native residents. 

  

Bridging and bonding social capital and the resource argument 

Looking at native Germans and Turkish immigrants, Kalter (2006) analyzes the effect of 

friendships with native Germans on the likelihood to be employed, also drawing on the GSOEP 

data. He finds a positive effect of having friendships with Germans. I also anticipate a positive 

effect of friendships with native Germans, both for the Turkish minority as for ‘native’ 

Germans, but this effect is not expected to be the same. The argument stems from more recent 

discussions on social capital, which distinguish between bonding and bridging ties (Gitell and 

Vidal 1998; Putnam 2000; Woolcock and Narayan 2000; Leonard and Onyx 2003; Schuller 

2007).  

In this chapter, bridging ties are defined as inter-ethnic relations and bonding ties as ties 

with co-ethnics. In the section ‘measures’, this is operationalized as inter-ethnic and intra-

ethnic friendships. Whereas the operationalization of bridging is the same as in former 

chapters, bonding social capital is operationalized differently. In this chapter, bonding ties are 

not operationalized as closure in the family network, but as friendships with co-ethnics. 

Instead, the concept of bonding refers to that of connecting to the ethnic community. In other 

words, the argument of closure in the network is now made on the level of the ethnic 

community.  

This approach has both merits and drawbacks. It is disadvantageous in the way that 

closure is less likely to have an effect, since the ethnic community is so much bigger than the 

family network. As Sanders and Nee (1996) argue, a limitation of solidarity based on ethnic ties 

per se is that they are difficult to enforce on the community level. The reason is that when 

opportunities are available outside the ethnic community, one is less dependent on ethnic 

resources. This weakens the mechanism that maintains bounded solidarity and enforceable 

trust within the ethnic group. Furthermore, increasing ethnic heterogeneity in a country results 

in more porous ethnic boundaries and hence a greater variety of identities, making ethnic 

solidarity less likely (Light et al., 1995). Within the family, solidarity is likely to be less 

vulnerable.   

However, there is also a clear advantage. A main critique of family-based social capital is 

that the family network is too small, not sufficiently linked to the labour market and therefore 

cannot provide valuable information to make headway on the labour market. There is, however, 

ample research that argues that the ethnic community as such provides an environment of 

higher trust and solidarity (Fennema 2004). Furthermore, there is research suggesting that 

ethnic networks function as a means to make headway on the labour market, since these 

networks rely on ethnic solidarity and enforceable trust (see for example Portes and 
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Sensenbrenner 1993; Portes 1995b; Patacchini and Zenou 2008). In other words, by building 

ties with co-ethnics immigrants may benefit from the ethnic economy (Light et al. 1995; Greve 

and Salaff 2005). Therefore, taking friendships with co-ethnics as bonding social capital has 

two advantages: friendship ties are more likely to tap in a wider network than family ties do; 

ties with co-ethnics can provide access to the ‘ethnic economy’. As hypothesized above, it is 

expected that all friendships reduce unemployment duration, also for Turkish immigrants. 

Especially social capital of the bridging type is often thought to be useful to make 

headway on the labour market as it spans – by definition – gaps across socio-economic 

variables such as class, ethnicity and age (Portes 1998; Narayan 1999). These gaps in networks, 

called structural holes, can disrupt the flow of information between people (Burt 2001). Ties 

bridging such structural holes are thought to be more effective than non-bridging ties, since 

unique information and opportunities come into reach (Putnam 2000: 22). Bonding ties, on 

the other hand, connect to a network where the same information is being circulated and 

therefore do not necessarily provide job market information of additional value (see for 

example Nannestad et al. 2008).  

However, this does not imply that bridging is simply ‘effective’ and bonding is not. The 

resource argument refines this perspective. Social capital being a capital – in the sense that it 

yields positive returns – is based on the assumption that social relations connect people with 

valuable resources. The oft cited statement that bonding social capital is to ‘get by’ while 

bridging social capital is to ‘get ahead’ (Narayan 1999; Putnam 2000) is predominantly argued 

from the perspective of a resource-poor group. When taking the perspective of the resource-

rich group, one would expect bonding ties to be beneficial, but bridging ties not. The question is 

to what extent are ties accessing a network that contains useful resources on the labour market.  

 It is too simplistic to classify Turkish migrants as resource-poor and the native 

population as resource-rich. There is, for example, evidence that social capital of the bonding 

type yields positive returns for migrants, since intra-ethnic ties provide access to an ‘ethnic’ 

economy (see for example Waldinger 1994; Elliott 2001; Sanders Nee and Sernau 2002). Yet, 

the distinction between resource-rich and resource-poor is based on the (access to) host 

country and labour-market-specific resources that migrants have less than natives. Hence, 

immigrants building connections to the native population gain access to host-country specific 

resources. It is well established in the literature that migrants need host-country specific skills 

in order to integrate in the labour market of the host society (Friedberg 2000; Duleep and 

Regets 1999; Zeng and Xie 2004; Borjas 1994). The argument of the need for host-country 

specific capital is predominantly made with respect to skills, such as education and language 

proficiency (Chiswick and Miller 2002; Kanas and Van Tubergen 2009). This argument is, 

however, at the core of bridging social capital: by building inter-ethnic contacts, immigrants 

realize access to resources that they have typically little of themselves (depending on their 

length of stay in the host country) and that are much demanded on the labour market.  
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Haug (2003) points out that it is in particular host-country specific social capital that is 

beneficial for labour market outcomes: “Since […] in Germany most employers are Germans, it 

is useful for immigrants to have contacts to Germans”. Also Kazemipur (2006: 6) states: “The 

ethnic diversity of social networks is particularly important in the case of immigrants. A less 

diverse social network would mean a lower frequency of contacts with the larger society and, 

potentially, a slower process of language acquisition and cultural adaptation, not to mention 

the presence of fewer job choices. In some extreme cases, immigrants with ethnically 

homogeneous networks have to rely on their ethnic enclaves as the only source of 

employment.”  

In other words, resource-rich does not refer to social class or occupational prestige, but it 

implies possessing host country-specific resources, such as providing help with applications 

and job search, pointing at vacancies, dealing with employment agencies, translating cover 

letters, knowing (or being) employers. In this sense, German natives are in this study seen as 

the resource-rich group, when being compared to the Turkish first generation28. It is expected 

that bridging social capital is more effective for Turkish immigrants than for ‘native Germans’, 

as for Turkish immigrants it represents (potential) access to information and structures 

important with regard to the host country’s labour market (Haug 2007). For native Germans, 

on the other hand, inter-ethnic friendships have a diversifying effect, but represent a link to a 

resource-poor(er) group. In other words, the bridging-argument holds, but the resource-

argument does not. Therefore, inter-ethnic friendships are expected to be less beneficial for 

native Germans. This is formulated in Hypothesis 1a: “The positive effect of inter-ethnic 

friendships on finding employment is larger for first generation Turkish migrants than it is for 

native Germans.” 

By the same token, the opposite is expected with respect to intra-ethnic friendships: 

intra-ethnic friendships are more favourable for native Germans than for immigrants. The 

argument is that for Germans, intra-ethnic friendships tap into a resource-rich environment, 

whereas for immigrants it does not. This is formulated in Hypothesis 1b: “The positive effect of 

having intra-ethnic friendships on finding employment is larger for native Germans than it is 

for first generation Turkish migrants.” 

 

Social and human capital 

In contrast to Kalter’s study (2006) mentioned earlier, I expect differences in the returns of 

social capital for different educational levels. One could argue that the effect of having access to 

a resource-rich network is largest for those that possess least resources themselves. Boxman, 

De Graaf and Flap (1991) examine the interplay of human and social capital in the process of 

                                                
28 In this regard, it would be interesting to include the second generation. However, case numbers for the 

second generation were very low. 
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income attainment of Dutch managers and find an interaction between human and social 

capital - though not as expected: while social capital helps at all levels of human capital, human 

capital does not make a difference at high levels of social capital. Van Alphen and Lancee 

(2008) find for early school leavers in Germany that having access to a resource-rich 

environment is more effective in terms of employment chances and income than it is for those 

that completed their education. It hence seems likely that also among migrants social capital 

that is connecting to a resource-rich environment is more effective for those with a lower 

education. In other words, for those with a low education, having friendships with native 

Germans is more beneficial than for those with a high education. This is formulated in 

Hypothesis 2a: “The positive effect of having friendships with German natives on finding 

employment is larger for those with a low education, when being compared to those with a high 

education”. 

However, this reasoning particularly applies to first-generation immigrants rather than 

to the second generation, or to native residents. Especially for the first generation, that 

generally possesses little host-country-specific knowledge, language proficiency or education, 

connecting to a resource-rich network is crucial (Aguilera and Massey 2003; Drever and 

Hoffmeister 2008). This is formulated in Hypotheses 2b: “The mechanism of H2a is stronger 

for first generation Turkish migrants than for German natives.” 

 

Data and measurement 

Data and construction of the sample 

The analyses in this chapter again draw on the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP). The 

GSOEP provides a detailed monthly activity calendar from which can be seen if a person is in 

education, works, or is unemployed. Due to the availability of information on friendships, the 

observation period is limited to 1996-2007.  

With regard to the sample construction, first all unemployment periods from the 

monthly activity calendar were selected. Secondly, direct transitions to work were defined as 

realizing part-time or full-time employment at the end of the unemployment spell (up to three 

months after) and which lasts at least three months. Taking only the native Germans and the 

Turkish migrants and excluding left-censored spells, this resulted in a person period file (N= 

7.755) with multiple unemployment spells per person (for the individuals N= 5,058; 4,880 

native Germans and 178 first generation Turks), of which only 39.9 percent end in a transition 

to work, while 16.5 percent are right-censored.  

It is important to note that the monthly calendar information was matched with other 

variables measured on a yearly basis. As most of the information besides the labour market 

status record is collected in yearly intervals, a limitation of the study is that it is not entirely 
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possible to assign the individual background information to the exact monthly timing of the 

beginning or end of the spell.  

 

Ethnic groups 

There is no consent in the literature as to how ethnic groups are to be defined. Depending on 

the definition, it may include notions of a shared culture in addition to common ancestry. 

Despite the theoretical complexity of the phenomenon (for a more detailed discussion see 

Sollors 1996), ethnic group membership is a concept that is difficult to measure adequately. 

Since the options to operationalize ethnic group membership in the GSOEP are limited or 

entail a heavy selection, the ethnic groups are identified via nationality and place of birth. 

Persons born in Germany and with German nationality are defined as native Germans. First 

generation Turkish migrants have a Turkish nationality, and are born in Turkey (see Table 37 

for the descriptive statistics of the sample). Persons either born in Germany or having the 

German nationality were seen as second generation and thus excluded from the sample (the 

naturalized second generation falls thus in the category of the ‘native’ population).  

 

Table 37. Descriptive statistics sample event history analysis by ethnic group. 

 Native 
German 

1st gen. 
Turkish 

Mean   
Age 36.92 37.52 
Years full time work experience 11.88 11.57 
German language proficiency 13 8.03 

Duration of stay in Germany in years 38 19.66 
Inter-ethnic friendships 0.04 0.35 
Intra-ethnic friendships 1.35 0.96 

Percentage   
Female 47 29 
Educational attainment   

Inadequately /General elementary  18 60 
Middle vocational 60 29 
Voc. Abitur/higher vocational 10 5 
Higher education 12 6 

Source: GSOEP 1996-2007 

 

Inter- and intra-ethnic friendships 

The 1996, the 2001 and the 2006 of the GSOEP include a module on social networks. In these 

years, respondents are asked to mention up to three persons outside of their household that are 

important to them. The introduction phrase29 reads: ‘Now some questions about your friends 

                                                
29 This is the wording as used in the 2001 questionnaire. The wording in 1996 and 2006 differs slightly, but has 

the same substantial content. 
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and acquaintances: Please think of three friends or relatives or other people whom you go out 

with or meet often. Please do not include relatives or other people who live in the same 

household as you’. In the questionnaire, the mentioned persons are subsequently classified by 

the type of relationship (related or not related) and whether the tie is of German nationality or 

not. For those ties classified as ‘other’, it is asked whether the respondent comes from the same 

country as the person mentioned.  

Since the focus is on friendships, only non-related ties are used. They are subsequently 

recoded on the basis of the nationality specified. For a Turkish person, inter-ethnic friendships 

are friendships to German nationals. An inter-ethnic friendship for a native German is coded as 

having one or more friends that have another nationality than German. Intra-ethnic ties are 

coded inversely: for native Germans, these are friendships with German nationals; for Turks 

these are friendships with people not having the German nationality30. Last, the friendships are 

matched to the unemployment spells in such a way that the time of measurement is closest to 

the beginning of the spell, but not before unemployment has started31.  

The GSOEP survey does not allow for a much more refined revision of the ethnic 

differences in social capital. Therefore, the analysis does not include the network of ethnic 

minorities compared to natives, but rather the differences in background characteristics 

between persons with and without inter- and intra-ethnic friendships. Furthermore, since the 

measurement is limited to ethnic differences in social capital, it is not possible to measure the 

actual resources available in ego’s network. This implies that spanning structural holes can only 

be observed with respect to the ethnic divide, and not when it concerns socio-economic 

differences. It is therefore assumed that social connections with native Germans as such imply 

having access to valuable resources. This is clearly a limitation; data on the socio-economic 

status of the friends would be desirable in order to describe the social composition of the 

networks. In that way, one could examine which socio-economic variables are bridged in 

addition to ethnicity and refine the results related to the resource argument.  

Last, this study considers friendships as weak ties, seen as a part of one’s larger network. 

It is, however, the question if these are indeed weak ties in Granovetter’s sense (1973). He 

defines the strength of a tie as a combination of amount of time spent, emotional intensity, 

intimacy and reciprocity. As such, friendships can be considered as weak, but also as strong 

ties, depending on the reference category. Since in the GSOEP survey it is only possible 

distinguish between family relations and friendships, the weakest ties measured are included.  

 
                                                
30 This is the category‚ other nationality’. It was checked with the follow-up question ‚Do you come from the 

same country?’ whether these ties are indeed intra-ethnic. This appeared to be the case: in 97 percent of the 
cases that Turks indicate that their friend has another nationality than German, this friend is also of Turkish 
origin. 

31 Due to the otherwise too few cases, friendships are treated as time-invariant. The friendship measure that is 
used is closest to the start of the unemployment spell, but not before. Analyses were also run with the 
measurement of friendships closest to the end of the unemployment spell, but this yielded no substantial 
different results. 
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Control variables 

Educational attainment was operationalized according to the ISCED scheme with the following 

categories: (1) Inadequately, (2) General Elementary, (3) Middle Vocational, (4) Vocational 

plus Abitur (A levels), (5) Higher Vocational Education, and (6) Higher Education (UNESCO, 

1997). For the analyses, (1) and (2), as well as (4) and (5) were collapsed into one category 

respectively. Additional control variables are the years of fulltime working experience (also 

squared), age, (also squared) and gender. Furthermore, for the Turkish immigrants, German 

language proficiency32 and the duration of stay in Germany in years33 were included. The two 

latter controls are included since both could be spurious with inter-ethnic friendships: it could 

be that those having inter-ethnic friendships also speak good German, or that those who are in 

Germany longer are also the ones that have inter-ethnic friendships. Last, a dummy is included 

to control for differences related to region (former East vs. Western Germany) and dummies 

for each survey year to control for a time trend.  

 

Method of estimation 

Many studies analyzing the returns of social capital suffer from an endogeneity problem, since 

the direction of the association between labour market outcomes and social capital is not clear 

(compare Mouw 2002; Offe and Fuchs 2004). Both theoretical arguments are plausible: on the 

one hand, social capital may contribute to economic success, but economic participation may 

on the other hand also enhance social capital.  

Panel studies can isolate the effects. Therefore, an event history design was applied in 

this chapter. An event history is a longitudinal record of changes in variables and their 

timing (Blossfeld, Golsch, and Rohwer 2007). The data was set up such that the predictors 

always preceded the timing of the event. In this way, the temporal order of cause and effect 

is unambiguous (Singer and Willett 2003). Event history analysis can moreover exploit 

censored data in a more efficient way than other panel techniques (Allison 1984: 11). The 

hazard and survival function are key means to investigate the transitions from one state to 

another (event). The continuous time hazard )(t! is a time-specific failure rate measuring 

the “conditional probability of event occurrence per unit of time” (Singer and Willett 2003: 

474): 

                                                
32 The measure of language proficiency consists of a scale containing three items, measured in 1997, 1999, 

2001, 2003, 2005. The items included are ‚Own opinion of spoken German’, Own opinion of written 
German’, Language usually spoken (German, mostly that of country of origin, equally). Reliability analysis 
(Cronbachs’ Alpha varies between waves from .83 until .86) as well as cumulative scaling with Mokken 
analysis (Loevingers’ H varies from .74 to .79 between waves) show that these items can be seen as a single 
construct. Native Germans did not respond to the language items and are therefore given the highest value 
on the scale. 

33 In the combined model the native Germans were assigned the value of the highest duration of stay (38 
years). 
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with T denoting the failure time (1972: 187). The equation indicates that the event 

occurs at T in the interval t to t+!t, given that it has not occurred before. The rate is 

measured in !t units. The continuous-time survivor function F(t) refers to the probability 

of surviving at least until time t (Singer and Willett 2003: 472; Cox 1972: 187):  

)()( tTprtF !=          (2) 

In other words, the event time T of the event exceeds time t.  

 Not making assumptions regarding the shape of the hazard function, Cox 

proportional hazards models are used to estimate the impact of the covariates. The Cox 

model can generally be formulated as: 

      (3) 

with )(log 0 jth  as the unspecified general baseline log cumulative hazard function 

and with  as the covariate effects.  

As the sample contains multiple records per person, which are not expected to be 

independent, standard errors are allowed to be intragroup-correlated (clustering). In that 

way, independence across (but not necessarily within) groups is assumed. All variables 

included in the analysis are treated as being time-constant. The estimates are obtained by 

the Breslow method handling tied events as if the order of the events is not known. Finally, 

the proportionality assumption has been relaxed by including interactions with time when 

significant. 

Table 38 displays the average number of inter-ethnic and intra-ethnic friendships for 

native Germans and first-generation Turkish migrants, split by educational level34. With 

respect to our dependent variable, only 39 percent of the unemployment spells end with a 

transition to employment. Figure 12 visualizes the survival curve for this transition for native 

Germans and first-generation Turkish immigrants. Turkish immigrants make a slower 

transition to employment than Germans do35. Naturally, these survival curves are a uni-variate 

picture of the transition from unemployment to employment. To account for other individual 

characteristics, multivariate models are estimated in the following section. 

 

                                                
34Note that the sample includes pooled multiple unemployment spells from several years and can therefore not 

be claimed as representative for the whole population at a particular point of time. 
35 Naturally, these results neither say something about the initial probability to enter unemployment nor about 

the transitions into different types of employment (for the latter, see Hartung and Neels 2009).  

!

!
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Table 38. Average number of inter- and intra-ethnic friendships, by level of education and ethnic group. 

 Inter-ethnic friends Intra-ethnic friends 

 Native 
German 

1st gen. 
Turkish 

Native 
German 

1st gen. 
Turkish 

     
Inadequately /General elementary  0.05 0.33 1.25 1.05 

Middle vocational 0.03 0.40 1.35 0.76 

Voc. Abitur/higher vocational 0.05 0.31 1.52 0.75 

Higher education 0.04 0.33 1.44 1.29 

Source: GSOEP 1996-2007 

 
Figure 12. Kaplan-Meier survival estimates for the transition from unemployment to employment for first-
generation Turks and native Germans. 

 

Source: GSOEP 1996-2007 
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Table 39. Cox regression predicting the effect of inter- and intra ethnic friendships on the transition to 
employment (hazard ratios).  

 Model 1: 

Native Germans 

Model 2: 

1st Gen Turkish 

Model 3: 

All 

    
Female                                      .577***         .403**          .574*** 

                                          (.025)          (.130)          (.025)    
Age                                        1.063**         1.020           1.063**  
                                          (.020)          (.120)          (.020)    
Age squared                                 .998***         .999            .998*** 
                                          (.000)          (.001)          (.000)    
Years fulltime work experience                   1.084***        1.165**         1.085*** 

                                          (.010)          (.062)          (.010)    
Years fulltime work experience squared                   .999***         .995**          .999*** 
                                          (.000)          (.002)          (.000)    
Educational attainment    

Inadequately/ General elementary            .673***         .919            .690*** 
                                          (.045)          (.232)          (.044)    

Middle vocational                           ref.            ref.            ref.    
Vocational plus Abi/ Higher vocational        1.183**         1.213           1.193**  
                                          (.077)          (.762)          (.077)    
Higher education                           1.566***         .625           1.494*** 

                                          (.090)          (.854)          (.106)    
German language proficiency                                       1.111~          1.063    

                                                          (.061)          (.048)    
Duration of stay in Germany (years)                                .962*           .959**  
                                                          (.019)          (.013)    
Inter-ethnic friendships                   1.047           1.523***                 
                                          (.082)          (.156)                    
Intra-ethnic friendships                   1.036*           .984                    

                                          (.017)          (.096)                    
Native German                                                               ref.    
First-generation Turkish                                                    .386**  
                                                                          (.134)    
German friends                                                             1.035*   
                                                                          (.017)    

German friends * First generation Turkish                                        1.388**  
                                                                          (.140)    
N of observations                                7503             265            7755    
N of failures                               2830              93            2918    
Log-likelihood                        -21826.345        -378.931      -22579.067    
AIC                                    43714.690         823.862       45228.134    

BIC                                    43929.305         941.993       45471.597    

Note: ~ p<0.10 * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests). Robust standard errors, clustered by individual. Models 
include dummies for each survey year, a dummy for former East Germany, and interactions with time where model improving 
(survey year, higher education, female). Source: GSOEP 1996-2007. 

 

In Table 39, a Cox regression is presented predicting the duration of the transition from 

unemployment to employment for Turkish immigrants and native Germans. Since the number 

of cases differs highly across ethnic groups, a model for both groups is estimated separately. 
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Models 1 and 2 include inter-ethnic and intra-ethnic friendships, plus all controls. When 

including native Germans only (Model 1), the results with regard to social capital indicate that 

having friends from a different ethnic background does not make a difference for the transition 

from unemployment to work. On the other hand, friendships within the same ethnic group 

accelerate the process of finding a job by almost 5 percent. In Model 2, only first generation 

Turks are included. Turkish immigrants do profit from inter-ethnic friendships. For them, each 

native German friend accelerates the process of finding a job by 52 percent. On the other hand, 

having intra-ethnic friendships does not affect the process of finding a job. For Turkish 

immigrants, there is hence no advantage of co-ethnic friendships, for example with respect to 

the ethnic economy. This partly confirms the first hypothesis. Although varying in effect size, in 

general all friendships were expected to reduce unemployment duration. However, whereas 

intra-ethnic friendships are beneficial for native Germans, they are not for Turkish immigrants. 

Similarly, inter-ethnic friendships are beneficial for first-generation Turks but not for native 

Germans.  

From Models 1 and 2, it can be concluded that it is having friendships with native 

Germans that accelerates the process of finding a job, not inter- or intra-ethnic friendships as 

such. In Model 3, the inter-ethnic friendships for Turkish migrants and the intra-ethnic 

friendships for native Germans are therefore combined in one variable: the number of (native) 

German friends. As can be seen in Model 3, having German friends accelerates the process of 

finding employment for both native Germans and Turks; however, this effect is much stronger 

for first-generation Turks. This result supports the resource-argument and thus also Haug’s 

(2007) thesis on host-country related social capital: apparently, it is friendships with Germans 

that are effective in smoothening the transition to employment. This holds both for native 

Germans and for first-generation Turkish immigrants. However, friendships that are bridging 

across the ethnic divide and into a resource-rich environment prove to be even more effective.  

With respect to the controls, the findings on individual and human capital characteristics 

(gender, age, level of education, language skills, labour market experience) are in line with the 

literature (see for example Kogan 2004; Hartung and Neels 2009). 
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Table 40. Cox regression predicting the effect of friendships with Germans for highly and low educated on the 
transition to employment (hazard ratios). 

 Model 4: 

Native Germans 

Model 5: 

1st Gen. Turkish 

Model 6: 

Low education only 

                                                 
Female                                      .571***         .412**          .569*** 
                                          (.025)          (.137)          (.030)    
Age                                        1.095***        1.004           1.069**  
                                          (.020)          (.114)          (.023)    
Age squared                                 .998***         .999            .998*** 
                                          (.000)          (.001)          (.000)    
Years fulltime working experience                   1.078***        1.197***        1.093*** 
                                          (.010)          (.064)          (.013)    
Years fulltime working experience squared                   .999***         .994***         .999*** 
                                          (.000)          (.002)          (.000)    
German language proficiency                                       1.123~          1.095~   
                                                          (.067)          (.051)    
Duration of stay in Germany  (years)                               .954*           .967*   
                                                          (.020)          (.013)    
Low education                               .644***         .313*                   
                                          (.051)          (.144)                    
German friends                             1.008            .534~          1.045*   
                                          (.031)          (.191)          (.020)    
Low education*German friends               1.039           3.222**                  
                                          (.037)         (1.198)                    
Native German                                                               ref.    
First-generation Turkish                                                    .442*   
                                                                          (.150)    
German friends * First generation Turkish                                        1.482*** 
                                                                          (.143)    
N of observations                                7493             264            6045    
N of failures                               2827              92            2211    
Log-likelihood                        -21829.751        -373.092      -16567.057    
AIC                                    43717.502         806.185       33176.115    
BIC                                    43918.232         913.463       33316.961    

Note: ~ p<0.10 * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 (two-tailed tests), robust standard errors, clustered on the individual. Models 
include dummies for each survey year, a dummy for former East Germany and interactions with time where model improving 
(survey year, higher education, female). Source: GSOEP 1996-2007. 

 

To test the hypothesized interaction between having German friends and educational 

attainment the models are again differentiated by ethnic group (Table 40). The educational 

level is recoded into two categories: those with a higher level of education (higher vocational 

and higher education), and those with low or no education (middle vocational, general 

elementary and inadequate education). To test whether the effect of having friendships with 

Germans is more effective for those with low education, an interaction term is included. The 

effect of having friendships with Germans is not different for highly or low educated native 

Germans (Model 4), herewith rejecting H2a. However, in line with Hypothesis 2b, lower 

educated first-generation Turks profit much more from friendships with Germans, when being 

compared to higher educated (Model 5). Finally, to test whether the effect of having friendships 

with Germans for first generation Turks with a low education is also bigger when being 
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compared to the native Germans, the higher educated have been removed from the sample and 

the two groups are analyzed jointly in Model 6. The results confirm previous findings (Model 

3): friendships with native Germans have an accelerating impact on finding a job both for low 

educated native Germans and Turkish immigrants. However, the return of this form of social 

capital is much higher for the Turkish first generation, when being compared to native 

Germans. Low educated first generation Turks hence profit most from having friendships with 

native Germans: more than native Germans themselves and more than higher educated Turks.   

 

Conclusion 

This chapter analyzes the impact of inter-ethnic and intra-ethnic friendships on the transition 

from unemployment to work for Turks and Germans in Germany. It was expected that 

friendships (either inter- or intra-ethnic) reduce the unemployment duration for both Turks 

and Germans. More specifically, I expected that inter-ethnic and intra-ethnic friendships do 

not have the same meaning for Turkish immigrants and native Germans. In line with the 

resource-argument, intra-ethnic friendships were expected to be more effective for native 

Germans than for Turks, since having German friends implies access to a host-country specific 

resources and information. For Turks, intra-ethnic contacts imply accessing a relatively 

resource-poor environment (Hypothesis 1b). Conversely, applying the bridging- and the 

resource-argument, inter-ethnic friendships were expected to be more effective for Turks than 

for native Germans (Hypothesis 1a).  

The results partly confirmed the expectations. Inter-ethnic friendships have a positive 

impact on the transition to employment for the Turkish first generation. For native Germans, 

intra-ethnic friendships have a positive effect. Rather than friendships per se, it is having 

friendships with native Germans that reduces unemployment duration. Hence, intra-ethnic 

friendships are more effective for Germans; inter-ethnic friendships are more effective for 

Turks. Finally, friendships with native Germans are most effective for low educated Turkish 

first-generation migrants: more than for the higher educated Turkish, and more than low 

educated native Germans.  

The results of this study must be seen in light of a few limitations. The higher impact of 

having German friends for the Turkish minority may also be explained alternatively. It could 

well be that ‘knowing Germans’ in the case of Turkish migrants also captures to some extent 

unobserved characteristics related to other dimensions of (social or psychological) integration 

(compare Mouw 2003). In other words, ‘having German friends’ does not only measure social 

capital, but possibly also certain dimensions of integration into the host society. 

 In addition, the effects could be overestimated for Turks if ethnic minorities make more 

often use of their social ties to find employment (Drever and Hoffmeister 2008). In a similar 

vein, Mouw (2002) argues that the costs of the job search process increase for minorities in the 
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presence of discrimination. To reduce search costs, immigrants therefore rely more heavily on 

their social networks than natives do. However, it was not possible to include information on 

whether or not the (inter-ethnic) ties were actually used for job search. 

The third limitation is that the analysis focused on a limited number of friendships rather 

than on a person’s whole network of acquaintances. In this way, it is not be possible to estimate 

the global effect of weak ties in Granovetter’s (1973) sense. Future research is desired to shed 

light on these processes in more detail.  

Nevertheless, accessing the resources available through the native population is an 

effective strategy to accelerate the transition from unemployment to employment, both for 

immigrants and for native residents. Friends can provide valuable information on job offers 

and/or support in the application process. As a result, persons with native German friends find 

a job more quickly than people who do not have such friends. This holds for Turks, but also for 

native Germans. It is important to note, however, that data on the socio-economic status of the 

friends would be desirable in order to examine if – in addition to ethnicity – other socio-

economic variables are bridged as well.  

On the basis of these results, it can be concluded that friendships are most ‘profitable’ 

when accessing a resource-rich environment, in combination with diversifying one’s social 

network by building inter-ethnic contacts. Therefore, first-generation Turks with a low 

education profit most from having native German friends. In other words, there seems to be a 

premium for bridging the ethnic divide, compared with only accessing a resource-rich 

environment. 
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8. Conclusions on Immigrants’ Bonding and Bridging Social 
Capital  

  
The question posed in this thesis is to what extent different forms of social capital help 

immigrants in making headway on the labour market. More specifically, I analyze the effect of 

bonding and bridging social capital on employment, income and occupational status. The 

economic incorporation of immigrants in their host society is of great interest to scholars 

studying the consequences of migration. Researchers have suggested that social capital 

contributes to economic outcomes such as access to the labour market (Aguilera, 2002; Drever 

and Hoffmeister, 2008), wages (Aguilera, 2005; Boxman, De Graaf and Flap, 1991) or 

occupational status (Lin, 1999). For immigrants, social capital is especially important, since 

relying on social networks is a way to reduce job search costs, for example in the presence of 

discrimination (Mouw, 2002).  

 Conceptual differentiation in different forms of social networks and social capital is not 

new. Already in 1973, Mark Granovetter introduced the ‘strength of weak ties hypothesis’. 

According to this hypothesis, weak ties provide more useful information, since the emphasis is 

on relations between groups. This is beneficial to making headway on the labour market 

(Granovetter 1973, 1995). The identification of ‘bridges’ in networks (Burt 1992) is not new 

either. Equally, the strength of strong ties (Lin, Ensel, and Vaughn 1981) and the concept of 

network closure (Coleman 1988) have been discussed extensively. The term bridging and 

bonding social capital was coined in the end of the 1990s (Gitell and Vidal 1998; Woolcock 

1998; Narayan 1999). Robert Putnam’s book ‘Bowling alone’ (2000) made the concepts central 

to the discussion of social capital. Simultaneously, the concepts of bonding and bridging are 

being used to analyze the social capital of immigrants, although not always named as such 

(Portes 1995b; Portes 2000). In the past decade, a growing body of empirical studies on specific 

forms of immigrants’ social capital has been published. 

However, studies that compare different forms of social capital of immigrants 

simultaneously are rare, especially those that make use of survey data. This thesis aimed at 

contributing to the research field by carrying out such an analysis in Germany and the 

Netherlands. The results indicate that differentiating in different forms of social capital is 

useful. Social connections are not beneficial as such; it depends on the type of relation whether 

social relations can be associated with better labour market outcomes. The main contribution 

of this thesis is that it analyzes simultaneously the impact of two basic forms of social capital 

for immigrants. By taking into account different labour market outcomes, two countries, 

different ethnic groups and both men and women, this thesis provides a detailed analysis of the 

economic returns of immigrants’ bonding and bridging social capital.  

The second contribution of this thesis lies in the conceptualization of bonding and 

bridging social capital for immigrants. Many studies on (immigrants’) social capital apply the 
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bonding and bridging terminology, but the specification of the concepts is often limited to 

‘within- and between group connections’. The contribution of this thesis is that, building on the 

principles of network closure and structural holes, I conceptualize bonding and bridging social 

capital specifically for immigrants. Furthermore, I discuss the arguments that explain the 

mechanisms between bonding and bridging and labour market outcomes.  

 

Overview 

After having laid out the main research questions in chapter one, in chapter two, I 

discussed social capital and the concepts of bonding and bridging. Social capital was defined as 

‘the collection of resources owned by the members of an individual’s personal social network 

which may become available to the individual as a result of the history of these relationships, 

plus the collection of resources which may become available to all members of the group(s) one 

belongs to’. I differentiated between structural and cognitive social capital. As opposed to 

cognitive social capital, structural social capital involves a behavioural component. The 

structural component refers to the ‘wires’ in the network: the intensity and quantity of 

connections between people. It consists of a collection of ties characterized by the relation 

between the people connected, and the possible institutional embeddedness of these ties. The 

cognitive component refers to the ‘nodes’ in a network: attitudes and values such as 

perceptions of support, reciprocity and trust that contribute to the exchange of resources.  

Bonding social capital implies having dense ties and thick trust. The underlying principle 

is that of network closure: in a network with closure, the members of the network have ties with 

all members (Coleman, 1988). In terms of structural social capital, the concept of bonding is 

based on the idea of the ‘strength of strong ties’ (Lin, Ensel and Vaughn, 1981; Coleman, 1990). 

I defined bonding structural capital as ‘ties that closely connect people and increase the degree 

of network closure.’ Cognitive bonding social capital was defined as the attitudes and values 

(such as trust) that contribute to the exchange of resources among the members of an 

individual’s close and dense network. The clearest case of a network with a high degree of 

closure is probably the family. Besides family ties, also ties with co-ethnics contribute to a 

dense network with closure. Bonding social capital was hence operationalized as the strength of 

family ties and ties with co-ethnics.  

A person’s bridging social capital is characterized by a network of crosscutting ties and 

thin trust. Structural bridging social capital refers to the collection of ties that form an 

individual’s ‘wide’ social network. A wide social network is a network that contains structural 

holes (Burt, 2001). Structural holes are gaps in networks, for example across socio-economic 

characteristics, such as ethnicity. A bridge is a tie that spans a structural hole (Burt, 2001). 

Structural bridging social capital was defined as the ties in an individual’s network that cut 

across the ethnic divide. Cognitive bridging social capital is characterized by thin or particular 
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trust, that is the attitudes and values such as outward orientation that contribute to the 

exchange of resources in one’s wide social network.’  

Chapter three dealt with the macro context of Germany and the Netherlands. I 

discussed the migration history, the immigration and integration policy, the labour market and 

the macro differences in social capital. The migration histories, immigration and integration 

policies in Germany and the Netherlands are rather different. The migration regime in 

Germany is often described as exclusionary, that of the Netherlands as multicultural. While in 

both countries a large share of immigration consisted of guest workers and family reunification, 

they differ in the arrival of ethnic Germans and refugees in Germany and migration from 

(former) colonies in the Netherlands. With respect to the structure of the labour market there 

are also differences: the labour market of the Netherlands is more open and accessible to 

immigrants than that of Germany. The employment ratio (the employment rate of the 

immigrants relative to that of the natives) is much lower in Germany than in the Netherlands. 

There are also differences in levels of individual social capital: levels seem to be higher in the 

Netherlands than in Germany (Pichler and Wallace 2007). Based on the differences in 

integration policy and the structure of the labour market it was hypothesized that the returns of 

bridging social capital are higher in Germany than in the Netherlands. Conversely, it was 

expected that returns of bonding social capital are higher in the Netherlands than in Germany, 

because of the multicultural integration policy and the higher levels of ethnic residential 

concentration in the Netherlands. 

 Chapter four discussed the dependent variable and the individual-level hypotheses. 

The dependent variable of this study is ‘labour market outcomes’. This is operationalized as the 

likelihood to be employed and, for those employed, income and occupational status. I 

formulated three additional hypotheses in this chapter. 

 The second hypothesis of the thesis states that there is a positive relationship between 

bridging social capital and labour market outcomes. I developed three arguments that form the 

basis of the hypothesis. I differentiated between the diversification argument, the resource 

argument and the argument of compensating and circumventing discrimination. The 

diversification argument stated that one’s social network becomes more diverse by spanning 

structural holes as such and hence enables access to new and useful information, resulting in a 

better labour market performance. The resource argument explains why it is effective for 

immigrants to span structural holes across the ethnic divide. By doing so, one realizes access to 

resources specific to the host country, such as labour market information. This is particularly 

useful for immigrants, since they are less familiar with the labour market than native residents. 

The third argument is that bridging social capital is useful for immigrants as it opens up 

another channel of access to the labour market. This is particularly useful as an alternative to 

the discrimination that immigrants are faced with in more formal channels. Furthermore, by 

establishing connections with native residents, immigrants may be able to overcome initial 
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barriers of distrust and prejudice that exists with (future) employers. In this line of reasoning, 

bridging social capital can function as a way to compensate the negative effects of prejudice and 

insecurity that is the basis of discrimination.  

 The third hypothesis stated that bonding social capital is positively associated with 

labour market outcomes. There are, however, two competing arguments. The closure argument 

states that strong within-group connections, in this case family relations and co-ethnic 

friendships, result in a network with high solidarity and a high-quality communication. 

Especially for immigrants this may be important, for example in order to realize employment in 

the ethnic economy (Waldinger 2005). The second argument was labelled the isolation 

argument. According to the isolation argument, within-group connections do not result in 

valuable new information and hence do not result in opportunities to make headway on the 

labour market. When being embedded into ethnic networks, successful upward mobility may 

be impeded due to social obligations, pressure to conformity, or “downward levelling norms” 

(Portes 1998). Such mobility traps can consequently lead to ethnic segmentation or “downward 

assimilation” (Portes, 1995).  

 Hypothesis four dealt with differences in the returns of social capital for men and 

women. Previous studies show that, although overall usage of networks is similar for men and 

women, returns may differ (see for example Livingston 2006). Compared to men, women are 

more likely to be channelled in informal or lower quality jobs through their networks. It is 

unclear if this also is the case when differentiating between bonding and bridging social capital. 

It is expected that returns to bonding social capital are lower for women than for men, since for 

women within-group connections are more likely to be non-work related than in the case of 

men. With respect to bridging, I hypothesized that there is no difference between men and 

women, as these connections are expected to link to valuable host country specific resources. 

 Chapters five, six and seven contain the empirical results. In chapter five (see also 

Lancee 2010), the effect of bonding and bridging social capital on labour market outcomes was 

analyzed for Turks, Moroccans, Antilleans and Surinamese in the Netherlands. I made use of 

the ‘Social Position and Use of Utilities Immigrants’ Survey (SPVA), including the years 1998 

and 2002. Models were estimated with OLS regression, using cross-sectional data as well as a 

small panel. Scales for social capital were constructed using Mokken analysis. The results 

indicate that bonding social capital is not associated with labour market outcomes. On the 

other hand, bridging social capital is positively associated with most labour market outcomes. 

This, however, holds for the structural rather than for the cognitive element of bridging social 

capital, and the effect is more pronounced for men than for women. Chapter six analyzed the 

effect of bonding and bridging social capital in Germany. I made use of the German Socio-

Economic Panel Survey (GSOEP), including the years 1996-2007. I estimated models using 

both random- and fixed-effects regression. Results are similar to those of the Netherlands: 

bonding indicators were mostly not associated with labour market outcomes, bridging 
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indicators have a positive effect on being employed, income and occupational status. Also in 

Germany, results for bridging were more pronounced for men than for women. In chapter 

seven, an event history design is applied. The chapter analyzes the effect of intra- and inter-

ethnic friendships on the transition from unemployed to employment for Turks and native 

Germans in Germany. Models are estimated with Cox regression, making use of the monthly 

(un)employment spells in the GSOEP. In line with the findings in chapters five and six, 

bridging social capital for first-generation Turks reduces unemployment duration. Also for 

native Germans, connections with other natives reduced unemployment duration. However, 

having connections with native Germans is significantly more beneficial for Turks than it is for 

native Germans. In other words, there seems to be a premium for bridging the ethnic divide. 

 

Findings 

In a nutshell, the results of this thesis can be summarized as ‘whereas for immigrants bridging 

social capital helps to make headway on the labour market, bonding social capital does not’. 

Bridging social capital helps immigrants in both Germany and in the Netherlands to find 

employment. Among those employed, it is associated with higher income and a higher 

occupational status. On the other hand, this study found only little effects with respect to 

bonding social capital. Family relations (both within and outside the household), and co-ethnic 

friendships could generally not be associated with labour market outcomes. In the sections 

below, I discuss how the empirical results relate to the hypotheses formulated.  

 

Germany and the Netherlands 

Hypothesis one stated that the economic returns of immigrants’ bridging social capital are 

higher, and those of bonding social capital are lower in Germany than in the Netherlands. 

Although differences between the countries were expected, no substantial differences were 

found. 

 Several reasons were discussed why one could expect different results in Germany and 

the Netherlands. First, as discussed in chapter three, the migration history, as well as the policy 

towards ethnic minorities has been rather different. Furthermore, there are also some 

differences with respect to the structure of the labour market. The second reason why one could 

expect differences is the data used. The analyses for the Netherlands are almost solely based on 

cross-sectional data, those for Germany on a long-running panel. Furthermore, the ethnic 

groups included are -besides the Turks- different. Moreover, the items used to measure social 

capital are not identical in both datasets.  

 Despite these differences on the macro level and in measurement, findings are very 

similar in Germany and the Netherlands. This is evidence in favour of generalization of the 

individual-level relationship studied: the differences between Germany and the Netherlands do 
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not influence the relation between immigrants’ social capital and their labour market 

outcomes. However, it has to be mentioned that, when being compared to other countries in 

Europe, the macro context of Germany and the Netherlands is also similar in many aspects. For 

example, when being compared to Mediterranean countries, or to countries with a liberal 

welfare state, there are some clear similarities between Germany and the Netherlands. It is 

therefore unclear to what extent the results can be generalized to countries that are clearly 

different. Conclusions might be different if one were to make a cross-national comparison with 

a more diverse range of countries. In order to further generalize the results and to better 

examine the influence of macro level characteristics, a comparison including more, and more 

different countries is therefore necessary (see also below under ‘open questions’). 

 

Bonding and bridging social capital 

Hypothesis two, which stated that bridging social capital is positively associated with labour 

market outcomes, is largely confirmed. Most indicators of bridging social capital indeed 

appeared to be positively associated with the labour market outcomes identified, both in 

Germany and the Netherlands. In other words, connections with native residents are beneficial 

to immigrants. There are, however, differences between men and women in this regard. Below I 

discuss these differences.  

 In chapter three, I developed three arguments that form the basis of the hypothesis on 

the effect of bridging social capital. It remains open to discussion which of the arguments is 

dominant in explaining the effect found. The data do not allow for a test of the validity of each 

argument separately. For example, in the case of the diversification argument, only ethnic 

bridges are measured. It was not possible to examine if socio-economic differences are bridged 

as well. The diversification argument is therefore an explanation of bridging social capital as 

such, rather than a specific explanation of immigrants’ bridging social capital. The results 

indicate that spanning structural holes across the ethnic divide is beneficial in terms of labour 

market outcomes. This, however, does not exclude the possibility that spanning structural holes 

across other socio-economic characteristics is useful as well. Yet, the analyses in chapter seven 

show that bridging the ethnic divide is more beneficial for Turks than it is for native Germans. 

This supports the idea that for immigrants, bridging the ethnic divide is indeed more than ‘just’ 

spanning structural holes, and that one needs other arguments to explain its effect. 

 The resource argument and the compensating discrimination argument provide such 

immigrant-specific explanations. Also for these arguments, it is difficult to empirically 

disentangle their explanatory power. For example, there is no data on the actual resources that 

a tie provides access to. The resource argument is therefore necessarily based on the 

assumption that the native population has more knowledge of, or connections to the labour 

market than immigrants. The discrimination argument is difficult to test separately: the effect 

of bridging social capital can be due to circumventing and compensating discrimination, but at 
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the same time bridging social capital may provide access to host country specific resources. 

However, the fact that the effect of bridging social capital is not that different for the first and 

second generation is in favour of the compensating discrimination argument: for the second 

generation the resource argument is more difficult to make as they were born in the host 

society. 

 

Bonding social capital was expected to be associated positively with labour market outcomes 

(hypothesis three). Based on the present study, this hypothesis has to be rejected. Few 

bonding indicators could be statistically associated with labour market outcomes, and if so, 

sometimes even negatively. Since no effect was found with respect to bonding social capital, it 

seems that the isolation argument offers a better explanation than the closure argument. 

Closure in the family and co-ethnic networks may indicate a high level of solidarity and 

enforceable trust, but it does not provide one with new and valuable information that is useful 

in finding a (better) job. The results in chapter seven suggest that the isolation argument is 

immigrant specific: intra-ethnic friendships –a bonding indicator- are not beneficial in finding 

employment for Turks, but they are for native Germans. In other words, it seems that within-

group connections are ineffective only when it concerns a group that has little resources 

themselves, like (Turkish) immigrants. 

 However, this does not mean that family ties as such are not useful on the labour market: 

both in Germany and the Netherlands, it was found that inter-ethnic family ties have a positive 

impact on labour market outcomes. 

 

With regard to cognitive and structural social capital, the findings show some clear differences. 

In the Netherlands, for both the bonding as well as the bridging type no substantial relation 

between cognitive social capital and labour market outcomes was found. One could explain this 

by arguing that the process of finding a job is an action, hence it is relations (i.e. structural 

social capital) that yield positive returns and not attitudes. Such an argument would, however, 

discard almost any claim about the impact of attitudes. Another explanation might be that 

there is a problem with the internal validity of the construct. It could be that the items used to 

measure cognitive social capital measure something else, like the importance of family in a 

‘lonesome’ world in the case of bonding, or attitudes about gender relations that are currently 

outdated in the base of bridging.  

 One could furthermore argue that there is a causal ordering of cognitive and structural 

social capital. For example, attitudes (cognitive) result in behaviour (structural) rather than the 

other way around. In other words, since they will also capture attitudes, it is likely that the 

‘structural’ scales behave better in the analyses. However, estimating the models without the 

scales of structural social capital did not result in the cognitive scales being significant. If there 

is an (indirect) effect of cognitive social capital, this should be the case. It is therefore 
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concluded that the hypotheses referring to bonding and bridging cannot be confirmed when it 

concerns cognitive social capital.  

 

Men and women 

Hypothesis four stated that the economic returns of bonding are lower for women than for 

men. With regard to bridging social capital, I hypothesized that there was no difference 

between men and women. Both hypotheses have to be rejected. The effect of bonding social 

capital is not different for men and women: for both, bonding social capital cannot be 

associated with labour market outcomes. With respect to bridging, however, there are 

differences. Whereas for men bridging is generally beneficial, for women it is only (partly) 

beneficial with respect to employment, and not beneficial once on the labour market (in terms 

of income and occupational status).  

 A possible explanation for these differences is that, as discussed in chapter four, 

networks of female migrants are less diverse and women have fewer ties than men. Livingston 

(2006) for example, finds in a study on Mexican women in the US that although overall use of 

family and friends networks is similar for men and women, the returns differ. Making use of 

their social network significantly reduces women’s chances of finding work in the formal sector 

(while for men this effect was positive). This might be the case for women’s bridging social 

capital as well. With respect to the smaller effect with regard to employment, it could be that 

women indeed use their bridging capital in order to find work. Since this partly takes place in 

the informal sector, it is less likely to be recorded in surveys. This explains why the effect of 

bridging social capital on the likelihood of being employed is less pronounced for women than 

it is for men. It may also offer an explanation why there is no effect with respect to income and 

occupational status. As Livingston (2006) finds, women use their social networks to find jobs, 

but these are not of better quality. Also Hagan (1998) and Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) conclude 

that migrant women are channelled into low-paying jobs and informal sector jobs via their 

social ties. Apparently, for women, connections with native residents do provide access to the 

labour market, but the quality of these connections is not sufficient to climb the occupational 

ladder. As discussed in the section ‘open questions’, data that specify the socio-economic status 

of ties would allow for a better analysis in this respect.  

 

Open questions 

Further research can take place with different objectives, such as improving theory, improving 

measurement, and generalization/replication. I raise some suggestions for each of these 

objectives.  
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 From a theoretical point of view, one of the remaining questions regarding bridging 

social capital is that of which structural holes are spanned exactly. That is, to what extent is 

bridging the ethnic divide also bridging socio-economic differences? Moreover, what matters 

more? Unfortunately, the current measurement does not enable me to differentiate inter-ethnic 

and socio-economic bridges. Improvements in theory could also be made in exploring the 

underlying mechanism of bridging social capital in more detail. Why exactly is bridging social 

capital effective for immigrants? Is it because of network diversification, circumventing 

discrimination, or the signalling value to (future) employers as a form of social homophily? To 

what extent is it a combination of all three, or does it depend on the specific situation? 

Differentiating between those arguments would allow for a better understanding of the 

mechanisms at work.  

 Questions also remain with respect to the impact of macro-level characteristics on the 

relation between immigrants’ social capital and labour market outcomes. This is both a matter 

of generalization as well as of theory building. To find out if the results can be generalized to 

other ethnic groups and countries, it is necessary to replicate the study in different contexts. A 

substantial reason to do so refers to the possible impact of macro-level characteristics. As was 

concluded in this thesis, there are some differences between Germany and the Netherlands, but 

results did not differ with respect to the returns of social capital. It could be that macro-level 

characteristics do matter, for example when other welfare state regimes are taken into account, 

or labour markets that have a different structure than Germany and the Netherlands do. A 

cross-national study including different types of countries would better tackle these questions. 

 With respect to improving measurement, there is a need for better data. Improvement is 

necessary with respect to the labour market position of immigrants in general: regarding the 

identification of immigrants and their descendants, but also investing in longitudinal data is 

desirable. Furthermore, cross-national data that includes social capital items specifically for 

immigrants would be desirable in order to make a better international comparison of the effect 

of social capital. Improvements can also be made with the measurement of social capital. In the 

first place, measure should be more symmetrical for immigrants and native residents. This 

allows for a better analysis of the differential effect of social capital. Secondly, measures can be 

better with respect the resources available through ties and better with respect to longitudinal 

measures of social capital. For example, social capital related measures in the GSOEP have 

been improved considerably since 2006, but a social network module is included only every 

five years.  

 

Notwithstanding these open questions and limitations, the findings with respect to bonding 

and bridging social capital are comparable for employment, occupational status and income; 

variables that stand for rather different labour market outcomes. The mechanism behind 

bonding and bridging, as applied in this thesis, seems to be similar for both access to and 
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performance on the labour market, although less pronounced for women than for men. 

Furthermore, results are similar in Germany and the Netherlands. Keeping in mind its 

conceptualization, the statement that ‘whereas bonding is to get by, bridging is to get ahead’ 

also seems to apply to the case of immigrants in Germany and the Netherlands. 
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Appendix  

The measurement of social capital using cumulative scaling 

The Netherlands 

For the scales that measure social capital in the Netherlands, Item Response Theory (IRT) was 

used. The logic of IRT is based on the order of the proportion of people that give a positive 

response to an item. For example, few of the respondents have a native Dutch partner. It 

therefore correlates relatively low with the other items that measure inter-ethnic contacts. 

However, marrying a native Dutch may very well be the upper part of a scale that measures 

inter-ethnic contacts: those who have a native Dutch partner, also score positively on the other 

items. In the example, having a partner that is born in the Netherlands is the item with lowest 

proportion of positive response and thus the most ‘difficult’ item on the scale: those who marry 

a native Dutch also score positively on the other items, but not (necessarily) the other way 

around (this is supported by the high item- H, see Table A3). Hence, IRT does account for such 

an ordinal structure and may therefore be more appropriate for scale construction than for 

example factor analysis (Van Schuur and Kiers 2004). Moreover, since social capital is often 

understood in terms of ‘more’ and ‘less’, IRT is especially suitable for the measurement of social 

capital (Van der Gaag and Snijders 2004). 

Therefore, a non-parametric IRT model for finding cumulative scales is used, the so-

called ‘Mokken scaling method’36. This resulted in four scales. The relevant coefficients are 

presented in Tables A1-A4. There are several criteria that a set of items has to meet to form an 

acceptable Mokken scale. The most important measure is Loevinger’s Homogeneity coefficient 

(H). The following cut-off values are conventional to judge a Mokken scale: >.30 being a useful 

scale, >.40 a medium strong scale, and >.50 a strong scale (Mokken 1996; Van Schuur 2003). 

For each of the scales used in this thesis, H is at least .40. Furthermore, the test for monotone 

homogeneity (i.e. the positive response to each item is a function of the positive response to 

easier items in the same scale) and double monotonicity (to assess whether the degree of 

difficulty across items is the same for all individuals) is positive. Last, the Cronbach’s alpha for 

the scales is satisfactory.  

The actual scale consists of the sum of the items. Before this computation, missing values 

for the individual items were imputed using two-way imputation (described in Sijtsma and Van 

der Ark 2003). The imputation is done as follows (Van Ginkel and Van der Ark 2007: 2): ‘Let 

PMi be the average of all observed scores of respondent i, let IMj be the average of all observed 

scores on item j, and let OM be the average of all observed scores on all items and all persons. 

The missing value of respondent i on item j is then based on Xij = PMi + IMj ! OM’. Imputation 

                                                
36 The software used is the ‘Mokken Scale Analysis for Polytomous Items’ , MSPWIN 5.0 (Molenaar and Sijtsma 

2000). 
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was done for all cases with less than 60% of the scale items missing. Those cases with more 

than 60% of the values missing were deleted. 

The language proficiency scale was constructed according to the same principle. The 

items are presented in Table A5. 

 
 

Table A1. Items structural bonding social capital 
  

    Mokken Cronbach’s Alpha 
 

Item H 
Alpha if item 

deleted 
   
Received help from parent/child 0.53 0.70 
Gave help to parent/child 0.52 0.70 
Got advice from parent/child 0.39 0.71 
Gave advice to parent/child  0.42 0.70 
Saw parent/child in past 12 months 0.46 0.70 
Had contact with parent/child in past 12 months. 0.44 0.70 
    
Scale coefficient 0.46 0.73 
   

 

Table A2. Items cognitive bonding social capital 
  

    Mokken Cronbach’s Alpha 
 

Item H 
Alpha if item 

deleted 
   
Trust family more than friends 0.43 0.72 
Discuss problems rather with family 0.42 0.72 
Family members should be there for each other 0.38 0.74 
You can always count on your family 0.42 0.72 
In case of worries family should help 0.43 0.74 
Family members keep each other informed 0.34 0.76 
   
Scale coefficient 0.40 0.77 
   

 
 

Table A3. Items structural bridging social capital 
  

    Mokken Cronbach’s Alpha 
 Item H Alpha if item 

deleted 
   
Partner born in the Netherlands 0.44 0.71 
More contact with native Dutch than own ethnic group 0.56 0.66 
Has native Dutch friends or acquaintances 0.69 0.71 
Receives visits from native Dutch friends or neighbours 0.63 0.62 
Contact with native Dutch in private life 0.70 0.59 
Member of an association that has little or almost no members 
that have the same ethnicity as the respondent (y/n) 0.35 0.71 

   
Scale coefficient 0.57 0.71 
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Table A4. Items cognitive bridging social capital 
  

    Mokken Cronbach’s Alpha 
 Item H Alpha if item 

deleted 
   
Openness about sex is wrong 0.47 0.66 
Contact between men and women is too liberal 0.46 0.66 
It is best when children live at home until they marry 0.45 0.66 
Men and women can live together unmarried (item reversed) 0.45 0.67 
   
Scale coefficient 0.46 0.73 
   

 
 
 

Table A5. Items language proficiency 
  

    Mokken Cronbach’s Alpha 
 

Item H 
Alpha if item 

deleted 
   
Problems with reading Dutch 0.64 0.80 
Frequency of using Dutch with partner 0.67 0.79 
Frequency of using Dutch with children  0.68 0.76 
Problems with speaking Dutch 0.61 0.79 
   
Scale coefficient 0.65 0.83 
   

 
 

Germany 

Equally, several scales are developed for the measurement of social capital in the GSOEP. For 

the strength of family ties variable, the procedure followed is somewhat different to the one 

described above for the Netherlands. Naturally, since people report only the strength of the 

relations of the family members they have, there are many missing values. For example, not 

everybody has grandchildren: some people (the older ones) do have grandchildren whereas 

others don’t (the younger respondents), and some people have parents (the younger part of the 

sample), whereas others do not have parents (the oldest part of the sample).  

Since the Mokken scaling technique drops all cases with one ore more missing values on 

the items to be included, this is problematic. One could impute all missing values with the 

technique as described above, but in the case of many missing values this does not yield a very 

reliable result. One could also recode all missing values to zero, but this highly biases the scale 

values. One can argue that this is not problematic, and one does not need any scaling 

techniques: the objective is to provide an average of the strength of the family relations of each 

respondent; hence one could simply calculate this average. However, despite the theoretical 

considerations, one would also like to know whether a scale of strength of family ties is indeed 

empirically coherent: do people that report a closer relation with some family members in 

general also report a stronger relation with other relatives? 
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Therefore, the scale is validated with reliability analysis. Since Cronbach’s Alpha 

compares pairs of items, it can handle missing values. This makes it possible to still calculate a 

scale coefficient if there are many missing values. For the final scale, three items were not 

included, since they were responded to differently: ’Previous spouse’, ‘Current spouse (if not 

living in the household)’ and ‘Grandparents’. In table A6, the scale coefficients of the final scale 

can be found, both for 1996 and 2001. The Cronbach’s Alpha clearly indicates that these items 

can be seen as the measurement of a single construct; furthermore, the scales are very similar 

in 1996 and 2001. 

With respect to the strength of family ties, the final scale consists of the mean of all the 

items, in which missing items are not included when calculating the mean. The scale is hence 

the average relationship strength of the family members outside of the household that a 

respondent reports to have. The measure of the number of family members outside of the 

household is a normal count: it is the sum of all family members respondents indicate to have. 

It was also tried to combine these measures by multiplying the number of family members by 

the strength of its relationship (hence, number of brothers times the strength of the 

relationships indicated with the brothers). The result is a measure of the size of one’s family 

network, weighted by the strength of the relations in this network. This was also included in the 

analyses, but did not yield different results. For reasons of parsimony, the two separate 

measures are presented.  

 

Table A6. Scale bonding social capital: the strength of family ties. 

Item: For those relatives that you do have, how close is your relationship?   
 1996 2001 
   
Mother 0.77 0.76 
Father 0.78 0.78 
Son(s) 0.81 0.80 
Daughter(s) 0.81 0.80 

Brother(s) 0.79 0.78 
Sister(s) 0.79 0.78 
Grandchild(ren) 0.80 0.79 
Other relatives with whom you have close contact (aunts, uncles, cousins, nephews, nieces) 0.84 0.82 
   
Cronbach’s Alpha 0.82 0.81 

Source: GSOEP 1996, 2001   
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Table A7. Scale coefficients for visiting and receiving visits from native Germans, GSOEP. 

Items: In the last 12 months, have you visited people of German origin in their home? (Y/N) 

           In the last 12 months, did you receive a visit in your home from people of German origin? (Y/N) 

Survey Year Cronbach’s Alpha Loevinger’s H 

1997 .86 .88 

1999 .87 .85 

2001 .80 .81 

2003 .83 .84 

2005 .83 .84 

2007 .82 .81 

Source: GSOEP 1999-2007. 

Note: since the scale only includes two items, no item speficic scale coeficients are available.  
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